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Wk fiiimot cast this volume into tho seething jaws of the pi-iiitiiig press
without a few foaming words of self-appreciation. The Legenda Board
presses itself to its bosom. Its heart goes out to itself, like a St. Bernard
dog to a belated climber of Mont Blanc— like the rays of a light-
house to a sinking mariner oli' Tupelo. And like a bicycle tire 'neath
the rejuvenating breath of an air-pump, the soul of the Legenda Board
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Will You Tell Me?
A Page of Thoughtful Answers to Thoughtful Questions
Cak you tell me wheiT I can find a list of students whom I would like
to know in college ?— Sociable.
Buy a directory at the college book-store. If you desire extensive
friendshij)s, ynu will find there many suggestive possibilities. If, on the
other hand, your interests are more intensive, the lists of major ofticers,
etc., at the end of the book, will give you many helpful suggestions.
Wlijj We Have Many Quizzes One Weel- and None the Next
Is it a mere coincidence that when I have a ipiiz in French at 0.00, I
always have a quiz in Math, at 9.55, a written lesson in Chemistry at
1.30, and an Art paper due at 2.25 ? V_ p.
No; modern research has quite disproved the coincidence theory. The
phenomenon of which yon write is now considered to be a proof of the
existence of evil sufficient to convince all idealistic philoso^ihers. It is
also interesting to note that a candidate for the Ph.D. degree, who is
now preparing a thesis on the " Element of Conscience in the Faculty,"
has noted the tinie-st quence of which you write, and has advanced this
ingenious explanation. Take the initials of the courses you have just
mentioned— F. M. C. A. They will be seen at a glance to suggest the
welbknown aphorism, " Freshmen must cram always." Now con.sider
the first initial, F; this jjlainly denotes Faculty, and, in the light of this
interpretation, we must realize that A refers to Academic. Here, then,
in this simple arrangement of quizzes we find a mystic, psychic warning,
and a suggestion of the well-known attitude of the Faculty toward the
Academic.
Is it jtroper for me to discuss the legs of a triangle with an instrnctor
whom I do not know ?
No— certainly not.
(28)
The Editors' Personal Page
It is with pride that we present to yoii this spring a book which we feel
sure touches the high-water mark of Legenda excellence. We have se-
cured the valuable assistance and co-operation of some famous leading
lights both of literature and art, who by our strenuous urging and their
own maninioth efforts have produced many delectable bits for the bene-
fit of our readers. We have tried to make it a number redolent with
the sweet, innocent s])irit of spring, when 31i)ther Nature and all the
world is full of budding hope and idle fancy. It is a number which
will ap])eal to the young, to the bursting green buds of the year.
IJut its a])])eal is l>ri:ia<L Surely you will all appreciate our splendid
fashidu dciiartment with its timely and liidpful suggestions for women
in every walk of life.
And now a word regarding some of the questions which have been
asked us.
" Why do yiiu publisli so fcAv love stories'^ " To this we yv]>]y with gusto
that as far as possible w(^ wish to make this a history, a true history of
our life, and as we have always been a serious, earnest class, athletic
rather than sentimental, as this is not leap year, as we recall last year
was, that element which is foreign to any true academic figure has not
yet seriously become a part of our thought.
We might add that our training here has made us realize such things
" are too suggestive." This dei:)lorable demand for frothy fiction un-
doubtedly represents one phase of modern life, although there still
linger among our readers conservative perusers of the essay and the
daily theme. When you cannot find what you seek within our pages, we
would refer you to the Wellesley Magazine for pathetic romance and to
the College News for realism.
A strenuous reader from Washingtim, T). C. inquires: "Why do you
not attack some of the crying evils of the day, the habit of wearing rub-
bers to Barnswallow dances, the hygienic ]ierils of over-crowded lecture-
rooms, the dangerous speed of elevators in College Hall ? "
Because, dear reader, we believe in minding our own business! Why
do we have an Academic Council; why do we have house fire-captains;
(29)
why do we have village seniors, if not to arrange for us just such matters?
There is, however, one appalling subject which we wish, not to attack—
are we in the attacking business ?— but to reform.
With tears in our eyes we summon you to consider the awful fate which
awaits Wellesley College, if its student body be not speedily diverted
from the present system of cheering. Hundreds of young and innocent
freshmen have already been sacrificed to this dreadful custom. Shall
we permit it to continue ? Seniors of Wellesley ! ISTo
!
Let us calmly review the question. Surely we need no one to remind
us that a soft and gentle voice is an excellent thing in woman ! Yet
reminded we are, daily— we almost wrote hourly. Have our readers
ever stood in the vestibule of chapel after service on Flower Sunday?
have they ever lingered in a dormitory dining-room ? or lurked in College
Hall centre after freshman elections ?
It is not alone that we may lie excellent women. That purpose, surely,
we may take for granted. Else, why did we come to College? It is
that we may be beautiful women, intellectual women, above all hygienic
women, that Ave make this plea. Think of it, you heedless daughters of
Wellesley! While you drift purposelessly through life, hundreds, in a
few years it may be thousands, of your sisters fail wofully to meet the
requirements of the artistic, the academic, the athletic, because of this
pernicious custom sapping all our surplus vitality.
In order that our readers may not doubt the significance of these re-
marks we have asked three of our best known leaders of public life to
write for us from their wide knowledge of the subject. Our next num-
ber theii will contain letters on this evil from those who have devoted
their lives to the pursuit of the artistic, the academic and the athletic.
May we say here that we are obliged to refuse to accept resident mail
stamps in payment of subscriptions ?
"52= SI
(30)
Four Stages in a Great Career
I. Childhood
Class of 1909 — Freshman Officers
Amy M. Brown President
Josephine D. BirTKi!FiEi,i> Vice-President
Irene ^Ierrick Recording Secretary
Frances Taft " Corresponding Secretary
Mary Zabeiskie Treasurer
Executive Committee— Claba Gkegg, Eleanor Raymond. Agnes Rotheby.
Factotums— Isabel Ridgwat, Helen Slack.
(31)
The Stage Experiences of a Great Actress
as told by Herself in Four Chapters
Chapter I
"Pandora's Box"
By Agnes Rothery, 1909
Theke is no actor, however great his triumphs, who, in looking back
over his stage career, does not recall most vividly his first important ap-
])earance behind the footlights, with all its wild thrills of excitement and
(luick heart-beats of feai-s. So it is, that in reviewing a career of four
happy years, full of what the public is pleased to call " great hits," I
still feel and sec most clearly that night of the 2d of April, 1906,
when I starred for the first time in " Pandora's Box."
I was all the more excited with mingled joy and fear because the
pla}', too, was the work of my hands, and my fame as an authoress as
well as actress rested on its success. I remember how, with painted
cheek and rented wig, I waited breathless in the green room of the Barn.
I can even remember the dolefully leaking coffee can from McKeckney's
which sat beside me, and the shower of glove buttons, caused by the
haste of the Barnswallow President as the curtain rose.
There was a sudden burst of beauteous music, which raised my
sinking heart, but which at the time I did not recognize as the songs of
encouragement on the lips of my friends and sisters. Then, Avith one
(juick gasp, I found myself in reality U2)on the stage, looking through
a blaze i>{ light into hundreds of faces. The hall was full of them;
they rose above my vision upon step ladders and window sills, and they
pressed close about me, upon nothing more than coats and their neigh-
bors' feet. But soon I forgot all this— I forgot my blue serge bloomers
and feminine voice; I rose above the petty limitations of the costume
committee and scattered lacy garments, plumed hats and witty repartee
about the stage in glorious profusion. It was then that I achieved the
sweetest triumph of my not unsuccessful career. The juniors and seniors
burst into wild applause and similar praise rose all unwished to the lips
of the reluctant sophomores. It was a great night, and I can never for-
get it, nor the boxes and boxes of flowers which reposed so esthetically in





" The spirit of our eternal .sjiring breathes through iliss Daiulelion,"
sighed the Skeptic.
1 looked at him questiouiiigly. Tlu re was no special need for the sigh,
and yet, unconsciously, I siglu d too. We are growing old, the Skeptic and
I, and earnest young things like Dandelion make us realize our years.
Wt' walked ])ast Xoanett as \vv talked. Dandelion, — a bright green
]iointed cap ])erchcd on her cvirly head, a bright green rntt', very large
and (juite the latest fad, encircling her slim throat, blew a kiss to us from
the window, " give her a gricn sash and dainty white pumps, and then
yi>u have a \i ry goddess ui' a girl — cpiite the pcrsonitieation of Bot-
ticelli's ' Spring," for instance."
" What is it she has in her hand ^ " asked the Skeptic. " It jars hor-
ribly on the color scheme."
A field of \-ivid bhu'— some ten feet by six in dimension, I should
say— unfurled itself to thc> l)reeze, across it in lilazoned letters of
white I read, " Yale."' •
' ller brother or fiance."" I umrmiired. " And she wants him to wire.
How touching! "
''Poor girl," said the Skeptic, sympalhetically, " An<l juior \'ale!''
" Does she always wear that -— er — costumed "" he asked.
" Oh, no."" said I, " she has scjuie jirrfectly stunning gowns,— Directoire
and Empire, you know, and then she wears the cunningest little rain-
coat, — all yellow and shiny with a very coquettish hat to matcdi."
" I should like to meet her,'" said the Skejitic, " she must be very inter-
esting, but T su])]iose she is ([uite busy ^ " .
" Yes, poor child,"' 1 said. " There are so many things for her to
attend to— cla.ss meetings, afternoon ti'as, fudge parties, walking
clas.sps, jumping classes, skipping classes, rushing classes, — not to
mention the academic! i!ut if you want to meet her, come down to
the s(puire, 1 have seen her around the stores (piitc often, buying little
girlish trinkets, and dainty things to eat."'
We loitcrc il by the dry-goods store, and watched the ]iassing throng for
some time. At last, 1 spied the (iay Lady, a piteous little smile lurking
about her li]is.
(34)
She ti'i]>]K'(l ildwii Wasliiiigton Htroc't. and came to meet us.
" I)ear little 1 )aiHleliiiii," she said, " 1 have just tu(d<ed her in heil, and
|)iU a ' Sk'ejiiui;', please dn nut dislurli' sii;n (lU her door. The pool"
child is quite worn out with \vee|iini;'. She had jilauued to n(, \o a
lo\'ely eoriitlower reeejitiou this afteriKxiu, anil then \'io|et fold her
there would be uo jiroyram or dance order, and it quite used lier up."
" Wliv ^ " said the ania/ed Skejitic.
" Xothiun' to |int in liei- Memory Hook," replied the (Jay Lady, smil-
inii' as the Skeptic nasjjcd.
" I)Ut. didn't yon tell her that there will he a splendid aceouiil of it iu
the CoUcr/r Xeirs? She can cul that out, and put it on a jiaiic liy it-
self with a hoi'dei' of hand-illuniinated cornflowers."
' Thank you. kind Alma .Maler." said the Gay Lady as slie ran olf
toward Xoanett.
" Deal-, iicnei'ous (iay Lady." said the Skcjitic softly, and 1 saw the
h)Velight shine in his eyes.
Spring-
Dow.N in the \alley, the winter
Is jidue aiul sjiriui;' now thri\'es.
And with x'ei'nal ])alpitation.
'I'he lleatiui;- Plant revi\-es.
Asleej) has it In'en all winter
Anil lanqnid with ice and sn.ow,
J)Ut s])riun' has come and its tendrils,
Thawetl out, beii'ln to iilow!
(35)
Social Affairs for Children
Every year a kiml and generous Providence gives into our keeping three
hundred or more delicate, sensitive lives, which it is our duty and delight
to train, that they may become fine, strong school-teachers or wives. In
every way they are greatly dependent upon us, not least in a social way.
We must teach them to know one another, to respond easily and grace-
fully to the social instinct inherent within every one of them, to know
when and where and liow to be deliciously lightliearted.
There are 'many ways in which we may enrich the social life of these
under youths, one of them being the unique form of entertainment
called " Christian Association reception." The great charm of this game
lies in its competitive nature.
Every one of the sophomores, and most of the upperclassmen, chooses a
freshman from the registered list. This choice may be made in many
different ways, though the euphony of the name usually has great in-
fluence, the freshmen with alliterative appellations being especially
popular. The leading feature of the evening is the wonderful beverage,
liberally flavored with orange juice, which is served by many beautiful
maidens.
Two other sources of great pleasure and inipi'ovement to the newcomers
are Hygiene and May day. Pictures taken from both of these affairs are
given below, showing adequately their respective places in the social
life of the college.
Back Viow Hygiene (36)
Speaking of that delightful instil ul ion. Hygiene, reminds niu of two
other simple ways in which the children may he made happy. What
child is there who does not love to hear, amid great din and clatter, the
sweet tones of his own voice singing and cheering, that does not wait
with breathh'ss excitement the passing of his own little boat before the
colored lights of the rather irresponsible electric niau? What child will
not sigh happily and say, " How perfectly dear," when his own little boat
has wriggled or been pulled into place to form the " Star " or present
the " W." Within the last year ever-thoughtful older sisters have
added the wonderful and exciting water pageant which, with the fire-
v.'orks across the lake, the bewitching brass band, and the striped ice
cream, drive sleep from the weary child's eyes. What child, upon return-
ing home to lie met with the sneer of bored, blaze room-mate, has nrit
said, " It was the most beautiful sight T e\'e'r saw," and gone to bed to
l)emoan the fact that " Float " was o\er, but exams not?
Auel this is why the wee
only a year arc' encouraged
own, in the spring. This
telling." They play it with
older than themselves, wlm
"grown up." This spring
esting little bit of play.
Iheir game, b}^ an a])tly
and were justly and noisily
the older children showed
ish phases so amusing to
assumed a bored, iudifFer-
did you really win that
it. You see I ha\e so
think about."
tots who have been with us
to play a game all their
game is called '"boat chris-
the group of children just
ha\-e begun to fe'cl quite
I witnessed a very iiiter-
The little tots had won
s2:)okeii word on Tree-day,
proud. Then it was that
one of those natural child-
the elderly observer. They
ent air which said : " Ah,
game? I hardly noticed




Two Effusions from the Fountain Pen of a Crushee
I.
I SAT alone, one sombre iiutinini diiy.
And nnised upon my sorry, blighted life
And in my heart, a sick'ning sense was rife
That one gray ^Vip M'oubl send nie back the way
—
I late had come— and as 1 sat, 1 wej)!.
Alas, I cried, ah me, nnist 1 return.
To my fiind family, oh must 1 burn
This sweet tuition check, they won't accejit ^
j\ly answer came— a mist of red-gold hair.
Moved 'twixt me and the shill-iiink horizon.
A turquoise eye came round an octagon
Of 'College Hall, and bade mc not desjiair—
She came— herself— her angel presence sju-ead,
Jts subtile evanescence "rnund my head.
II.
Once more T sat. and gazed with starry eyes
Tpon a rubber haii-pin in my hand.
And now it seemed a brunette l)reezc had fanned
j\iy sodden heart-strings, bidding them arise.
And whisper that dear uanie. that name of hers
To all the trees, the sun, ibc ninnn. the hd<e,
'I'lie bilious violet, the pale cane-lirake,
'I'lic fur of dim pcdlucid nickle-bnrrs.
A h:iir])iu, ah a hairpin that had slijiped
As softly as a bulbul to the grmiud.
A hairpin that had bloouied her liirilcage round,
And then like to a swan, its wings had di]i]ied
Into the mellow-grass— O hair])in Fair,




" When time lags, like a laggard, Lilj dear ! "
Dear Girls:
This i^hrase, quoted from an admirable sonnet, by one of our
Legenda editors, forms the keynote of a little talk I have been just
longing to have. And, by the way, how many of us are familiar with that
delicious little volume from which this line is taken ? It comes in limp
leather, and can be bought for a mere song at the college book-store. It
is by the gifted author of " Passion Flowers," " Waban Breezes," and
" All Aboard for Natick." All this is beside the point, of course, but—
"When time lags, like a laggard, Lily dear!"
How charmingly this sentiment accords with a frequent college mood.
How often are we left with a spare five minutes, a stray quarter of an
hour, here in_the midst of this feverish life. That little space comes to
us, like a veritable oasis in the desert,— comes, like a bubbling spring and
a clump of palms, to those of i;s who are pressed by the social, by the aca-
demic. We look forward to such oases with longing, but, alas! do wo
look back at them with any feeling of pleasurable accomplishment ? I
think you will agree that we do not.
Now, what I want to do this month, dear girls, is to jdead with you to
make every moment count. I realize the claims of the academic, of the
social, but still I wish to urge the pursuit of things really worth while.
How many of ns are really conversant with such authors as Benvenuto
Cellini and the Venerable Bede, to say nothing of those splendid monu-
ments of American literature. Cotton Mather's Magnalia, and the Sermons
of Jonathan Edwards ? How many of us really appreciate our Whittier,
or take time to assimilate such suggestive lines as,
" Tell me not in mournful numbers
Life is but an empty goal."
Have any of us ever made ourselves familiar with that delightful genius
of animated nature, " Occleve," and is there one of us who can recite,
off-hand, that splendid inaugural epic of Josh Billings, written in the
original American ? I merely wish to suggest, dear girls, for it does seem
(40)
that as college women we ought to be more mindful of more virtues.*
1 have beeu preaching up to this point, but now I do want to tell you of
the adorable little fol-de-rol I saw the other da}', on the way to the Vill.
We must not miss the essence of life, but that does not mean that we are
not to take an interest in those dainty, tlnft'y nothings, which all girls love.
And it is right that they should. Be a girl, while you can.
Well, to proceed—
It is an extremely fascinating little girdle made of white India lincm
with a fluted edging of pink tnlle. It is made in oue long strip and
wound round the waist, like a bandage, ending in a dainty bow under the
left arm. It is oue of those fluffy things one sees on the Champs Ely-
sees or along the IiisiiTU, and is the nindel for a score or more effective
dew-dabs.
" You Have No Idea IIow I am Rushed "
II(i\v many uf iis, dciir girls, i-ealize that the rushed feeling is i-cally
entirely distinct from the work which we have to do? It is not our
daily tasks that give us this unpleasant sensation, but merely our al-
titude. Many students complain bitterly of the overstrain and whirl
of college life, when it is not rest that they need at all; it is work, a
healthy concentration on work, for we must have something to rest from.
Again I re^jeat, a girl can feel rushed when she is sitting perfectlj' still
and has really nothing whatever to do. On the other hand, a brain
that is not deteriorated by rnshing, if by any chance it is led into this
vvU, recoils from the rush, as a delicate hand would shrink from a hot
radiator. Let this be our aim, Ixdoved girls, to acquire such wholesomely
sensitive minds, for we do not want to stay in the primary classes.
Away, then, with rushing
!
Next inontli I want to discuss another little failing we all have, dear
girls, and I have some ])erfectly adorable suggestions for Sjiring lunch-






What do these pictures represents Each, besides being a beautiful
iiiid delii-ate work of art, is liighlj symbolic. Under the graceful exterior
of each is contained a hidden meaning of vast import. They are diffi-
cult of solution, and have often proved stumbling blocks to fame. On the
other hand, some people have achieved fame for skill in evading the solu-
tion. As a clue, we are glad to tell you that Ko. 5 represents a straight
line. For your agility in ferreting out the other four, and for the best
iive-word essays on, " Mid^'ears, and how I was called home," we offer
as a jjrize fifteen tutoring tickets for Freshman Math., the tutoring to be
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Good Manners and Good Form
ll7te)i a Girl Must Travel Alone
Editors Legekda: I expect to come to college next fall by the B. A.,
but I have never traveled alone on the ti-ain over night. What do I
do ? — Mehitahle Tliurtene.
Consideration for others should make all your movements rajiid. Be-
sides, you might as well be on the safe side, and begin to collect your
articles of luggage at least half an hour after time for the scheduled
arrival at Wellesley. Your conduct ou board should be that of a refined,
cultured, cultivated lady. If you feel the need of nourishment, ring
for a porter, and order refreshment. Don't forget to ask him for the
bill. When sleep}', retire to your berth fully dressed, as if you were
about to enter the street. When the train does finally stop at Wellesley,
after consulting thoroughly with the conductor, descend the steps of the
car, and give a long leap to the ground, lidlding firmly to your hat, which
acts as a parachute in easing the descent. Thereafter you will be cared
for by benevolent upper-class sisters.
Good and Bad Taste at Table
The bread is always hard and dry at the table. Would you complain
about it ?
Aiisirev: It hardly seems necessary to cnHljilaiii about such a trifle.
Simply cultivate the habit of never taking the toj) piece. Skilfully slip
it off, and you will find the under pieces tender and moist.
1 want to serve after-dinner cdff'ee, but havi- no cups. How can I best
manage ?
Aiisiri'r: Yon will notice by observation that it is the custom to fill
breakfast coffee cii])* one-third full and serve after dinner. Usage has
made this permissible and proper.
(44 )
\rro\imdJ2TidX-
1. Duriiii;' the spring we espeeially
faxored the Petei- Thompson suit in
about fifty-seven varieties. Simple
girlish lines may be well accentu-
ated by a crown of Dutch braids.
Gaps to be covered by hair ribbons.
(45 )
1 — Ilinv is oiii' (if llic dainty
linsoi'ie blouses so ijoihiImi'
lliis season. It is niadi' witli
llie new elbow sleeve. fin-
ished b.v a laee-edue euri'. It
is jnst the thint; to wear to
au.v ilr<:iS!i afTair.
2 — The short jac'ket veaehiiiL:
oid.v to the waist line, and the
elliow sleeves worn with Ions
sloves, are thi' new t'ealnres
in eoat suits. Tliis plain
tailored hat is very .^ood with
the low arransenii'nt of the
hair with a dark hair ribbon.
o— For less formal
affairs the n a t t y
"I' e t e r Thompson"
is the most appro-
priate sown. It is
nia<le cdiiefiy in white,
bine. a n d b 1 a e k
sei'Ke. thonsli the dark
sreen has been very
popular for after-
matlis.. when one car-
ries (he dark areen
math, book, used so
widely this year.
4— There is no more
leantifnl or convenient
waist than the "Peter
I'an,'' introduced here
by admirers of JIande
Adams. The I'eler
I'an waists are worn
with linen skirls, and
look particularly w(dl
with the short skirts
now in vogue.
(4G)
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Answers by IIokody Djntiis
(A Page Devoted to the Questions of lliisical Students).
Individual Chord-singing
In trials for (ilcc Chili, when requested liy the allciicd leader to
sing a ehord, how shall I go about it ?— Dcspcrnlc.
If your voice is not ada^ited for ehord-singiiig, yon may answer with
l)erfeet propriety that you have a bad ear-ache already.
UnreliahiJUi/ nf Englislt Translations of German Songs
Will you kindly explain to me the construction of the verb Jlcs. in
the following passage from Schubert's "Hark! Hark! the Lark! ": "On
challiced flowers that lies"—Lobelia.
The incorrect construction is the fault of the translator. Never rely «>n
these translations from the German. They are sure to be despicable.
Delicacy of Touch
Itnogene: You ask how to render your tdiicli soft enough so as not
to break the keys of the clavichord, on which you are privileged to
jn-actice. Let me suggest that you try heavy tleeee-lined gloves, to insure
delicacy of touch. There is to be a sale of such apparel at the Inn, on
Wednesday next.
Restoring of Strained Voices
Can a voice that has been strained ever lie restored i I had a large
voice, my middle tones were almost perfect, and my range unusual, but
my voice has been spoiled by over-strain.— WcUeslci/.
No wonder your voice is ruined if you go to Wellesley. That bar-
barous, vulgar cheering is enough to wear out any voice, however large. I
repeat, stick to musical cheers, if you must cheer. But your vocal chords
are probably paralyzed beyond remedy.
(50)
In an Editorial Way
TiiK, c'dilcii-s wisli lo express llicii- llmiiks tnr llu
cialidii which has jxnircd in on us innn all si(h's.
fiilliiisiasl ic a|i|ii'v-
We are ghid you
like the form of our book. We ho])ed you would. Perhaps you would bo
interested to hear a little of the evolutiou of this epoch-making Legenda.
Unlike other notable ])riidu( 1 inns in the literary world, we did not
" haj^jjen," we became— in fact, we may say we evolved from a proto-
plasm, from a single monad. Go back with us to the young days of
this book, those strenuous days of stern struggle for existence. For
weary weeks, the question was debated whether or not there should be
a Legenda. Think of it, gentle readers. Then a Legenda, a 190'.)
LegendAj became a certainty; but as yet it was only the embryo of the
splendid production you hold before you. We smile ourselves as we think
of that first boldly conceived plan, (hat little senior pamphlet!
Almost, did that ])am]ihlet nsur]) the right and vanquish the jkissi-
bilities of further evolutions. Then practical difficulties averted such a
catastrophe
!
Our little pamphlet contained statistics,— all those delightful lists of
faculty, and the class lists which our readers always await with breath-
less interest. But there was no room in this dainty booklet for any
pictures. This single omission by a happy chance brought down uj^on us
a flood of pleading letters from our host of friends. Mrs. Stubbins,
in particular, iiiqilored us not to leave out Grade's picture. Gracie,
beside being one of our most faithful subscribers, has served honorably
on Mrs. Tompkins' coniniittce. and has twice been teller at class elections.
Obviously, Gracie's picture nnist appear in the Legenda. And Gracie
was only one of many.
And so, dear readers, from this little apple of discord grew this mighty
tree you see before you, this strong and sturdy pine-tree, — the 1900
Legenda !
Tn its evoluti<:in the IjKgkxda has accinn])lislir([ ujany things, not least
of which are the uumerous community evils which it has suppressed.
Perhaps some of our older readers can remember our crusades against
fudge parties before bnakfast. and lingerie waists with gymnasium
bloomers. Such atrocities, thanks to your noble response to our efforts,
are bow things of the past. But now, as announced in our last num-
(51 )
ber we call you to right new wrongs. As we promised, we shall give yon
the unbiased opinions of those whom avc consider best able to speak on
our present system of cheering.
From Miss Observatoria Stone comes
:
" You know, my dears, just how much I have the interest of each one
of you at heart. The sight of your bright, merry faces makes me long
to take every one of you into my arms. And so it is with a great deal
of feeling that I speak of the barbarous custom of cheering. It seems
to me, girls, to do very much toward destroying that indescribable re-
finement which I long to see in all my dear children. I have been try-
ing to think of some way in which we could all have a delightful time
together instead of cheering boisterously in centre. I have this plan
to suggest.
" Whencvei' we feel that Ave just nuist give vcnl lo our enthusiasm, why
can we not all gather together iu the faculty parlor, where over our
steaming coffee cup we caji take it out in a ladylike yet satisfactory
chat? I kuow that all j'ou fine, sweet girls will agree with me, and will
prove to be such girls as Wellesley will be proud to claim as her
daughters."
We shall attempt no comment on so eloquent a jilea from so able a
critic. Our next letter is from Miss B. B. Wood, who proves most con-
clusively the evil of our ways.
" Let me say in the beginning that it is always my intention to be fair-
minded— to allow duly for the points of my opposers— if they have
any to make. In this case it does seem, however, as if they had none.
For my part I can see nothing to be said in favor of college girls cheering
Now to make my point clear: Imagine for- a moment a shell-pink zebra
with a lavender tail and one opal eye standing on the railing of the
gallery iu College Hall Cha])el. He attempts to fly to the middle of
the wall at his right. Perha])s he has trouble with his muscles of
accommodation and the upright wall appears like a gentle slope. Per-
haps he is color-blind — one of the red green variety— and mistakes
the terra cotta of the wall for the luscious verdure of his native hillside
;
at all events, he tries to reach it, and what happens? He falls. It ap-
pears to me that the case of the college girl is exactly parallel to that of
the zebra, though perhaps I am mistaken. I am quite open to conviction
(.'52 )
if the opposition has any point to offer. But it seems to me that we
are color-blind— that there is trouble with our muscles of accommoda-
tion. Cheering is surely not an accommodation to any one."
Miss Cazenovia Simps, whom we all revere as the leading exponent of
art for art's sake, writes
:
" You ask me to express my objections to the unrestrained cheering sys-
tem in Wellesley College. I fear you will judge me somewhat abrupt
when I confess that to me the confusion and lack of harmony on such
occasions has always seemed quite stultifying. Personally, I have al-
ways felt that all our actions which do not interjDret the hidden beauty
innate in all eommun experiences are insults to our high ideals as edu-
cated women. I have frequently observed the girls on such occasions.
Jt is most alarming this white heat of emotion into which they throw
themselves. Can they never realize that at such climactic moments, they
are not themselves, that such a yielding one's self to enthusiasm is by the
very nature of things transitory, is fore-doomed to be inefficieiit?
'•
'I'hen till' ungi-acefnl a]ipearancc of it all strikes me most painfully,
like the cruelly cold edge of a finely wrought sword. One must watch this
performance from the side, as I have watched it, to realize the absurd
and awkward effect of hundreds of mouths wide open for that awful
Rah ! Rah ! Rah ! The very memory of my last experience makes me
shudder. It is so at variance with all the true standards of art. It
contains no dominant impression but one of horror and disgust. It is
not penetrated by causality. Indeed, I cannot jjut such a matter too





Bright Things of All Times That People Have Roared Over
Extracts from the Blankville Gazette
" Blankville boys and girls will come forward ! j\Iiss Mamie Sraithers,
the beautiful and charmiug daughter of Jo Smithers, who is now at
Wellesley, has passed her midyear exams, and is now luxuriating on the
crest of popularity."
"Miss Lulu Waters has returned to Dana Hall, Wellesley College, for
her second and last year. Next fall she will be a IJlankville debutante."
Round Repast
Recitation released. Running rush for refreshment room. (Riding
risky, rarely reaches room reasonably). Runners recklessly radiant.
Radiance removed. Reason? Bound repast. Bead! Round rolls, round
red rare sausages, round, resisting cherries, round, racy, raisin cake.
Resolve— Request reasonably square repast.
One's temperament becomes a wholly minus quantity.
Wellesley,
Where they smother every bit of individuality
!
For the benefit of all the masses they make rules
obnoxious to the chosen few.
No escape except to join the ranks of panq)ercd
faculty.
Student Government taken no account of injured
personality
;
One's temperament becomes a wholly minus quantity.
By required courses nndtitudinous our lirains are
molded into standard shape,
What is destined to liecome of poor I'lriginality ?
(54)
Four Stages in a Great Career
II. Youth
Class of 1909— Sophomore Officers
EuTH C. Hajsifoed President
Maey Zabkiskie Vice - President
SiDNET A. Clapp Recording Secretary
Julia S. Pease Corresponding Secretary
Jeannette Keim 'Treasurer
Executive Committee— Mahoaret B. Kennedy, Sallie A. King, Stella A. Taylor.
Faitiitums— Jean A. Cboss, Maude B. Fbantz.
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The Stage Experiences of a Great Actress
as told by Herself in Four Cha|)ters
Chapter II
"The Adventures of Lady Ursula"
I"
Perhaps one of llie most brilliant moments of my career came on the
night of my appearance in "The Adventures of Lady Ursula." Jt was
a play peculiarly adapted to my temperament— full of charming situ-
ations and (listingiiislied l>y a splendid |)lot interest and dramatic unity.
Perhaps the be-blooniered gallants of the Barn never appeared at a better
advantage than in that clever drinking scene, where their masculine
swagger contrasted so strongly with the ingenious masquerade of the
charming heroine. When the curtain had risen for that last enthusi-
astic encore, and the last florist's box had been propelled stage-ward by
a feverishly aiiplanding audience, 1 realized (hat my success in the great
dranuitic world was assured.
'riien the proud moment when 1 icad of my triumph in (he Xews! My
heart swells now as I re-ri'ail in meniory (hose a|)precia(ive lines, "the
iiesl-iierfornied jilay the liiirn lias seen (his year," "good acting and
rapid movement,"" " the inlei'est never flagged,"' " (he large and masculin.T
caste"— Ah, Lady Ursula, Lady Ursula! To what sweet moments did
your ccunplicated love affair admit me!
And my leading man —" chai'ming an<l majestic," "whimsical grace
and humor,"' " olf-hand masculine way of moving aljout the stage."
Shades of gn at actors of generations gone were evoked by that per-
formance!
Indeed so great was the glory of this play that it called down from
heaven a shower of posii-s so profuse that it has never rained again! The








Maey Zabeiskie Secretary - Treasurer
Josephine Butteefield Chief Cook and Bottle-washer
WiLLYE Andeeson Registrar
Helen Platt First Meniber
Helen Macdonald Second Member
EsTHEE Eandall Third Member
Blanche Deckee Fourth Member
Pie Eaters
Rebekaii Davidson Pieman
Stella Tayloe Simple Simon
Anna Macfarlane Harriet HiNciri.iFFK
Ruth Pinney Mar.torie Hoyt
Madeline Piper Pictty Barrow-
Mary Ingalls Winifred Finlay
Mayes Martin Ruth Worden
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Miss Borah's Culinary Corner
The following suggestion from one of our western subscribers, a college
girl, seems to fill a long-felt want. She writes
:
Last September the cook fell out of her automobile and broke her arm.
As my mother was away, the care of the cuisine devolved on me, and
I flatter myself that our family got along very well. My father and
brother, it is true, insisted njion breakfast and luncheon down town,
but my dinners they agreed were dreams. The nice thing, too, was
that they were so little trouble for me, involving, as they did, little or
no cooking. I enclose some sample menus:
Monday
Grapefruit




Canned Tomato Soup (It really does not need warming)
Sliced Tomatoes




Potato-chips (Delicious in packages)
Sardines
Bread Cheese
Iced-tea (Made with tea ball)
A dozen or so menus of the same class can be composed by scanning
the pantry and by applying the brain a little. T found it no trouble to
provide two hungry men, and myself, with all tlie food of this sort that




The Skeptic and I had just come in from rowing on the lake. Before
breakfast that morning, he had asked me to go with him; and when
1 pleaded a nine o'clock appointment, shook his head mournfully.
" You nuist come," he said, " or Miss Violet will get me. Little things
like the academic never worry her, you know ! "
" Ask the (iiiy Lady," i suggested, a lurking twinkle in my eye. The
Skeptic blushed as he glanced at the blue, blue cornflower in his button-
hole.
" No use," he said, " she is staying in to be nice to Miss Pansy when
she comes. Her unselfishness— Well, T can't discuss the Gay Lady,
even with you— "
I smiled sympathetically. Only the Skeptic and I knew how nmch re-
sponsibility I had come to entrust to our dear, capable Gay Lady.
" Very well, then— I'll play second fiddle and save you from the
friendly attentions of Violet," I agreed.
I made him hurry back so that I could welcome Pansy and show her
to the dainty yellow room where she was to live. College Hall seemed
strangely quiet as we entered. We walked down the corridor, pausing
at the village room, where 1 hoped I might find Pansy in case she had
caught an early train. I have noticed that all my guests spend much
time at first waiting for the mail— even the resident mail ! The
Skeptic opened the door, then drew back scornfully.
" She's not there," he said.
Glancing past him, I had a glimpse of Violet trying on her largest
Merry Widow hat before the mirror. She was whistling rag-time.
" Let us go in and read till Pansy comes," I suggested. It is one of
my hobbies, the saving of these little odd minutes. By spending them
in strict concentration in the library I have found it possible to learn
each week more than ten pages of Poole's Index. Until you try it, you
cannot imagine what a splendid background of knowledge it gives
one.
(00)
Wc descended into the reading-room, and there in Alcove 23 was Pansy,
note-book in hand, tnrning the pages of the dusty tomes, which the Gay
Lady, perched precariously on a chair, was selecting from the top
shelf.
" Nice, quiet little thing," nntrinured the Skeptic as I led tlie way
toward Pansy.
When we were in the Browning Koom,— -for Pansy tactfully reminded
me that it might disturb some one if I presented the Skeptic in the
library, — I talked to her while the Skeptic went off to help the Gay
Lady find Violet.
" I meant to be in the hall waiting for you," confided Pansy, " but ' al-
ways look at the bnllotiu board before yon do anything else,' was the
last thing dear ]\Iolher said to me. It is a good thing I did, for there
is a list of hygiene special lopics indexed fur lo-morrow. Every one from
F to Q has to give a ten-minute summary of the ball of the foot. The
Gay Lady was helping me to get my bibliography when you came in.
Don't you think she's the most adorable thing?"
Smiling at the naive entlmsiasm, I agreed. How congenial she and the
Skeptic will be, I thought.
I foresaw that Pansy would enter our quiet life as peacefully as a flower
dropped upon blue Lake Waban, — and I was right. She has not
caused a ripple upon the placid surface of our trau(piil life. Even
Violet can only patronize her; for the most exacting critic can find
fault with Pansy (udy negatively. As Violet says, " There is nothing
particularly loud about her."
.1 Whispered Inquiry
Suii hurries away, to unfrequented nooks,
And under her arm are so many great books
!
O, aren't you afraid, lest some future day
She'll carry the whole College Lib'ry away?
(fil )
What Other Women Have Found Out
" Do.n't lia\i' all yum- i-aiidles in uiic basket." Beforo Forensic Burning
it is not wise to have all your tapers sent all together to a conspicuous
and popular place like the Barn. Even i£ you do allow a whole day
between hurried rites and procession, you may not have ingenuity enough
to reproduce the required amount of light, should alert Sophomores by
any chance decamp with your supply.
^Might 1 otter a suggestion to Fire Captains '. Would not a dangerous
draught be caused by opening one's door in case of lire i Would it not be
better for each girl to sew her sheets together, and, using this as a rops
ladder, escape through the transom ? It seems to me, too, that the hose
should be turned on each girl before she leaves the building, both to
protect her from stray sparks, and prove that the hose is hose.
(G2)
c° R)^lkfl<i°U^^fkh<tt''fm
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Subject" a^ CorsvaT section
Commemoration Ode '''
Lines written to celebrate the events of May 31, 1907
Fair is the dawn, and fair the glint,
Of dashing Waban's waves,
But fairer still is sweet, sweet sleep.
In mental architraves.
While yet they slumbered, most of fhcui,
We rose and spread our Avings,
And triieked those twenty elitef souls,
AVho pined tor sulitile things.
When night had fall'u o'er the land.
And vanquished day's last gleams.
We lit the candles they had bought
To light forensic dreams.
We never knew just why they wailed.
Or why they tori' their hair,
They told us that we came too late.
Yet, why their blank despair'^
L'Envoi
Across the years, we stretch oiir souls.
Like planks across a chasm—
If we were rude, we would atoue—




Great Masterpieces and Their
Modern Sig-nificance
(65)
What Other Girls Tell Molly
Dcuv Li ids:
I've had just the cutest ideas from some of our friends about mak-
ing a college room look cozy and adorable, without sj)ending a cent of
money. Lulu tells how she managed to get the loveliest rug. She just
came back early, and searched through all the rooms in the dormitory
till she found a rug she liked, which with a very little changing was
transferred to her apartment. In the same way she procured an extra
wardrobe, which looks perfectly sweet with her couch-cover and pillows.
In place of clumsy napkin-rings, often as expensive as they are ugly,
I would suggest a simple pin, with perhaps a colored head representing
one's class color. These pins are more easily replaced, more economical,
and, besides their dainty choiceness, would give an added outlet for class-
spirit, now so dejDlorably directed along the lines of vulgar cheering.
Annette- has a lovely novel suggestion. Did any one ever hear of mak-
ing lamp-shades out of brass ? It doesn't seem possible that yoimg girls
can do such work with their small, dainty hands, does it? She says you
buy patterns of grapes, flowers, owls, and things, and punch the design
into the brass with an awl.
And, oh, girls, Theodosia says she has furnished her tea-table with the
dearest china, which they didn't really need in the dining-room, and
one of the table glasses makes a perfectly stunning vase. Ella writes
that you can get the best-looking thumb-tacks from the janitor, that
don't cost a cent, and are much prettier stuck in the wall than horrid
expensive picture wire. You can make your room a perfect joy, if
you'll only give it a little time and thought. Thank you all, dear girls,
for your sweet letters, and I'd give any amount to have more with such
clever ideas. You know I read them all so lovingly, and hate to throw
a single one away.
Such charming little comments as these arc just what I long for, dear
girls, for in them we all can find various little suggestions that we can
all make use of. Do feel deliciously free to write them to me, for I




Neat and Attractive Houses
Which have been built by College Girls having comparatively no income
>^>:^
1111^
Here we have an excellent example of
what the artistic girl can do with an ab-
solutely unadorned spot. This house is con-
spicuous from Wellesley Chapel, but is ab-
solutely protected from access by marsh,
conducive to iris on two sides, precipitous
hill on one, and narrow, slippery board walk
on the other.
lOopbtoreMT
2. Nothing is so effective for the
summer months as the cool jumper
waist with its endless opportuni-
ties for dainty garniture. The
frothy effect of the lacy sleeve ne-
cessitates a tidy wave in the hair.
(69)
1— Styles are not very distinc-
tive this year. We find neither
the absolute simplicity of last
year nor the pronounced in-
dividuality and disregard for
conventions which we proph-
esy for next year. This very
attractive tailored suit is an
instance of this season's con-
servatism.
3— The high turn-
over collar with
small bow in some
tractive color has
placed the lace and
ribl)on neckwear
the last few sea
sons.
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The Brightest Things of All Ages, which Bright People have Said and Done
True Incident, Advanced Philosophy Class
After long discussion ou Hegel's treatment of the pure being.
Miss X. Can you think of pure being ^
Miss S. Pure being is nothing, and therefore, cannot be thought of.
Miss A', Can you thiuJv of nothing, then 'i
Miss 8. Seems to me if we have been trying to think of pure being all
afternoon— we ought to have no difficulty in thinking of nothing.
Miss T. (With sudden insiiiration) I want to change my former state-
ment and now I think 1 deny it.
Miss S. What do you mean by denying it ?
Miss T. (Decidedly) Nothing!
" Can you tell me how to get to the Angora House 'i " queried the timid
under-classman.
" The Angora House," repeated the lit'ry Junior absently. " Oh, yes
— cats ! " she exclaimed, with sudden inspiration, as she directed her
inquisitor to the zoological laboratories.
There is a deep sileBce, broken only by the nervous movements of the
girls who are next on the roll. The early portion of the alphabet slumber
on, and the latter portion begin to take an interest in life.
Economics Professor : " Miss M
,
what are some of the occupations
of man ? "
Miss M .- " I don't know."
Professor (bitterly): "None?"
Miss M (desperately) : " Hitnting wild fowls! "
Professor (hopefully) : " Yes, and—
"
Miss M . " Well, he passes through the grazing stage."
Professor looks absolutely crushed. Painful silence is broken by a gen-
tle knock. Early portion of the alphabet awaken with a start, latter por-
tion greet the interruption with alacrity. The tormented reciter rushes to
the door, to meet a freshman, Avho says, gently: "Will you give me the
brown bag hanging on the back of the last chair in the third row, ])leasei
— thank you." Another heavy silence.
(74)
With the Editor
The time has come when we may safely announce the results of our
energetic crusade. From all over the college have flowed sentiments of
enthusiasm and respect with the result that cheering has been perma-
nently given up in chapel. Only yesterday a member of the class
of 1893, who lives in the village, returned to her Alma Mater, and with
wonderful self-control the student body confined themselves to smiles
and singing of " 'Keath the Oaks." A vigilant crusader from Norum-
bega, who has modestly requested that her name be kept secret, has made
known to us that there will be no cheering in that house after ten at night
nor before eight in the morning. We hope now to do away with cheer-
ing on Sunday, and most of all with individual, private cheering. Is it
not vitally necessary that we frown upon all such horrible strains upon
the delicate mechanism of our vocal organs ?
Encouraged by these welcome steps in progress, we have made bold to
turn our surplus energies toward an evil which is rightly an imminent
interest to all broad-minded college students. The safety of the college
ideals demands, and demands urgently, that we awaken to the limitations,
artistic and structural, of College Hall. Is it fair that our eyes should
be harrassed by grim brown and yellows ? Is it wise that our easily dis-
heartened spirits be gloomingly struck by the unlovely, undifferentiated
appearance of our classrooms? Is it fair that our educated ideals be
limited by the gloominess and false color and architectural schemes of
our main college building? Is it not vitally necessary that all should
be sweet and bright and sunshiny which surrounds us, that each molecule
should have its purpose ? Let us suggest a few reforms, practical and
simple, but essential to a sweeter existence.
Why have a rank growth of palms in centre ? We have heard it is to
break the fall of chance students tumbling from above, those who have
been unable to resist the ci minion desire to precipitate anything or
everything into that green mass. Need we say that the desire to jump
is often a lack of restraint and .self-control and should not be encouraged.
Could not the space be more fitly used as a swimming pool? This, as
we all know, is what onr Alma IMater really needs, and a swimming pool
( 75 )
in this spot could not fail to prove satisfactory, where it would be under
the direct supervision of all the authorities, and at the same time cen-
trally located, within convenient distance of the telephone and the
Browning room.
This, then, cuiild be the keynote of the calm and restful atmosphere-
which we wish to obtain. How better could we carry this out
than by having a neat white tiled floor and white woodwork, made
cheerful by red walls and ceiling? Let our individual rooms be made
sweetly girlish by an entirely white effect, with a neat iron bed and
white coverlet. Over the l)ed may hang a sketch of the human skeleton,
an artistic and at the same time educationally useful work of art. Let
our students' parlor be given uj) to raised seats in order that we all may
hear and sit uncrowded at Sunday music. In the classrooms them-
selves there is a wide field for reform. Why need we sit so closely by
our neighbors — subject to their whispers, their nudges, their copying?
Would it not be fairer and wiser to have individual stalls in which we
might work and listen alone— stalls in which we might sit equal in the
eyes of our instructors ? Further, we would note the scarce use of marble
about our main building. This surely is deplorable. How enriching
would be a soda buffet in connection with the book store, or marble steps
in the library ! By persistent effort these changes could easily be brought
about, and then with what refreshment and repose could we dwell in our
College Hall ! One of our most interested subscribers offers the follow-
ing helpful thoughts along this same line.
" Might we not strike at the heart of this evil by changing our life here
with a neater existence; the buildings would change from neces-
sity. Say we arise at five and are allowed ten minutes to dress.
This, it can easily be seen, would necessitate an elimination of all ob-
structing furniture in our rooms, it would necessitate a simple costume,
and running water for each individual. This can easily be done by
simply retaining a Morris chair. At night it may be extended into a
lounge. A shelf at one side of it with two hooks beneath for clothing
will suffice for our dressing apparatus. A picture of Sir Galahad may be
used as a mirror. Let every girl own one simple black woolen dress, but-
toning down the front, over which she may wear a dainty white apron at
dinner time. Dressing would then resolve itself into a matter of seconds.
At ten minutes past five let every student be in College Hall centre,
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where in unison a cheerful morning song, such as ' Good morning to
you, good morning to you,' may be sung. Then the whole body of
girls, with their cheerful morning faces, should retire to their own rooms
for four hours of quiet meditation. During this time the students
might carry on different subjects by themselves, such as astronomy, bot-
any and pedagogy. At the end of this peaceful time each young mind
should be ready to begin the work of the day. That is, each one should
be ready for breakfast. Beans, by the way, and pickles, should be enough
for any healthy young woman, as they contain the usual amount of
proteids. Constant care should be taken lest the social intercourse at
this meal become so absorbing that the inmates forget to eat. After this
little period of joy let each girl return to her own room and write down
her sensations and experiences of the past hours. She should make two
copies of these— one to be kept on file by herself, the other by the house
fire captain, whose labors are not arduous and is the one to whom
such things should naturally be entrusted. Luncheon should then be
served by an attendant so that there need be no passing in the halls to
disturb the trunk men or the door maids. Each student should then
lean from her window and breathe regularly, lifting the arms in
unison.
" After this the students may take their places in line for dinner. Num-
bers should be given oTit in advance so that each one will know her
place. This line may pass by the elevator table where a loaf of bread
and an apple may be handed out to each one. The students will then
disperse to consume this food, after which they should retire to their
own rooms for the night. Light refreshments niay be served during
the night by an attendant. This would be a subjective system of educa-
tion, whereby the growth and development would be entirely a student's
own.
(77)
"We Feel that We Must Speak"
By the Legenda Editors
Oj-1) writers tell the Lost Atlantis quest
;
Long have musicians, bravely, and with zest
Sought the Lost Chord, in agony suidiiue—
Ah, why should Wellesley lag behind the rest?
For we have lost— ah, whither Jhiwn, and when
—
^
Those English courses hctwcin G and 10;
In Lit. those props twixl 10 and 17—
Will no one strive to liriiig them back again?
Perhaps, could we recover Latin 2
Math. 13, and the missing links of Zoo.
We might shake otf our present lethargy
:
There really might be work for us to do
!
Since Art 13 is followed by Art 1
Phil. 10 by 2 — it's high time we begnn
To hunt out those lost courses fractional
In which some erstwhile* knowledge might be won.
When brave ones have disclosed a few of these;
When, scheduled in illumined lines one sees
Phil. 1-19 and Math. l-23d
Fair Wellesley'll turn out only Ph.D.'s.
Ah, nights are short, and days all quickly pass;
Up, one and all— and Imru the uiidnight gas —
Seek these lost courses with the dauntless mien
Of Junior, hunting up a Bible Class.
' tiupplit'd l»y Eiiitors in place of n more objectionable word.
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Four Stages in a Great Career
HI. Majority
Class of 1909— Junior Officers
Josephine D. Butterfield rresideni
Stella A. Taylok Vice - President
Fkances R. Hill Recording Secretary
Elsa Chapin L'ovvesponding Secretary
Ikvina H. Heksey Treasurer
Excfutivc Committee— Alice K. Appenzelleb, Amy M. Brown, Jennie Van Etten.
Factotum a — Maude B. Fkantz, Helen M. Hussey.
( 7!))
The Stage Experiences of a Great Actress
as told by Herself in Four Chapters
Chapter III
"Miss Hobbes"
Wolff Kingseakl Edith W. Bryant
Peecival Kingseael Isabel G. Kidgeway
George Jessup Madeleine Piper
Captain Sands Mary C. Lawrence
Chaeles Mande B. Frantz
Mrs. Peecival Kingseael (Beula'i Beatrice M. Stevens
Miss Millicent Faeey Mary A. MclSTab
Miss Susan Abbey Anna H. Macfarlane
Miss Heneietta Hobbes '. Helen M. Hnssey
A Maid Servant Agnes L. Gilsoii
(80)
1 ii.WK ;il\\;i\s coiiiii-aliilatcd iiiysclf (Hi llic pari iciilarly happy clioico 1
made of a vehicle fm' my dramatie talent, in what is eumiiinnly known
as my " Junior Phiy."
1 did not fall into either of the two errors most often made hy my
contemporaries in choosing plays for a similar purpose. I did not feel
that to truly demonstrate my dramatie talent I must choose something
entirely out of my range of power and experience, and therefore did not
seriously consider the heavy tragedy. I was also sane enough to realize
that my stage had limitations, and that I could not effectively pro-
duce a theme of wild, out-of-doors spirit, on an eighteen-foot stage,
whose scenic variety consisted of a pink morning-room with wicker
chairs (borrowed) and an elegant living-room, done in green denim.
In consequence, 1 chose a possible and at the same time dramatic play,
— Miss Hohbes.
I made two ajipearances in this play ; the first, in the morning, being
open to the general public; the second, in the afternoon, being at-
tended only by the elite.
In my entire career, I have never starred in a play which I so thor-
oughly enjoyed as I did Miss Hobbes. I realized that I had fitting
scenic aid, excellent support and was myself doing masterly work.
All of these things, together with the sympathy and appreciation of my
audience, made a great success of Miss Ilobbes.
To Helen *
When the sun floats out in X ',
An<l mad ,^ ' blooms in the sky.
And the ® ' rolls in its orbit.
And sweet S\, * gleams on high—
Hy triangulations'', Helen,
I would fain revolve to thee,
And forget the solar system.
And thy perihelion" be.
•The writer is evidently an astronomy student.
'
—Taurus. =—Mars. '—Earth. »—Leo. °—Method in codes}'. *—Nearest to object.
(SI )
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Literary Editors — Marion E. JIakki,ey. lOOU; Maby Le\vis, 1900; Emma L.
Hawkridge, 1910.
Mniiagin;/ Editors — ANNA BROWN. 1!I0!) ; DoROTHY B. Guild, 1010.
Aliiiiuiac Editor— Caroline R. Fletcher.
A Plea for the Botany Gardens
How few of U.S there are who realize the real beauty and iuqMirtauec of
the Botany Gardens! These beautiful little daffodils and forget-me-nots
are allowed to grow all unheeded, while we are occupying our time and
thoughts with things far less essential. I^early every day each one of u.s
passes these beds which grow near the brick walk from east lodge, but how
many of us pause to breathe their fragrance or to gather into our souls
the beauty of their warm colors?
With a realization of this fact I want to make a jili a for iIk- liotaiiy




May H. Terey President
Helen Legate Vice - President
DoEOTHY D. Briduman Secretary
Marguerite L. Stallknecht Treasurer




Flokence Wiss Vice - Presldenl
Minnie IMuirhead Secretary
Elsie Bradt Treasurer
























In Fuciiltafc— Dr. Lockwood, JIiss Holt.
1900 — Ethel AifBLER, Sidney Clapp, IUth -ilANi'ORi). Caroline Klingen-
SMiTii, Mary Lewls, Marion ilAKKLEY, Anna Macfaelane, Agnes Rothery,
Dorothy Williams..
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. . I JininiK Mrnihry
Board of Directon — Anna Newton, V.iii!); Marion Kvkrktt, T.nO; Alma
MOSENFELOEK, ]f(ll.
Theresa Severin, 1909 . .
Miss Mary Wiiiton Cai.kixs






Marion D. Savage^ 1909 President
Louise Wiiitakee, 1910 Recording Secretary-Treasurer
Makie Kasten^ 1910 Corresponding Secretary
Advisory Board— Miss Tufts, Faculty Member; Mary Lkwis. IIKIO Member;
Elsie West, 1910 Member; Sarah Baxter. 1011 Member.
Student Volunteer Band
Augusta List^ 1909 Leader
Maegaeet Landis, 1911 Secretary
Faculty— Helen French, Miriam IIatiiaway, Ida Whiteside, Evelyn Walmeg-
LET. 1909 — AiiCE Appenzeller, Florence Brigham, Florence Dob, Theresa
Severin, Frances Taft, Lucy Wilson. 1910 — Grace Kilborne, Clara Leach.
1911 — Elizabeth Coan, Zella Gough, Margaret Landis. 1912— Frances
Gray.
Woman's Suffrage League
Maeie D. Sl'aiie, 1909 President
Louise C. Wiiitaker^ 1910 Vice-President



































MAR(iAi;Kr WiiiTN'KY. 11)09 Leader
Olive McCabe, 1909 President
Fiixt Siipimiii — Alice Leavitt. 3010 : Olive McCabe, 1909: Alice Smart. 1011;
It I BY Walkeb, 390!): Marcaeet Wiutxey, 3909.
Sccfiiid >SV</)/-ffHO— Helen Hussey, 3009; Ella Lowksbcry, 3931; IluTir
MtLLUiAN. 3933; (iERTRUDE Rl'GG, 1911; LOCISK WlIITAKEK, 3930.
Firnt .3»o— Hope Bate.s, 1909; Dorothy Binney, 1910; Helen Goss, 1932,
(JRACE KiLBORNK, 1910; Katiiehine Treadwell, 1910.
.sVco/irf Alto— Helen Cross, 1912; Helen Owen, 1910; Minnie Packard,
1909; May Robertson, 1912; Maria Wood, 1911.
When February breezes blow, and when
^lidyears are passed ( ?) and we may breathe again
We gather in our chapel, there to sit
Sans air, sans space, sans comfort, "but Cum Men!
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Wellesley College Mandolin Club
Hattie Payson Brazier,, 1000 Lcailcr
Ruth L. Blacker, 1910 A.s!<islant Leader
Elizabeth M. Conant, IDOl) Manager
First iManddliiis — Dorothy A. Baldwin, 1011; IOsthkr Bkan, 1900; Ruth
I.. Blackek, 1910: Haitie P. Brazier, 1909; Esther II. Dow, 1910; Edna C. Ely,
1009; Ruth A. Grinkell, 1911; Julia G. Locke, 1900; Margaret Murphy, 1910;
Marjorie a. Snyder, 1910.
Second Mandolins — Marion Kinne, 1911: JIiliired M. Wilson. 1911; Florence
S. Wiss, 1010; LiLi M. Zimmerman, 1912.
Third- Mandolins— Eleanor S. IIall, 1912; Alice V. Morton, 1910.
Tenor Mundolas — Christine A. Dickey, 1909; Ethklyn M. Pattee, 1909.
Guitars— Elizabeth M. Conant, 1900 ; Helen E. Hall, 1900 ; Edith M.
McCuRDY, 1009; Helen Murphy, 1910: Alice R. Porter, 1910; Claka H. Schwartz,
1909.
Yioiin — Mary Welles, 1911.
ViolineeUo — Elinor M. Farrincton, 1912.
Banjos— Hattie P. Brazier, 1009; .AIarion Kinne, 1911; Aunks T. Mann,
1910: Ed.na M. Wood, 1909.
I asked the maiden— " Whither hurried hence
And pale and breathless, hither hurried whence ? "
" Detain nie not," she cried, " it's past the hour
For Mandiilin Club jiractice to eonunence ! "
(03)
Wellesley College Orchestra
Ar.HKKT j\l. Foster D iredor
First Violins— Helen M. Adair. 1010; ilABioN G. Alexanuer. 1900: Madeline
Austen, 1912; Lydia W. Craig, 1011: Ultii A. Gkinnell. 1011: Fhancew W.
Ualley, I'JOO; Helen M. Hussey, 1000; Jessie T. Xeely, 1010; Helen Rowley,
1910; Marion A. Webster, 1000; Mary Welles, 1011.
Second Violins— DoROTUY' Dey, 1910; Miriam Ellis. 1011; Constance Eustis,
1011; (Jretciien B. Harper. 1010; Sara B. Pinkiiam. lOOO ; Caroline Wakefield,
1000; Evelyn M. Walmsley, 1908; Bertha M. Warren, 1012.
Viola— Ruth H. Keigwin, 1011. Cellos—-Eleanor Farrington, 1912;
GeorgianA Fiske, 1909. Bass Viol— Edith Sweet.ser, 1010.
Cornets— Gertrude G. Fisher, 1909 ; JIargaket L. Teck, 1912 ; Letitia C.
Bl'RK, 1011.
I'iano — Katherine Ij. McGill, 1910: Elizadeth K. Hubbard. 1011.
Librarian — Alice C. Poole, 1010. Custodiun — Helen Rowley, 1910.
The Moving Finger plays and having plyt
Moves on ; nor all thy piety and wit,
Can lore it back to cancel half a bar;
Nor all thv tcar.'^ drown (Hit a note of it!
(94)
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The Wellesley College Choir
Professor ]\lA(nor(;ALL Organist
Alice Ari'ENZKi,ij:i;, 1001) Chorister
('. Bell JIai'ks, IfllO issislaiit Chorister
First Soprano— Alice R. Appenzellkr, 1909; Melville Campbell, 1911; Ethel
Damon, 1909; Mabel V. Holgate, 1911; Grace Kilborne, 1910; Frances Lee,
1909; Anna II. Macfarlane, 1909; Theresa Severin, 1909; Mat H. Terry, 1909;
Margaret Whitney. 1909. Sulstitutis — Harriet Coman, 1911; Nell Carpenteb,
1912.
Seioiid Soprano — Helen Bennett, 1910; Florence H. Doe, 1009; Helen M
HussEY, 1909; Margaret M. Ingram, 1909; C. Bell Mapes, 1910; Olive C. McCabe.
1909; Esther M. Park, 1910; Ruth F. Pinney, 1900; Gertrude R. Rugg, 1911;
Elizabeth F. Strecker, 1910. Suhstitutes— Alice R. Porter, 1010; Dorothy
SUMMY, MaDALENE TiLLSON, 1911.
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Contralto— Hope A. Bates. 3909; Dorothy Binney, 1010; Martha B. Cecil,
1909; Alice M. Jacobs, 1000; Bertha Rankkn, 1000; E. Louise Smith, 1900
Marjoeib Snyder, 1010; Margaret E. Suydam. 1000; Katiierine Treadwell, 1910
Maria E. Wood. 101]. )iiihstUiit<s— Betty Barrow, 1010: Eleanor Hall, 1912
Helen I'latt, 1910.
Lilrarians — Louise Bristol. 1010; Mary Noss, 1000; Florence Tucker, 1909.
And when the note is high, and very lean,
And we're suggesting what it might have been
Ah ! criticize it gently— for who knows




It was a day in late .September that we first met \'iolet, or, perhaps, I
had better say that Violet first met tis. Violet would insist that the lat-
ter is the more important fact!
During that quiet hour just before the dinner-bell, the Skeptic and I
were sitting beneath the palms in College Hall Centre, enjoying the
evening shadows over Lake Waban. From a window above, sweet girlish
voices floated down to us. The Skeptic's cynical lips curved mockingly.
"Always at it," he said. " The Gay Lady and Rose are such charmini;
girls, but how they talk, or rather, how Miss Kose talks." The Philos-
opher would have it that they are both as nice as they can be. For myself,
I have a reputation to live up to, and must confess Miss Rose's constant
emphasis on her own abilities begins to bore me. Now, if she could only
leave her cleverness for us to discover, think of the piquancy. But, ah me,
even a rose, I suppose, must have its thorns, and all the posies in the
world cannot be corn-flowers, else heaven were not far oft'.
I nodded, smiling, as I thought of the happiness and harmony in our
little home since the Gay Lady came to live with us. Why, even the
Philosopher takes only one lump of sugar in his coft'ee now. He says
the Gay Lady's happy morning smile is sweetness enough for any one!
Just then I heard a confused uproar from the direction of the station.
" Is that a railroad wreck, or only a senior play rehearsal ? " I asked.
" Neither.'' said the Ske]itic. '"It is a voice. Von now hear the voice
accompanied by wheels."
Presently the voice a]>proached. To my horror, I discovered that it was
Violet talking to the cab-man. As the galloping horse approached nearer
and nearer to College Hall, even the subject of her monologue became in-
telligible. She was telling the driver how much she was going to do
in college.
I glanced at the Philosopher. He had tactfully hidden his face behind
one of the palms, but the very angle of his necktie showed his disgust at
such unmaidenlv behavior.
(!>7)
jSTevertbeless, he courteously helped \'iolet to descend from the carriage,
struggling beneath two suit-cases and a tennis racquet. The cabman
followed with a hat box, a cauoe paddle and a fur coat. I sighed in-
wardly, for in our home simplicity has alwaj^s reigned. The Gay Lady,
and even dear, headsti-ong Kose, are athletic without being obtrusive.
From the moment I saw those suit-cases, I realized that the Philosopher
was doomed to don his dress-suit hereafter for musical vespers.
Of course, Kose and the Gay Lady were both j^repared to be very cordial
to Violet. In fact, they vied with each other for the i^rivilege of escort-
ing her from her room to College Hall Centre that first night. Their
solicitude was unnecessary, howe\-er, for when they met before her door
to make their requests, they were confronted by this jilacard:
" I'm all right. Don't knock. Thank you just the same."
This first evening w'as quite significant of our future relations with
Violet. The only field in which she did not boast her superiority was
that of the intellectual. On no other point were we long permitted to
forget her existence.
" A little contact with the hard world will do wonders for Miss Violet,"
said the Skeptic, in a grand burst of optimism.
The Gay Lady and I smiled bravely at each other as we listened to
Violet's silk petticoats swishing down the corridor.
Required Lecture
(98)
Why I Would Not Live With
My Room-Mate Again
It was on the train going home for Easter vacation, and several of us
were chatting together in the easy, social Avay which is always possible
when six or eight girls cluster about a chair in a jiarlor car. The talk
turned to room-mates, and I was at first shocked to find that most of my
friends considered room-mates both jx'rnicious and stultifying. My own
room-mate having been compelletl to make " other arrangements " after
midyears, I was iu a i^osition to consider the matter frankly. The state-
ments of my friends, I shall, of course, hold as sacredly confidential,—
I am not at all sure that it is well to discuss such questions,— but I
shall nnreservedly state the reasons why I have decided that if I were
to relive the past, 1 shuuld not relive it with my room-mate.
In the first place, I realize now that I do not love her well enough. Al-
though this may sc(>m quite comprehensive, it is only too true, when
academic appointments or social duties kept Room-mate otherwise en-
gaged, I was not sad nor lonely, neither, I fear, was she. After the
first glad months of Sophomore year, when we held each other's hands
at chajiel and at lunch, I soon found that I slept quite well, and ate
three hearty meals a day when Eoom-mate went to visit her Brookline
aunt over Sunday. With regret, I become conscious that Room-mate
and I were no longer two souls that beat as one.
My next reason may seem insignificant, unless one has endured four
months of close companionship with a disorderly person. Room-mate
was not neat. She did not file her unanswered letters, but left them
in disorderly piles on her desk, or scattered torn fragments in her
waste-l)asket. AVith a whole wardrobe to keep her clothes in I ofteiL
found her rain-coat lying in a slovenly heap on the Morris chair or
her shirt-waists surreptitiously concealed in a trunk tray beneath the
couch.
Hardest of all to bear was Roiim-mate's lack of appreciation. She
frankly told me that she did not like the way I did my hair, although
in the old days of Sophomore year she often said that it was perfectly
sweet, and that she lo\'ed the sort of classic beauty of my profile when
I wore a Greek knot. I am quite sure that Room-mate did not vote
( 00 >
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for nie for a single class office, although, at the first informal ballots,
I voted for her for everything from president to factotum, and then sent
her five dollars' worth of roses when she was appointed chairman of
the music and lighting committee for a Barn play.
Eoom-mate's i3oliteiiess and good manners were always reserved for
other girls. She ne\'er rose to offer me a chair when I entered the
room, although no one was more charmingly gracious than she when
the senior who lived across the hall came in to borrow her stamps.
She often passed me in the hall without saying " Hello," or even wav-
ing to me, — a discourtesy to which she would never have submitted
a freshman. I say nothing of the fact that she often went to Boston
without kissing me goodby; of course I realize that all such demon-
strations of ati'ectiou must be spontaneous.
I have not stated these hard facts in any mean spirit of retaliation.
The writing them has caused me more pain than one would guess. It
is only that I woidd warn others who have room-mates to be careful,
and observe the little niceties of life ; those who have not " to look bfj-
fore they leaji."
I LIVE in College Hall.
At least my room is there,
My room is very small,
'Tis called my little " layer
A Dirge
in.
They bring their books, and all their wraps
And oft their luncheons, too—
'Tis there they nap, and dress for gym.
'Tis there they study, too.
II.
'Tis very handy for my friends,
At least they tell me so.
And as tliey stay there all day long
I think they ought to know.
And now I keep my brush and soap
Upon the bathroom shelf—
And in a vacant lecture room,
I work all by myself.
I cannot bear to crowd my friends,
I do not like to bore,
I can't walk past a busy sign
E'en on my own small door
!
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She Pursued Her Studies Diligently She Broke Quiet Hour
First Epistle of Pauline
Wellesley^ Mass., November 5, 1908.
Dear Mother:
I'm glad yo\i sent my laundry so promptly, because I've bad only one
handkercbief for tbree days, and bave bad to use tbe corner of the table-
cloth for this whole week, because some one else has my last napkin.
Will you please remind Father that tbe 10th (tenth) of November (this
month) is pay-day here at College. Class dues arc 50c, College News,
$1.00, and Student Government, 25c. I forgot to send word that I
didn't want the Magazine, so that will be $1.00 more. I also fail to
remember whether I belong to Christian Association and Consumers'
League, so to be sure, you might ask him to send several dollars extra.
I'll be sure to spend it, anyhow.
Your loving daughter, -„
*= ^ ' Pauline.
P. S. Thank you so much for tbe choAv-chow and the cake you sent in
my laundry. Some of the chocolate frosting stuck to the front of my
white waist, "but I guess I can scrape it off all right. P.
Outline
Introduction, 1 — 2 '' "A.
B.
I. Address, 1 ^ -
II. Thanksgiving for laundry.
Body, 2 ^ '^— 3 -•
I. Requests and exhortations.
Conclusion, 3 2_ 4 i a, c
I. Signature, 3 - — 4 -^ "
b — I 1 a. c.
II. Thanksgiving like above, 4
Criticism
A. Authenticity.
I. External evidence. (Doubted by older school of critics who
make it a point to doubt everything.)
1. Postmark on envelope.
II. Internal evidence.
1. Address inside corresponds to postmark on outside.
2. Signature of writer.
B. Style of Epistle.
I. Easy and flowing.
II. Disjointed and fragmentary.
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•'TwAs twiliiig, and the Soplioiiiores
Were guawiug nimbly at their breat,
The walls kept in their bloaring hoarse,
And spared the passers in the street.
All, Si.iplinniiires, so tit'tly breen,
IJlriar (.m — the brew of joy is sweet!
We plaud thy gleevial jarbereen—
It drowned the niuttlcd tread of feet.
For whilst gorniferoiis nineteen ten
O'er rice and groily mutton bends
The Juniors leave this bauching den
And gather, as the night descends.
And where they met, o'er all this space,
The seeds of secrecy are sown;
The spot, like Moses' burial jilace,
Is only to the angels known.
Oh, Solemn Rite ! Oh, Chosen Band !
Oh, breaming, unpolluted spot!
Oh, day by Lustrous Breezes famed
!
Oh, Maptious Moment, unforgot
!
At twiling, while the Sophomores
Were gnawing nimbly at their breat,
Glale 1009, aroused the glores.
With twinkering lights, and chanting sweet.
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How I Became Popular
An Interview with Miss Alice Allround of Wellesley
" Yes, I am a popular girl, yet 1 was not always so," said Miss Allround,
pointing invitingly to a green Morris chair. " When I came to Welles-
ley, shy, embarrassed, a self-conscious freshman, I was utterly unnoticed,
unremarked. It is true that 1 received invitations to such things as
Christian Association, but never till the eleventh hour did any one
appear to take me. I felt sadly out of things, and so began to wonder
how to remedy matters.
" After mature reflection, I decided that what the College most needed
was a few good listeners, and by that I mean sympathetic listeners. I
noticed that there was no dearth of talkers, no lack of girls with inter-
esting things to say. It occurred to me that some element was necessary
to give these ideas an outlet, that is, to give them an opportunity of
fusion. I realized that I could not at that time hope to join the ranks of
the interesting. I therefore resolved to become one of the interested.
" That night I made out my campaign. I have always known that
complete, though beaming silence does not make a good listener.
" I felt, therefore, the need of a few telling and vital expressions,
to show my interest. After a good deal of thought, I selected three,
Avhich I can guarantee to be always effective, alwaj's sympathetic, al-
ways politely inquisitive. They are
:
"1st. 'My dear.'
" 2d. ' How perfectly awful !
'
" 3d. ' I love that.'
" Of the three, ' My dear ' is perhaps the most useful. Pronounced
with the proper inflection, accompanied by a judicious smile, it is truly
wonderful. It can be made to convey deep sorrow, or great joy, or
withering scorn. For example :
" (Sallie) ' I have flunked my Trig, again !
'
" (Myself, slowly, sadly, sympathetic) ' My dear ! ! '
" Again
:
" {Sallie) ' I am going to the game! '
" {Myself, sunnily, surgingly, sympathetic) 'My dear! !'
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"Thirdly:
" {Sallk') ' She imagines every freshman she meets has a crush on
lier !
'
"(Myself, Slice riugly, sootlitin/ly, sympathetic) 'My dear!!'
" ' How perfectly awful ' can be made to express all shades of meaning,
from blissful, shocked surprise, to open-mouthed horror. It is a bit
more individual, more memorable than ' my dear,' and so should be
more sparingly used. The third sentiment, ' I love that,' should be re-
served for ends of conversations. Begin with some judicious ' my dears,'
ring in an occasional ' How perfectly awful,' and finish u]) with a grand
burst of, ' I love that !
'
" And there you are ! A perfect listener, an individual to envj', the
despair of many, the surprise of all —
"
A faint rumble here interrupted the even tenor of Miss Allround's re-
marks. She paused, then gazed complacently at a bunch of violets on
her bureau. The rumble presently took definite form.
" Alice Allround, Alice Allround, Alice Allround," came in three de-
cisive, horrid jars to the interviewer's ear.
" They are cheering ! " Alice responded in answer to the unspoken ques-
tion in the listener's eye. " I have just been elected," here she smiled
at herself in the glass, " Vice-President of the Minnesota Club."
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Before and After Taking
from Messrs. Carnegie and Beebe
$? 000,000
In the coldest of our biiildiugs
Bj' grim seniors tenanted,
Once a darlc and crowded Lilj'ry —
Hopeless Lib'ry— reared its head,
Near the elevators throbbing
It stood there
!
Never student, without robbing.
Pound an alcove or a chair.
But gentle Fate, in guise of Beebe,
Found the Lib'ry a new site.
(Ah. let US gloat! for never elsewhere
Could it find a dimmer light!)
And in its stead a wondrous parlor
With a soft, a'.sthetie glow,
Bids the maiden's caller welcome—
(Same old clock to bid him go!)
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What Other Women Have Found Out
1. Ill order to keep your elothes nice and fresh in tlie narrow quar-
ters of a college room, stretch a neat and attractive clothes-line from
corner to corner. This solves the closet problem.
2. To keejD warm winter nights. This is a difKcult problem, but it has
been discovered that one may keep quite comfortable by arising and
exercising violently every half hour. Additional warmth may be gained
by leaving on the electric light. To warm the room in the morning,
exhale deeply.
3. To retain possession of a fountain ]ien. Procure a neat padlock and
heavy chain and keep securely in some secretive place— under the
bureau is a good position.
4. For those of my girls who are fond of jjlants and haven't the means to
keep renewing their supply I have a few helpful ideas. Plants of almost
any age and style can be culled in the corridors of any dormitory after
twelve o'clock. They are put out there as a mark of luxury and love
of nature by their owners, but it's a shame to tantalize one's fellow stu-
dents so, and I'm sure you will be pardoned for appropriating whatever
you want. The best place to keep your plant is on the wardrobe, for there
it is out of the way, and at the same time decorative. Another thing—
it isn't best ever to set your plant on the radiator. You may feel sure
at the time that there never will be any heat in yoiir room again
;
yet there
is the bare possibility that it may come on sometime in your absence ; in
that case your plant would be ruined.
5. It seems to me that avc need a gj'm here in Wellesley. I don't know if
any one else has thought of it. but it really does seem I might almost
say, a pressing need. Maybe this asj>cct of the case has been forced on
me as I have been rather unfortunate. Freshman year I signed up for
advanced gym, but was told there wasn't room for me. Sophomore
year I signed up for natural dancing and Avas again told there wasn't
room. Junior year I noticed that the hospital had been moved to
Simpson, so I signed up for dancing again, but I received a little note
informing me that there wasn't space for me. Senior year every one
was signing up for something so I put my name down for corrective
gym. I didn't make it and now T think the reason must be that we




Can YOU guess what solemn rite is {lej)icted. in the following
pictures ? As a hint to the solution we will condescend to tell you that
the second is a map of the place where 1909 did not burn their forensics
(the cut is loaned through the kindness of 1908). For your skill in
recognizing the remaining ul)jects we will give a handsome prize of one
unused pad of yellow forensic paper.
/
For the Girl Who Has no Pin-Money
I AJi sure that as this commeiiceiiiciit season approaches, there are
many of us who are tormented with a tlesirc to give presents to our
senior friends. Am I right, in supposing, that that desire is for many of
us impossible, because of financial inadequacy 'i The Leuenua sym-
pathizes, dear girls— the heart of the Lkgexda warms into an energetic
glow— for the time was when the present writer would fain have laid
a token at the feet of a certain auburn goddess— but also—the auburn
one graduated, and the present writer became a senior with a sigh.
It is to avoid this hideous situation, dear girls— that the Le<;exda,
out of its own fulsome kintlness, proposes to utfer the following prizes,
any or all suitable for commencement j)resents — all procurable in return
for Legenda subscriptions.
1. One Taylor's Algebra — a very suitable present for a matha-
matical senior— one who expects to teach— can be secured as a prize
for ten Legekija subscriptions— l.ieautiful vellum, half calf, gilt clasps.
2. One Bullock's Economics— an epoch-making volume, slightly
worn, pages cut— for six Legenda subscriptions.
3. ^Membership ticket to Consumer's League. An invaluable ac-
quisition— given in exchange for five Legexda subscriptions. Entitles
the possessor to right to wear ultra-expensive clothes.
4. Personally conducted tour to Pegin Hill — a wonderful oppor-
tunity. Party leaves "Wellesley Square, in charge of a Legexda editor,
walks briskly five miles to Pegin, through surpassing scenery, and re-
turns to College Hall for dinner. Leisure for iihotography and botaniz-
ing on the way— given for just seven Legenda subscriptions. A fit-
ting climax to any college career.
5. A pair of green filet window curtains— have been used four
years by the associate business manager, and have always given perfect
satisfaction. Given as a prize for three Legenda subscriptions— sug-
gested as a welcome gift to an engaged girl.
These five surpassing jirizes are offered, dear girls, to the five
enterprising impecunious girls who hasten to seize their opportunity.
They are practically given away— who will avail herself of this grand
chance? First come, first served I I Coing. going, gone! ! !
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Art and Its Place in Our Life
(111)
What I Did with My Mother
When I returned home after a year spent in college, I fmnid that my
mother was not fulfilling the ideal which I had learned a modern woman
should. I realized then that my life-work was to he the regeiieration
of my home. With great pain and deliheratiou I set myself to explain
to my mother the credit system. This, it seemed to me, she should know.
It took many weeks, hut she hecame enthusiastic and we organized the
home on that hasis. Any member of the family who failed to get eight
hours' credit had his apartments lowered one floor. We had to build
a sub-cellar for my brother, who continually flunked etiquette.
Next I opened up to my mother the ideas on housekeeping, which
1 had learned. It was hard to get her used to the hourly sweeping of the
halls; while at first she refused to have the counter-panes washed every
vacation. My mother coidd not be made to leave her hat at home, as she
had some old-fashioned prejudice to cold air. I organized a basket-ball
team, however, and as she became intei'ested in that her prejudice waned.
My mother knew nothing about punctuation. In endorsements she
absolutely failed, but by positively refusing to accept any check which
she gave me, improperly endorsed, I got her over this habit.
The registration system always appealed to me. I realized that if
my mother would only use it in the home many things would be sim-
plified. At first it was hard to persuade Father to register when he went
to the office and cancel when he returned, but ^[other, I confess, was a
surprise. As head of the family she evidently felt it necessary for her
to comply with the regulations. Her only fault was that she couldn't
remember the date and often registered to be away over night without
stating where.
Another thing which Mother had not been in the habit of doing
was sending trays, but I convinced her that if any member of the fam-
ily signed up for them it was only right that they should be sent up.
As a result Mother often ate alone, but that gave her time for thoughi;
and development of ideals.
The other day, as I was looking over registration slips, a thought came
to me— Is it not here, girls, in the salvation and enlightening of our
mothers that a large field is open to our educated energies?
(112)
juiQior- Tc^r-
3. The keynote of the autumn
styles is struck in the hair with puff,
carved comb and fillet, accompanied
by the latest and most hygienic hair
distender. The high pitched collar







What Funny People Have Laughed At
Prominent Senior to Fresliman Guest:
" Do you see the girl ovav there, with stringj- hair, and wild, melancholy
eyes ? She is Miss Maiiglesmith, the poet !"
Freshman Guest: "Really! T heard she was fire-captain!"
" And to think," she murmured, " I am now sitting across from dear
Rosamond's empty place !"
Rosamond, back for three days' free board, smiled when she heard the
remark—
" Many and many a time," she declared, " have I sat across from her
empty face ! "
Instructor: -Will every one please write a brief account of her first im-
pressions of " Sartor Resartus ? "
Student, biting her pencil, then scribbling with a sudden inspiration:
In this book, Carlyle stirs within us all kinds of food for thought.
" Young ladies," apostrophized the hustling agent of the Teachers'
Registry, " you are about to set sail on the highway of life. Beware
the pitfalls, spread forth your untried wings ! Ours is the only first-class
railroad from the cloiids of College to the sea of pedagogical experience.
Let me enter your names, and you will soon be soaring on the wheels
of a good salary."
Recent Observation
(118)
The Editor's Personal Page
In this, our winter number, in the calm and peace of our elderly days,
let us reflect on the joys of our existence. We have fulfilled our pur-
pose. We have changed the College, leaving indelible traces in almost
every room. What store in the village is there that does not know us ?
What B. & A. train is there that we have not traveled upon? We are
known by all, and how known? As starters, as promoters, as in-
stigators !
Xow that the year is drawing to a close we all look back to see what of
achievement, what of notable success it has contained. To the Editor
this is indeed a pleasant task, for the steady stream of commendatory
letters which flow in upon him, ever remind him of the truth of his own
reflection, that 1909 will always be numerals to conjure with, that for
true unadulterated wit and beauty the 1909 Legenda is the notable liter-
ary success of the year.
Need we say how hapjiy we feci at receiving such letters as these given
below, whose passionate words prove the fruit of our labors ?
An anonymous friend sends these words of sweet appreciation:
" I never realized before the terrible jDcrils which surround our daily
life. You have opened my eyes to the chasm over which my feet were
hanging. How can I ever thank you enough ? "
More encouraging still are the following from three fond admirers:
Dearest 1909:
You are all that has stood between us and active homesickness.
The campus has no attractions for us now, so we shall continue to live in
the village where we shall be near you when you come back to visit.
O, would wc had known vou longer!
1912.
Dear 1909:
When we stop to think of what has made our College life a joy,
we realize that it is you. We are stunned by the mighty things you
have done. You mean College to us. At our last class meeting we
(119)
decided unaniniousl}- to leave Wellesley when you do, for how could




How can we let you go ! This is our one cry ! You have meant so
much to us
;
you have shown us what was to be done. But alas ! you
have done it all ! What is there left for us to do ? We can only, as we
have always done, rest complacently hajipy in the glow of your glorious
success, and strive to be like you. We envy 1911 having you for a sis-
ter class; we envy 1912 with the inspiration of such seniors, while we
can only weep and wail, " We are lost without you."
Loyally,
1910.
Fob the benefit of those who are desirious of obtaining a facsimile of this
attractive picture of the Legenda Board, we are glad to tell you that
we have had one thousand extra copies struck off, any number of which,
neatly Avrapped in foolscap, we will mail to any address, iipon the re-
ceipt of ten cents to cover postage.
The Legenda Board wishes to acknowledge its indebtedness and its grati-
tude to the members of the class who have responded to the urgent
demand for witty material for these pages. It gladly gives up this space
to an entire list of such worthy members: Margaret Barlow, Lena Paul,




Four Stages in a Great Career
IV. Maturity
7
Class of 1909 — Senior Officers
Mary Zabriskie President
Susanna Annin Vice - President
Margaret Ingraii Corresponding Secretary
WiLLYE Anderson liccording Secretary
Stella Taylor Treasurer
Advisory Oominiticc— JIaegaret Barlow, Hei,en Slack.
Executive C'ommiltce— Alice Appexzeller. Mary Ticker, Jennie Van Etten.
Factotums— Jean Cross, Maude Frantz.
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The Stage Experiences of a Great Actress
as told by Herself in Four Chapters
Chapter IV
"Town and Gown"
By Agnes Rothery and Caroline Klingensmith
Elizabeth Hale Mary Lewis
Maegueeite Daeblay Beatrice Stevens
Miss Ikwin Maude Frantz
John Wheelee Edith Bryant
Judge Daeblay Julia Locke
Dick Iewhs" Agnes Bothery
Me. O'Connoe Elizabeth Adamson
Mes. Daeblay Hope Bates
Me. Hale Anna Chandler
Mes. Hale Florence Stevens
Mes. Hodges Mabel Dodd
OuiDA Hodges Bessie Eskey
Peaely Willets Mary Hutchcraft
Chauncey Jones Irvina Hersey
Geoege Washington Caroline Klingensmith
Messenger Boy, Pressman, crowd of onlookers, debutantes and maids of
honor in parade.
When the Editor of the Legenda so kindly asked nie to write these
little memoirs for its pages, I undertook the work with great delight,
and now it is with a great sadness that I write in this last number,
of the last play in which I took the leading "jjart.
I put my best, by maturest, self into that play. My most brilliant
thoughts and fancies went toward composing it, my most earnest effort
and ability toward presenting it. This I felt must be my climactic
production.
Oh ! I gloried in that night ! The finish and dramatic effect of the play,
the sweetly serious heroine, the gallant, manly hero, even the " vanguard
of debutantes," with their big hats and pretty faces— all were perfect.
And so it was with a deep feeling of content,- of the fitness of things,
that I bade farewell to the Barn, through the tears that every Barn lover
must shed when she leaves it forever.
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What Colleoe Girls Read
The Wellesley Magazine
Makion EiisLEY Maekley, 1909 Editor-in-Chief
Anna M. Newton, 1909 Associate Editor
Literary Editors— Dorothy Cllver Mills, 1909; Margaret Murpht, 1910; Ethel
E. Ambler, 1909.
Managing Editors — Ax.na Brown, 1909; Sallie A. King, 1909.
Alumnae Editor— Elizabeth W. Maxwaking, 1902.
" YouE poem is all riglit," said the Magazine editor, " but it lacks color."
A week later she received the following
:
The purple shadows iloat across, A green young Freshman stands beside,
Wan Waban's cobalt waves. The waters black and blue.
And in the fiery blood-red east, She drys her violet, tear-washed orbs,
A Rhododendron raves
!
And weeps, again, anew
!
Oh, nut-brown maid ! Oh, yellow fears
!
Oh, speckled East, she cries.
And as the scarlet sun sinks low,
'Mid pale green sobs, she dies.
{ 123 )
The Sunshine Band
The Results of the x\cademic Movement
Phi Beta Kappa
Eta Chapter of Massuchusetts Organized November H, 1904
Katheeixe M. Edwards, Ph.D., Cornell, 1888 .... President
Margaret P. Sherwood, Ph.D., Vassar, ISSi] . . Vice-Prrsident
Mabel E. IIohdei;, M.A.. Syracuse, 1895 Secrelary
Claeence G. liAiiiLTON, ^[.A., Browii, 188S Treasurer
Honorary Member
President Caboline Hazabd. M.A., Litt.D.. LL.D.
Active Members
IN FACTJLTATE
Edwabd E. Bancroi'T, M.A., .M.D., Am-
herst, 1883
Kathebine Lee Bates, M.A.. 1880
^Josephine M. Bubnham, Ph.B., Chicago,
1901
Maby Sophia Case, B.A., Michigan. 1884
Angie Claba Chapin, M.A., Michigan, 1875
Eleanoe a. Gamble, Ph.D., Cornell, 1889
Alice Haskell, M.A., Bainaid, 1906.
Adeline Belle Hawes, M.A., Oberlin, 1883
Mabel E. IIoddeb, M.A., Syracuse, 189-5
tELizA H. Kendeick, Ph.D., 1885
Lauea E. Lockwood, Ph.D., Kansas, 1891
Ellen F. Pendleton, M.A., 1886
Ciiaelotte F. Roberts, Ph.D., 1880
Mabtha H. Shackford, Ph.D., 1890
Louise Sylvester, B.A., 1905
fRoxANA H. Vivian, Ph.D., 1894
Ida Whiteside, M.A., Vassar, 1903
IN URBE
Rev. Edward A. Bennee, B.A., Amherst, Makion Pelton Guild, B.A., 1880
1869 Rev. W. W. Slerpeb, Amherst, 1878
Charles S. Bbooks, B.A.. Amherst. 1863
Resident Graduate
















llemiers— Alice C. Beown, JIaby D. Bubton, Jane W. Button, Mary Daley,
Rum Eddy, Alice Farrak. Erkestine Fuller, Helen French, Ruth McGlashan,
Flora MacKinnon, Ruth Raeder, Clare S. Richards, Ethel Rowand, Mart
Rogers, Caroline Sawytsr, Mabel Stone, Ethel Syford, Evelyn Walmsley.
Wellesley College Alumnae Association
Miss Ruth S. Goodwix, 1898 President
Db. Ruth W. Latheop, 1883 Vice - President
Miss Jennie R. Beale, 1896 Piecordiug Secretary
Miss Linda S. Hires, 1903 Corresponding Secretary





Our battered faces here you see,
They've weathered tear and frown and slap
;
We were not thus when first we came,






122 Kent Street, Brookliue, Mass.
Alexander, Makion G.
52 North Main Street, Penacook, N. H.
Allen, Helen
565 June Street, Fall River, Mass.
Alley, Lillian B.




55 Washington Street, Natick, Mass.
Anderson, Willte
504 Denver Avenue, Tulsa, Oklahoma
Annin, Susanna E.
Care Mrs. A. E. Annin, Library of Congress,
Washington, D. C.
Appenzelleb, Alice R.










Block Island, R. I.
Barlow, Margaret M.
204 Logan Street, Brooklyn, N. T.
Barry, Margaret L.
42 Parker Street, Newton Centre, Mass.
Bates, Hope A.
Oak Lawn, R. I.
Bean, Esther
130 Montvale Avenue, Woburn. Mass.
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Beddall. Helen S.
Box 4. Pottsvillc, Pa.
Berby, Sybil S.
34 Otis Street, Newtonville, Mass.
Blood. Edna B.
404 Market Street, Warren, Pa.
BoswoRTH, Ethel M.
306 East Chicago Street, Elgin, 111.
BowDEN, Grace M.
49 Park Avenue, Wilkes Barre, Pa.
Bowers, Alice D.
2S7 Chestnut Street, Clinton, Mass.
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Bradshaw. Isabel
688 Xostiand Avenue, Brooklyn, N. X.
Bradt. Elsie
158 Westford Street, Lowell, JIass.
.Bkaziee, Hattie p.
234 State Street, Portland, Maine
Bbigham, Floua B.
118 West Main Street, Westboro, Mass.
Brigham, Floeence M.
103 Ocean Street, Dorchester Centre, Mass.
Brown, Amy M.





52 East Coulter Street, Germantown, Pa.
Beyam'. Edith W.
14 Myrtle Street, Cliftondale, Mass.
BUCIvLET, BeULAH I.









1205 Norfolk Avenue, Xorfolk, Neb.
Cecil, Maetha B.
1537 Fourth Street, Louisville, Ky.
. Chandlee, Anna C.
5 Concord Terrace, South Framiugham, Mass.
Chapin, Elsa
62 Summer Street, Rockland, Me.
Chase, Josephine T.
41 Boston Street, Maiden, Mass.
Clapp, Sidney A.





15 Maud Street, Pitlsfield, Mass.
Clabk. Marjorie
10 Bridge Street, Union City, Ta.
CoNANT. Aime'e J.
727 Watclumg Avenue, Plainfield, N. J.
CoNANT, Elizabeth M.
143 Parlv Street, Tort land, Me.
Conger, Delia C.
3S1 Xortli Prairie Street. Galesburg, 111.
Conner, Leslie




85 Vernon Street, Waltham, Mass.
CouLSTON, Virginia L.
1947 North Park Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.
Cox, Eleanor L.
64 Brooks Avenue, Newtonville, Mass.
Cox, Emma B.
Care W. O. Cox, Kansas City, Mo.
Cbatt, F. Mildred
205 Fourth Street, Warren, Pa.
Cross, Jean A.
5 Bigelow Street, Cambridge, Mass.
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Cutting, Kathleen
808 Tappan Street, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Damon, Ethel M.
1536 Thurston Street, Honolulu, Hawaii
Davidson, Rebekau F.
704 North Avenue, West, Allegheny, Pa.
Decker, A. Mabel
417 William Street, East Orange, N. J.
Dickey, Christine A.
40 Fairfield Avenue, Holjoke, Mass.
Ditmabs, Lillian
50 West Madison Street, Franklin, Ind.
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DoDD, Mabel
107 Isabella Street, Charles City, Iowa
Doe, Flohence H.
616 Main Street, Medforil. Mass.
, Dougherty, Elizabeth
550 North Meridian Street. Indianapolis, Ind.
Dbaice, Mabtha L.
212 Bacon Street, Waltham, Mass.
Dudley, Edith
55 South Hamilton Street. Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Dunn, Haeriett A.






41 Norlli JIain Street, Natiek, Mass.
Edsall, Jessie Y.
2S0 Roseville Avenue. Newark. X. .T.
Edsox, JIabgaket O.
l.T|4 South Avenue, Wbitman, ilass.
EDWARD.S. LaUBA V.
1S24 East Seventy-ninth Street. Cleveland, Ohio
Elliott, Una






6604 Twelfth Street, Oak Lane, Pa.
EsKET, Bessie M.











Upper Musiiuodoboit, Nova Scotia
FOLSOM, EWTH F.
35 Waverley Street, Brockton, Mass.
Foster, Eva L.
94 High Street, Westerly, R. I.
Foster, Mae
Upland Road, Wellesley, Mass.
Fbantz, Maude B.




1S04 College Street, Honolulu, T. H.
Gagek, Alice






34 Ocean Street, Lynn, Mass.
Geeenwood, Maey a.
59 Durfee Street, New Bedford, Mass.
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Gbegg, Claka B.
413 Washington Street, Steubenville, Ohio
Haley, Adelaide
52 King Street, Saco, Me.
Hall, Helen E.




91 Belcher Avenue, Brocliton, Mass.
Hallet, Fkaxces W.








15 Hazel Street, Manchester, N. H.
Heath, Hobtense
58 Souvenir Avenue, Montreal, Quebec
Hebsey, Ievina H.
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IIIGGINS, MaBION L.
1143 Pleasant Street, Woi'cester, Mass.
Hill, Frances R.
22 Oakland Place, Buffalo, N. Y.
Hinds, Dorothy
Division Avenue, Riolimond Hill, L. I., N. Y.
Hoffman, Elizabeth D.
Sixtieth Street, Norlli of Baltimore Avenue,
West Philadelphia, Pa.
Holmes, Alice C.
OS Glenwood Avenue. Brockton, Mass.
Hough, Dobris S.






3G Marlboro Street, Keene, X. II.
Hughes, Angie C.
ISl Elizabeth Street, Utica, X. Y.
Hill. Maegaket H.
1422 Hiuman Avenue, Evaustou. 111.
HuRSir, Edith F.
63 ilount \'eruon Street, Cambridge, Mass.
HussEY, Helen M.
73 Main Street. Rochester. X. 11.
HuTcncEAFT. Mary F.


















140 West State Street, Treutou. N. J.
Kenyon, Ruth M.






2111 Greenwood Street. Pueblo. Colo.
Klingensmitii, Caroline
Convent Place, Fort Smith, Ark.
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Knapp. Helen B.
229 West Centre Street, Marion. Ohio
Koch. Floee.nce L.
1204 Hamilton Street, Allentown, Pa.
L.^BEABEE, JIaBT S.
55 Prospect Street, Willimantic, Conn.
Lawbance, Maby C.
475 Main Street, Winchester, Mass.
Lee, Feances M.
418 Lenox Avenue, Westfield, N. J.
Legate. Helen





Box 570, Westerly, R. I.
,
List. C. Augusta
155 Pasadena Avenue. Soulli Pasadena. Cal.
Little, Eleanor N.








Gil Central Avenue, Dunkirk, N. Y.
LUPTOX, Olive M.






McCol loins, Franklin Co., N. Y.
McCabk, Olive C.




1S27 Fifth Avenue, Troy, N. Y.
McCauset, Elcy L.
661 Cass Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
McCausey, M. Louise
661 Cass Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
McCoMBS, Ethel R.
Bivouac Avenue, Fort Thomas, Ky.
McCuBDY. Edith M.
422 Cumberland Street, Lebanon, Pa.
Macfarlane, Anna H.
Glen Avon, Duluth, Minn.
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MacFarlane. M. Emily
381 Broadway. Cambridge, Mass.
McNab. Mary A.
210 Arlington Street, Youngstown, Oliio
Mann, Dorothea L.
8 Woodland Road, Maiden, Mass.
Mann, Gertrude E.
88 East Main Street, Orange, Mass.
Markley, Marion E.











4S13 Beaumont Avenne, West Philatlelpliia. Pa.
Mills. Kdith F.
1220 Eighth Avenue. Helena. Mont.
Mitchell. Frances
91 N Street, South Boston. Mass.
Mitchell. Priscii.la










21 Pearl Street, Belfast. Maine
Morse. Amy N.
00 Westminster Street. Springfield. Mass.
Mo.se.s, Sophia
22S Westchester Avenue, Jit. Vernon, X. Y.
MuiR. Ruth S.
tjl-"> Hays Street, San Antonio. Texas
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.Mumper, Alice H.
823 West State Street, Trenton, N. J.
Neal, Mildred P.
214 Main Street, Amesbury, Mass.
Newton, Akna M.
' 371 North Broad Street, Norwich, N. T.
Nichols, Helene W. B.










779 Pleasant Street, Woicoster, Mass.
Olney, Florence A.
724 North Washington Street, Rome, N. Y.
Osgood, Edith E.
220 Washinglon Street, NoiMh Attleboro, Mass.
I'ACKAED, Minnie
27 Chestnut Street, Quiuc.v, Mass.
Palmer, Helen B.




Bide-a-Wee, Rosebank, N. Y.
Pattee, Ethelyn M.




49 Western Promenade, Auburn, N. Y.
Payne, Edith
IIG Sip Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.
Pead, Ruth





408 College .Sliwr. Biirlii.KUm, Vt.
Perry, Hester
o.'iO Thinl Street. El.vi-ia, Oliio
Perry. Katjiehi.ne A.
437 Eagle Street, Dniikirk, X. Y.
Peterson. Olive
86.J Grand ^'iew Avenue, Dubuque, Iowa
Phelps, Aru P.
409 Fountain Court, Louisville. Ky,
PiXKiiAM. Sara





55 Langdon Street, Cambridge, Mass.
Peeble, adele
80 Church Street, Waltham, Mass.
Pulsifeb, Marion E.
45 Washington Square, Salem, Mass.
QuiMBT, Elizabeth A.
34 Miller Street, Belfast, Maine
Rankin, Bebtha S.
1535 Neil Avenue, Columbus, Ohio
Raymond, Eleanor A.
84 Ellery Street, Cambridge, Mass.
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Ueeder. Ruth




428 Fourtli Sired, r.rddkl.vii, N. Y.
RiDGWAY, Isabel G.




1802 Fremont Avonuc, South, Minneapolis, Minn.
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Robinson, Maruabet \V.
46 Temple Street, Springfield, Mass.
Robinson, Mildreu A.








271 High Street, Xi'wliuryport, Mass.
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S.WVYKH. AdAU C.
521 West Wasliiiislon Street, South Beml, Iiid
SCIIEHMKUIIOBN, MaeY
IKX; South Thirty-second Street, Omaha, Neb.
Schwartz, Clara li.




233 Charlotte Street, Lancaster, Pa.
Severin, Theresa




















10 Park Street, West Roxliiuy. JIass.
Spaiik, Marie D.
621 Bast Town Street, Colunilms, Ohio
Stackpole, Sybena II.
Uivei-liead, Long Island, N. Y.
Stephens, Bertha




















07 Livingston Avi'inii-, Ni'w Rniiiswiok, >!. J.
Swain, Aunes
222 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.
Taber. Emily






109 Llewellyn Road, Montclair, N. J.
(167)
Tebby, May H.
275 Madison Avenuo, New York, N. Y.
TiuERT, M. Louise
34 Central Street, Somerville, Mass.
Thompson, Mabt B.
ThCnipson Ridge, N. Y.
Tucker, Florence I.
1030 Canton Avenue, Milton, Mass.
Tt'CKEB, Mart
181.5 North Nevada Avenue, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Tufts. Frances \V.












25 Shady Lane, Unionlown, Pa.
Walker, Mary B.
Norlli Main Street, Oi-anso, M.qss.
Walker. Uubv E.
T47 Chestnut Street, Duliuque, Iowa.
Watt, Florence I.
7 Cotlase Street, Wellesley, JF.tss.
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Watt, Mtriel M.
Durant Honsi', Wellcsle.v, Mass.
Webster, Marion A,
06 Wa.sbingtou Street, North Attleboro, Mass.
Whitney, Edith Y.
. Milford, N. Y.
Whitney, Margaret
1023 Georgia Street, Omaha, Neb.
Wii.cox, Leaxa M.
1104 East Jefferson Street, Bloomington, III,
Williams, Dorothy








1416 North Fifteenth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Wilson, Ruth E.
2610 Irving Avenue, South, Minneapolis, Minn.
WoNsoN, Susan S.
1 Clarendon Street, Gloucester, Mass.
Wood. Edna M.





12 HiKhland StropI, roilsniniitli. N. H.
WooDWAEn, Maude A.
' 181 Boulevard, Summit, N. J.
Wright, Elsie L.
831 Mt. Faith Avenue, Fergus Falls. Miini.
Zabkiskie, Mary
163 Hillside Avenue, Glen Uidse, N. J.
Zimmeemann, Fridoune B.
1105 Acushnet Avenue, New Bedford, Mass.
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IlALL, ElEANOB
105 Garfield Avi'uuo, Kiiiisas City, Mo.
JIoRnis. Lillian XI.
2233 Chapel Stroot, Berkeley, Cal.
PiNNEY, Ruth F.








































































































It was a calm, sweet evening. The moon cast dim shadows across the
green, and the rhododendron blossoms shone faintly pale in the
dusk. As I lingered on the road below College Hall, I heard quick
footsteps behind me and the Skeptic's voice strangely tense and sad.
" Come," he said. " Won't you go with me down toward Chapel ? It
is just the evening for a walk."
I looked up, startled at the undertone of eagerness in his words. " Why
yes, I should like to stroll down that way, but why hurry ? This
perfect evening of a perfect June is too short to waste in hurrying."
Then as his swift strides were already leaving me behind, anxious to find
the reason for his uneasiness, I said, '' Where's the Gay Lady to-night ?
I have not seen her since dinner."
The Skeptic stopped and waited for me to catch up with him.
" I can't find her," he said. " I'm hunting for her now, and I want
you to help me. Dear Alma Mater, this is June, and then July and all
the other months and June again without the Gay Lady. Violet and
Pansy and Dandelion, they will miss her, and you, too, dear lady, but
I— what shall I do without her ? "
I said nothing, for T knew that Avheu the Gay Lady went the Skeptic
would go too. The summer night seemed sad now, sad with the memo-
ries of all the days when the Gay Lady's joy had made joy for the rest
of us.
" Hush," said the Skeptic, and we both stopped to listen. Far down the
road we heard a sweet, clear voice, a dear voice which we both knew so
well. From the Chapel steps it came, and now as it was nearer, we could
hear the plaintive minor notes of the melody and could just see in the
dim light the flutter of a girl's white frock. Suddenly the song broke
oft" and the girl turned and ran quickly from us up the Hill. The Skeptic
started to folloAv her, but I put out my hand to detain him.
" Don't try to find her now," I pleaded. " This is her night and she
must face it alone. Later, your chance will come."
Silently, we walked through the deep shadows of the overhanging trees,
the fragrance of the summer evening dulling our sadness like a narcotic.
(176)
Just beyond the rhododendrons we met the girls, Violet, Pansy and
Dandelion, all iiiin^^nally silent, and Dandelion, I am sure, sobbing
softly.
" She's left ns," Pansy cried, " and we don't dare follow her, and we
don't know what we shall do when she is gone."
That night I found the Skeptic filling all the bowls with soft blue
flowers.
' For the love of the Gav Ladv Cornflower." he said.
As her Mother sees her As the World sees her









EuTH C. Hanfoed President
Frances L. Taft Vice - President
]\Iaegaeet B. Kennedy Vice- Presideid
Esther Randall Secretary
Harriet Hinchliff Treasurer
Executive Committee— Roth C. Hanfoed, Clinirnian : Fkances Taft, 1909;
Margaret Kennedy, 1900: E.sTirER Uandai.i,, 101(1; Harriet Hinciu.iff, 1910;
Katherine McGill, 1010; Mary Welles, 1011.
Joint Committee— El.sie We.st, 1010; Marel I-ee, 1911.
Advisory Committee— Margaret Barlow, T.MIO ; Amy Brown, 1009; Helen
Slack, 1909; Mary Buffington, 1910; (Jrace Kilrorne, 1910; Margaret Wilbeb,




Alice Holmes^ 1009 College Hall
Margaret Ingram, VMY^ Stone Hall
Agnes Swain, 1909 Wilder Hall
Hope Bates, 1909 ^Yood Cottage
Mary TiioiirsoN, 1909 Freevian Cottage
Georgiana Fiske, 1909 Noruinhcga Collage
Mary Tucker, 1909 Cazenove Hall
Amy Brown, 1909 ...... Pomeroy Hall
Alice Appenzeller, 1909 Beebe Hall
Ethel Damon, 1909 Fiske Cottage
Martha Fleming, 1909 Eliot Cottage
Marie Spahr, 1909 Noanett House
Angie Hughes, 1909 Webb House
Margaret Kennedy, 1909 Crofton House
Frances Taft, 1909 Village Vice - President
Margaret Kennedy, 1909 Village Vice - President
A star, a man, a miss
Above a trte toad sings
No work, 110 worry, bliss ! !
The ten o'clock bell rings
!
A couch, a crowd, a box,
Huyler's and fruit, and cheese,
Two ducks, ten buns, tbrei? knocks
!
" Less talking if yon please " —
A dash, a leap, a vault
The train is on the dot
A clntch, a gasp, a halt—
" To register— forgot ! "
(183)
Is.
In College Hall no sound is heard,
'Tis silent as the tomb.
No shoes are worn, but all forlorn,
Stand shrouded in the glonni.
I whisper as 1 work alone
I still my heating heart,
]My pen be dumb, a falling crumb
Can even make me start.
For I myself my proctor am
I still my rising roar,
With ireful glee, I rap out three




Martha Cecil, 1909 President
Ruth Pinney, 1909 Vice - President
Blanche Fishback, 1909 Treasurer
Maet Eodes Cheistie, 1911 Recording Secretary
Doeothy Mills^ 1911 Corresponding Secretary
Jane W. Button^ 1902 Oeneral Secretary
Chairmen Standing Gommittees— Religious Meetings, Miss Edna V. Moffett; Bible
Study, Elsie West, 1910; Mission Study, Katherine S. Hall, 1909; Finance,
Blanche Fishback, 1909 ; General Aid, Helen R. Platt. 1910 ; Extension, Edith
MiDwooD, 1910 ; Correspondence, Dorothy Mills, 1911 ; Merabersliip. Ruth F. Pinnet,
1909; Social, Cornelia Fenno, 1910; Missionary, Miss Ida WiiiTESinE.
Chairmen Special Committees— Poster, Sarah Marshall, 1910 ; Summer Con-
ference, Harriet Hinchliff, 1910; Handbook, Bertha Cottrell, 1910; General




Josephine D. Butteefield^ 1909 President
Helen E.. Platt, 1910 \' ice - President
May Speee, 1911 Secretary
MiEiAM Lodee^ 1910 .... Treasurer






Mary P. Ingalls, 1910 President
C. Bell Mapes, 1910 Secretary and Treasurer
Maey Fithian Hutchckaft, 1909 Vice - President
Dorothea Taussig, 1910 Vice - President
Barriet Steyker, 1911 Vice - President
Elizabeth Harned, 1912 Vice - President





Jeaxxette Kei-m, 1909 President
Maegeey A. HoYT, 1910 Vice-President
RiDiE Guiox, 1911 Secretary
Ruth Elliott, 1910 Treasurer
Lydia Beowx, 1911 Custodian
Heads of Sports
Jean A. Cboss, Rowing Aeline Bubdick, Golf
Margaret Barlow, Archery Ikvina Heeset, Hockey









May Tebky, JIakcahet Hahlow, I.oui.se JIcCausky, Eleanor Cox.
. Head.
Captain
"How swi'et is nioi'lal sovrauty," — think somo
Otlioi-s — "How blest the paradise to come!"
Ijiit let them prate— Enough for us to know
Our team can put all others on the Bum!
(194)
1909 Basket- Ball Team
VlIlGINIA CoUI.STON Ilcd.d
Elizabktii Hoj'fman Captain
Forwards — Mabkl Dkckeh. MiNiNiii I'ACKAm);
Guards— Ei.iZAnETii IIoI'FMA.n. Aimee Conaxt ;
Margaket Edson, Edith Osuuod.
(Uiilrc— \'ii!r,iiMiA CoiiLSTON
;
iiubstitulcs -^ Emma Bucknam,
'J'he liiill no qiu'slion iimUcs of I'.vi'S ajiil nose.
But smashes on, wlK'i'c'ur the player throws,
And she whose feattires enlertahi the orb—





Beulah Buckley, Makgaeet Robinson, Beatrice Stevens, Avis Eaton.
Come ! out upon Uie links ! aud leave the wise
To ci-am; Math, palls, Philosophy defies.
Here is Life's lesson acted 'fore the eyes
:
The Ball that once is lost forever lies.
^ ^^-
1909 Hockey Team
Irvina Heesey ; Head
Stella Taylor Captain
Forwards— Stella Tatlob, Ibvina Hebset, Saba Pinkham. Edith Bbyant,
Mary Wood; Half-hacks— Mildbed Hall, Mabion Alexanueb, E. Louise Smith;
Full-backs— Maude Woodwabd, Dobbis Hough; Goal— Edith Hubsh; Substitutes
— Anna Albebtson, Mildbed Cbaft, Acnes McCabtiit, Eveltn Aldbich.
I sometimes tliiiik IIkiI lu'vor glows so red
'Mid sticks and broken shins and awful dole—
Tlien quick reliearse tliy sins, and pardon sue,
And unto heaven's care intrust thy soul.
(107)
1909 Indoor Meet Team
Eleanok R.\Y.\roND Capiain
Susanna Annin, Gertrude Fisher, Dorothy Hinds, .Teannette Keim, Mary
Lewis, Dorothea Marston, Kutii Muir, IOleanor Uavmond, Beatrice .Stevens,
I.ois Stone.
'Tis but a Horse that one attacks with zosi,
And "mid resoimding cheers by friends addressed
You tumble over it, all red with shame,
And vanquished amble back among the rest.
1909 Crew
Jean Cross Head
Eleanor Raymond .... Captain
(Joxairains— .Tean Cross, Jeannktte Ki;im ; Stroke— Eleanor Raymond. 7
—





ItUTU MuiR, 2—Ai.KNE Aenot.I); Bow —Katiierixe Norcro.ss ; Substitutes—
CJeutruiie Fisher, Mary Lewis, .Tnr.iA IjOCke, I-ois Stone.
r!i:i.(i\KI). wc sli;ill win Tlic C'lili- lli:il clciirs
Our liff irl' |i;i-;| n'L;i-ris :iimI I'liliiiT I'lMrs.
Dm- nniiics llml Imniishcil sni-fncc sli.-ill ndcini.





Alice Bowebs, Cheistine Dickey, Augusta List, Edith Mills, Sophia Moses,
Helen Palmer, Nelson Robertson, Margaret Shepard ; Sulstitutes— Jessie
Edsall, Margaret Hull, Mary Thompson, Elsie Wright.
Like as the souls that fling the dust aside.
And naked on the air of heaven ride—
Our running team, tho' clay encumbered, speeds






WiLLYE Anderson, Amy Hhuw.n, IIki.kn Hall, Madeline Piper, Marion Webster,
KuBT Willis.
I SOMETIMES think that novor glows so red
The nose, as wlien yon ball is skyward sped,
And, as I run, my coiffure ebbs away.
And free as air, my hair streams fi'om my head.
(201)
Wearers of the W— 1909
Marion Alexander, Hockey; Mar(iarki' I'>ARf.ow. AioliPi-y : Alice Bowers,
Kuuning, Vikginia Coui.ston, Haski>l-bnll : Mauki. Decker, Basket-ball 2
Florence Doe, Rowing; Irvina IIersey, Hoc-key; Dorothy IIinu.s, Running
DORRis Hough. Hoikey ; Editu Hcrsii, Hockey; Augusta Llst, Running
Loui.SE McCausey. Archery 2; Edith Mills, Running; Minnie Packard, Basket-ball
Sarah Pinkiiaii, Hcjckey ; Madeline Pii'ER, Tenuis 2; Kleanor Raymond. Indoor
Meel 2. Kowing 2; Stella Taylor, Hockey ."> ; Policy Woon, Hockc-y, 2; Maud Wood-
WAiiii. Horliry: Mary Zai'.hiskik. Rowing.
Wearers of the W— 1910
IjUCy Bacon, Rowing; P.LU'[rL\ C'ottrell, P>a«ket-ball ; Kate Uu.shman,
(Jolt 2; Winiehi:d Fim.ay'. Rowing; Helen JMacdonald, Tennis 2; Kate
Mcliii.L. Hockey; Marion Mason. Basket-ball 2; Jessie Neely, Hockey;
Elizabeth Robinson, Hookey 2; Caroline Si'ALDING, Hockey 2; Elsie
We.st. Tennis; .MARGUERITE \ViLi.iA\Ls, Arclieiy; FLORENCE Wyant, Runniug.
Wearers of the W— 1911
Lydia Brown, Indoor Meet; Dorothy Mills, Running; Mar.iorie Moork.






Does College Change a Girl's Attitude.^
We are often called upon to answer similar questions, and we feel that
there could be no more direet answer than quotations from the themes
t>f college girls. " These papers will be found upon the reserve shelves,
and though the reading is entirely voluntary you are urged to read them.
Of course questions from them will be included in the examination."
Rhododendron Hollow by Moonlight
By a Freshman
At the foot of the hill h adiiij; from College Hall there is a hollow which
is called Khododeiidroii Hollow, because of the many rhododendrons
which grow there. As the moon rises and the moonlight falls on these
rhododendrons the ett'ect is very beautiful — if the rhododendrons are in
bloom. For the flowers of the rhododendrons are of many colors, such
as lavender, pink, purple, and yellow.
By a Sophomore
I have often stood upon the board walk which rises so wearily loward
College Hall, like a runner, spent with the race, and looked out across
the dewy velvet grass towai'd Ivhododendron Hollow, where the moon-
beams touch with silvei' finger-tips the luxuriant blossoms heavy with
perfume as sweet as the bre;ilb of Venus, and wondered if anywlun'o
'neath that radiant orb there lay a sjiot so suggestive and so weird.
By a Junior
I know that there are those who maintain
I. That they have seen a. Rhododendron Hollow b. by moonlight
a. That this scene is beautiful.
F. I. «.— I can make no refutation, having seen Ivhododendron Hollow
myself, but by moonlight — iievei' !
i' V— Moonlight is so dim, and the colors of the hollow so subdued that
th(^ effect is merely one of darkness.
n'— I think after my previous ]iroof F. i' V no one will dispute my
statement that one cannot justly |ii-onouiire as beautiful wlial one can-
not see.
By a Senior
The moon rises wistfully. iJeneath the oak trees gleam the faint lavender
and gray of the rhododendrons. Far out across the green a single light
flashes fitfully.
Then a silence
In the distance can be heard the nuirnuirs of Longfellow.
( 203 )
The Nightmare of a Literary Editor
A Tragedy
Scene : Faculty Parlor. Time : Midnight
The College Hall statuary in Council, Harriet presiding, her chair placed between the
two granite pillars. On the left the second and third floor statuary, led by Venus,
enter in Geometrical Progression. The busts of Goethe and Jean Paul F. R. bear be-
tween them the Slaughtered Innocent. On the right are Niobe, Diana, the Maiden by
Ihe Old Elevator, and the rest. The Backwoodsman stands guard at the door.*
Harriet : The meeting is called to order. You all know, my friends, the
purpose of this gathering. I think we all will remain firm in our resolve
to be the laughing stock of Wellesley College no longer, and I think wg
all understand that this can be accomplished only by the elimination of
the Legenda Board. What is it your pleasure to do in this matter ?
Maiden from the Old Elevator: Madame President.
Hakkiet: Maiden from the Old Elevator.
Maiden from the Old Elevator: Let them be brought before us.
Chorus: Let them be brought before us! [Tins shout is so vehement
that the ribbons on the ceiling are shaken, leaving several loose ends
hanging down. The grapes hanging from the walls fall in showers
upon Venus and the Slaughtered Innocent.)
Harriet (sternly): Let the meeting come to order! Mr. Backwoods-
man, please prop open the door with your ax handle, and then bring
them in. (While the Council ivaits, they amuse themselves by
watching the graceful antics of Diana's fawn, who leaps about on
top of the bookcases, and nibbles the foliage of the mural decora-
tions. )
(A din is heard in the hall without. Enter Editor-in-Chief of th'i
Board, warbling a Christmas carol.)
Harriet: What has the prisoner to say in defense of her conduct?
Editor-in-Chief (caroling)
:
Have pity, prithee, on our woe!
For we must needs our pages fill,
We may not grind; Fate wills it so;
We must be stupid or be still
!
* Not to prevent any one's entering, but merely to hold it open ; otherwise no heat will
come up through the register.
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All other joys we must discard,
You are a lieavcn-sciit <i'if( tn us,
All other doors, alas! arc l)arn(l,
Vos soHos sunt leftihus!
(h'rcii (liiiniii lliis IniiclniKj rccihil III;' Jncrs nj llic hslfiicrs rciiKiiii
quite sloiiji (iiid nninoccd.)
Hakuikt : What is it your pleasure t< itli the prisouer
Backwoo I ISMAN {hnindinlilng liix a.iiiitinllc) : "Off with her head ! ''
{I'lic Eiliior-in-Chicf is led airay, still caroling. Enter A-Slip-of-
a-(iirl. disliiifiuislicd Ihi'irhi/ from the remainder of the Editors.
She is bahhling incoherenUy about the essence of True Being.)
Hakkiet: What is it your pleasure to do with the prisoner?
First Literary Editor : I^iberate the Mood
!
Council {in cliorus) : Off with her head! {The unselfish prisoner still
has no thought for her own freedom, and only begs Harriet to lib-
erate the Mood.)
Harriet : I will liberate nothing. She is condemned. Take her away.
{Loud sltouting without. Enter Fourth Literary Editor, shuffling
a pack of cards and rubbing her heavy eyes.)
Fourth Literary Editor: " Oh, sleep— "
Harriet: Didn't you know that no Legenda Editor was supposed to
know that such a thiiii;- even existed ? She is a traitor to her own cause!
Chorus: Otl' with her head! {Tlie foliage rustles on the walls, as the
Associate Editor, with Second and Third Literary Editors, rush in,
shoutirig ivildly.)
Associate Editor: "Fire!" {She drags a hose and fire extinguisher
madly across the room.)
Second and Third Literary Editors: "wTroTroi'I" {They execute a
dance in iand^ic tetrameter— from the Greek meaning four feet—=-
there. were two of them — about Harriet, pursued by the Associate,
Editor who is calling the roll. The Bachivoodsman pursues them,
but can catch only the Associate Editor, who is not athletic. At
last— Diana, tired of the chose, selects two arrows from her quiver
and shoots down the agile pair, one after the other. Their fall is
very great.)
Harriet: 'Tis done. We have thein. They shall not escape.
Slaughtered Innocent: Madame President. T )nak<' a motion that the
meeting adjourn to the place of execution.
N'iobe: Second the motion. {The council files out, and only the fawn
remains to crop the scattered foliage.)
(205)






Travels in the Near East
By the Author of
^^ Students' Buildings in Syria"
Chapter I— A Trip to Natick
One of the reasons we come to Wellcsley is lo lie in'iir centres of culture
and jiriigress. Jiut do we take advantai>e of this ^ A hoarse "No"
greets my ears. jSTo, indeed, we posilivelv fail to realize the abundance
of beauty and ouvironuient which lies at our xcry dours. IIdw uiany of
us, for instance, know that Wcdlesley has a town hall,— hnw many of
us have viewed the historical town of Dedham ^ The otlu r day 1 made
up my mind that I would have a vacation, so, as we were having apples
for dessert at luncheon, I thoughtfully carried mine from the table for
future use. I then jumjjed on my bicycle and pedaled softly down the
broad drive. The birds were singing all about me — no, that is a mistake,
the birds were not singing, but I have read so much college English that
I naturally fall into such expressions. The wind was blowing— I am
sure of that. As I sped on my way, breathing deep the darling air, 1
spied a bug upon a tree at the side of the road. I jumped lightly from
my wheel and ran with my microscope to inspect my little friend. It
proved to be a scarofagus pronu:lsisrum. I gave a shriek of joy, it
seemed too good to be true. Just then the train went by, and as I had
often wanted to see such a sight close at hand, I ran across the road and
took out of my pocket a little American flag, which I waved to each
passenger. They seemed very pleased at my little festival. I jnmjied
again on my bicycle, feeling indeed a holiday spirit. The next thing
I spied was a large white building. T fell prostrate with amazement.
What a vast pile it was ! It looked like some old monastery. I questioned
a passing wayfarer, and he told me it was the ice-house. " What a sweet
idea," I thought, " to have it painted white." A little farther was the
crossing of two railway tracks. It was such a nice open place that I sat
down for a lunch. I set out my apple, and with a pail I had in my
pocket I ]"iiocured some delicious water at a near-by hydrant. I fell
asleep there upon the cinders, and was only awakened by the passage of
a train right over me. After this I got up and went on my way. Soon
the spire, the well-known spire of the Catholic church, rose above the
street-car line, and I knew I was near my destination. With a glad heart
T ]iedaled faster and faster, and soon, with my little 'flag waving, I sailed
down the main street of ISTatick. The passing crowds cheered as I came
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— all traffic was practically stopped, and as I drew np weary but happy
before the drug store the Natick car ran in. I couldn't I'ealize that I
was there at last, but foot-sore and tired I unrolled a spring mattress and
pillows which I had brought with me, and took a much needed rest, feeling
that at last I had awakened to the advantages of my position and of my
Alma Mater.
Is the College Woman a Success ?
IEditob's Note: Our readers will remember the anuouucemeut of our plau iu regard
to this question. The Editor is glad to print below selections from one himdred letters,
the results of persoual iuquiry. and will allow each reader to decide for herself.]
Her Serene Majesty, the unmentionable and celestial Dowager-Empress
of Siam, instructs me to announce to your effulgence that she declines to
take any part in this discussion— Poa Ting Tiejst Tsin^ Boyal Secretary.
II
ISTo; I can't say that Mandy has learned anything at College. She
wants to light the supper table with candles, and she is tryiaig to get her
pa to sell the Pianola. — Mrs. Hiram Hankins, Skedunk.
Ill
I regard Hermione's four years at College as a rank waste of time.
I certainly expected her to know some of the accomplishments, when she
came home. She can't even jilay Bridge whist. — Mrs. G. Montmorency
JoNES^ Jonesville.
IV
I believe in the idea of College Education for women, yet I cannot
say that results satisfy me. I sent my daughter to Welleslcy to acquire
an education. Yet I find she has never studied Higher Calcidus or
Spherical Trigonometry.— Prof. Chas. Drybust.
V
The only College graduate I ever allowed myself to meet, wore a
Phi Beta Kappa key, and Sorosis shoes. •— Dickie Topnotch.
VI
My wife is a College woman. — Moses Meek.
Vll
College women totally lack ideals— what Wellesley graduate is will-
ing to do her duty in the field of ]M'oliil)ition, or on behalf of woman's
suffrage ?— Carrie Nation.
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VIII
College women are responsible beings! Why discuss
exist and will continue to exist. — Mes. Caador.
them ? They
IX
The other day I went to a funeral. Tt was very sad. A College
woman, the last of her family, was laid to rest at the age of ninety-eight.
She had been failing for many years. It is said she overstudied in
Welleslcy. What more need be said ^— IsoRU.\ir.EGA Stoxe.
X
I am opposed to College Education on principle. Nothing can change
me— nothing shall ! — The Plahs^ Couktky Womai^.
XI
Der College woman ein success '( Gewiss iiicht ! Warmn nicht ?
Zey are nicht. Haf I effer seed won ? Gewiss nein ! I would nod zeeni
to approve of zuch dings ! — Here Heidelberg Leii'sic.
XII
Ze College Girl ! I Is it not so, zat she is all zat is inartistic, gauche—
all zat is tres impossible?— Mme. Aueoee Screeciie.
Summary:
One refused to discuss,
(!)ne answer was ambiguous,
Sine decidedly against.
One flippant.
We think it unnecessary to print the other eighty-eight replies,
among which are opinions from the King of Zanzibar, the Cannibal Chief
of Tierra del Fuego (who it will be remembered came near eating a Col-
lege woman, a missionary), the Shah of Persia, and ^Iv. Boggs, the
eminent soaj) manufacturer. .
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Things Not Generally Known
'SOGITTI'ES
The Agora
Dorothea M. Maeston, 19013 President
Dorothy Williams, 1909 Vice - President
Sallie A. King, 1909 Becording Secretary
Alice C. Holsies, 1909 Corresponding Secretary
Caroline Wakefield, 1909 Treasurer
Gertrude Ellis, 1910 Ciislodian of the House
Florence S. MacDoxald, 1910 Sergeant - at - Arms
Anna M. Albeetson, 1909 Editor of "The Agora"
Frances L. Taft, 1909 . . .
Mary P. Ingalls, 1910 . . . . V- • • • Executive Committee
Grace A. Kilborne, 1910 .
Members
IN FACULTATE
Emilt Greene Balcii. Maky Whiton Cai.kins, Kathakixe Co.man. Miriam Hath-
away, 1897 ; Alice A'inton AVaite, Lilla Weed, 1902.
Class of 1902 — Jane W. Button.
Class of 1909— Anna M. Albertson, Susanna E. Annin, Sallie A. Kino, Helen
P. LuNT, Alice R. Appenzellek, Madeleine R. Erskine, Gertrude G. Fisher,
Helen E. Hall, Alice C. Holmes, Angie C. Hughes, Dorothea 51. Marston, Dor-
othy C. Mills, Anna M. Newton, Frances L. Tatt, Caroline Wakefield, Dorothy
Williams, Mabel R. Wilson.
Class of 1910— Helen M. Adair, Helen F. Bennett, Gertrude Ellis. Mayde
Hatch, Margaret A. Hoyt, Mart P. Ingalls, Katherine L. Johnson, Grace A.
Kilborne, Florence S. MacDonald, Marguerite L. Stallkneciit.
Class of 1911— Laura C. Bausman, Corinne L. Crane, Grace Fkazeb, Ellen
D. Longanecker, Isabel F. Noyes, Anne Ray, Mary Welles, K.\thebine Williams.
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Alplia Kappa Chi Society
Lena I. Paul^ 1909 President
DoEOTHY Hinds, 1909 Vice - President
Ci-AEA H. Schwartz, 1909 Recording Secretary
Cakoline Klingensjiitii, 1909 .... Corresponding Secretary
Elsie Ekadt, 1909 Treasurer
Caroline R. Fletcher, 1889
^
Margaret M. Barlow, 1909 I Executive Committee
Julia G. Locke, 1909 . . j
Delia Conger, 1909 Custodian of the House
Alice L. Atwood, 1910 First Factotum
Helen Bulkley, 1910 Second Factotum
Members
in facultate
Angik C. Chapin ; Caroline R. Fletcher, 38S9; Florence E. Hastings, 1897;
Adeline B. Hawes ; Alice Walton.
Class of 1903— Clare S. Ricuards.
Class of 1905— Florence Rislet.
Class of 1909— Margaret M. Barlow, Elsie Bradt, Emma L. Bucknam, Delia
Conger, Dorothy Hinds, Caroline Klingensmitu. Mart Lewis. Julia G. Locke,
Helene W. B. Nichols, Lena I. Paul, Clara H. Schwartz.
Class of 1910— Alice Atwood, Lucy Bacon, Irma R. Bonning, Mary M. Buffing-
ton, Helen Bxlkley, Mildred Clark, Margaret Cochrane, Miriam E. DeLong,
Ruth B. Fletcher, Margaret E. Goodrich, Geraldine R. Haines, Emma L. Hawk-
ridge, Enid B. Johnson, Ethel V. Rhoades, Inez T. Skinner. Florence S. Wiss.
Class of 1911 — Hertha Bonning, Leah Bleazby, Alice Fo.steh, Helen (Joodwin,




Elsa Chapin^ 1909 President
WiLLTE Anderson, 1909 Vice - President
Josephine D. Butteefield, 1909 Recording Secretary
CoEA S. MoRisoN, 1909 Corresponding Secretary
Anna S. Kent, 1910 Treasurer
Maey V. LiBBY, 1910 Custodian of the House
Marshals
IVA M. CORWIN, 1910 Ethel D. Webstee, 1910
Members
IN facultate
Katherine Lee Bates, 1880; Josephine II. P.atchelder. 18'.I6: IIenriette St. B.
Bbooks. 1891 : Elizabeth \V. Manwaeing, 1902 : Annie S. Montague, 1879.
Associate Member— VlUA D. Scudder.
Class of 1909 — Elizabeth Adamson, Willye Anderson, Hattie P. Kraziek, Jo.se-
PHINE D. BUTTERFIELD, ELIZABETH M. CONANT, ElSA CiIAPIN, BLANCHE FiSHBACK,
Anna H. Macfarlane, Cora S. Morison, Mary M. Tucker, Mary Zabriskie.
Class of 1910 — Dorothy D. Bridcjian, JMebiam B. Carpenter, Persis L. Conant,
IvA M. CoRWiN, Cornelia A. Fenno, Dorothy M. IIazeltine. Harriet E. IIincii-
liff, Anna S. Kent, Mary V. Libby. Helen Macdonald. Marion A. Mason, Edith
E. Midwood, Esther M. Randall, Caroline Spalding, Ejiilie M. Ward, Ethel
D. Webster.
Class of 1911 — Alice L. Cumpson, Annette Gano, Beulaii I'. Gray, Helen
Johnson. Bianca E. Lego, M. SIayes Martin, Cbistine Myrick. Allene B.




Sidney A. Clapp, 1909 President
Amy M. Bkown, 1909 Vice - President
Katharine McGili,, 1910 Recording Secretary
Mary A. McNab, 1909 Corresponding Secretary
Julia S. Pease, 1909 Treasurer
Kate Cushman, 1910 Custodian of the House
Agnes E. Rothery, 1909 Historian
Minnie Muirhead, 1910 Keeper of the Wardrobe
Dorothy Binney', 1910 Librarian
Grace Henbrie, 1910 1
-n} i <' \ Factotums
Helen Owen, 1910 j
Members
IN facultate
Florence Converse, 1S93; Eleanor A. McC. Gamble, 1889; Sophie C. Hart;
Sophie Jewett; Elizabeth K. Kendall: Eliza H. Kendbick, 1885; Dorothea S.
LocKWOOD, 1908; Ellen F. Pendleton, 1886; Margaret P. Sherwood; Louise E.
Sylvester, 1905 ; Euith S. Tufts, 1885 ; Sarah F. Whiting ; Mabel M. Young, 1898.
Class of 1909 — Amy M. Bbovvn, Anna Brown, Martha B. Cecil, Sidney A. Clapp,
Mabjorie Clabk, Vibginia L. Coulston, Maude B, Fbantz, Ruth C. Hanford,
Katherine S. Hall, Jeannette Keim, Margaret B. Kennedy. Charlotte D. Lyman,
Marion E. Markley, Mary A. McNab, Betty T. More, Julia S. Pease, Alma
RiCHTER, Kate P. Roach. Agnes E. Rotheby, Helen L. Slack, Stella A. Taylor.
May H. Terry.
Class of 1910 — Dorothy Binney, Kate Cushman, Agnes Gilson, Grace Hendbie,
Katharine McGill, Minnie Muibhead, Helen Owen, Mabjorie A. Snyder. Jean-
nette Vail, Elsie West.
Class of 1911 — Helen Besse, Mary Christie, Mildred Frink, Ridie Guion, Imo-
GENE ICelly, Mabel Lee, Dorothy Mills, Mabjorie Moore. Mary Morrell, Pebsis
PuBSELL, Dorothy Straine, Kate Terry, Jean Weber.
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Society Tau Zeta Epsilon
Eleanor A. Kaymond, 1909 President
Madeline Piper, 1909 Vice - President
Margaret E. Shepard, 1909 . . Head of Work
Irvina H. Hersey^ 1909 Recording Secretary
Clara E. Geegg^ 1909 Corresponding Secretary
Susan S. Wonson, 1909 Treasurer
Ruth Elliott, 1910 Keeper of the House
Marjorie Merridith, 1910 ^ < • . . t-'
\ Assistant Keepers
Carolyn Wilson, 1910 (
Jean A. Cross, 1909 Editor of the "Iris"
Members
IN facultate
Alice Van Vechten Bkown : Mariana Cogswell. 1S90; Marion E. Fenton, 1904;
Margaret H. Jackson; Adele Lathrop; Maud E. McClary. 1899; Flora D. Mac-
Kinnon, 1907; Margarethe Mulleb; Nancy M. Pond. 1893; Hetty S. Wheeler, 1902.
Associate Memlcr— Hamilton C. Macdougall.
Class of 1909 — Edith W. Bryant, Jean A. Cross. Kathleen E. Cutting. Ethel
M. Damon. JIargaret O. Edson, Jennie Van Etten. Clara B. Gregg. Helen R. Hart,
Irvina H. Hek.sey. Helen M. Hussey. Margaret M. Ingram. Helen Legate. Ruth F.
PiNNEY, Madeleine Piper, Eleanor A. Raymond. Margaret E. Shepard. Susan S.
Wonson.
Class of 1910 — Bertha F. Cottrell, Ruth A. Crossman. Isadore Douglas. Ruth
Elliott, Miriam V. Loder, Marjokie Merridith, Marion P. Mn,Cs. Elizabeth Meyers
ROBIN.SON. Ella I. Simons, Carolyn Wil.son.
Ctass of 1911 — Marguerite H. Baldwin, Euphemia G. Cowan. Lydia W. Craig,
Ruth Evans. Margaret Kennedy.
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Society Zeta Alpha
Abline M. Bukdick, 190!) President
Alice H. Mumpek, 1009 Vice-President
Frances E. Hill, 1909 Read of Work
Beatrice M. Stevens, 1909 Recording Secretary
Isabel G. Ridgeway, 1909 Corresponding Secretary
Florence A. Olney, 1909 Treasurer
Hester R. Davies, 1910 1
^^^^^^^^
Selma F. Smith, 1910 j
Mato a. Woodward, 1909 | j-, ,., r n rf i n t a i
„ > . . Editors of the Zeta Alplia Annuat
Jane F. Goodloe, 1910 )
Kate C. Kellar, 1910 Custodian
Members
IN facultate
Gebtbude BiGELOw, 1S93 ; Ellen P. Bukrell, 1880; Eliza J. Xewkibk, 1000;
Charlotte F. Robekts, ISSO ; Mabtha H. Shackfobd, 1896.
Class of 1909 — Abline M. Bubdick, Rebekah F. Davidson, Fbances R. Hill,
Alice H. Mumpeb, Aph P. Phelps, Flobence A. Olney, Ruth Reedeb, Isabel G.
RiDGWAY, JIabie D. Spahb, Beatrice M. Stevens, Maude A. Woodwabd.
Class of 1910— Betty P. Babbow, Lucille E. Clark, Gertrude N. Cook, Hester
R. Davies, Mabion B. Everett, Jane F. Goodloe, Kate C. Keller, C. Bell Mapes,
Helen R. Platt, Selma F. Smith, Louise Whitakee, Katherine S. Wilbob.




What hypothetical possibilities for our future life do these pictures
represent? As a hint towards the solution of these subtle
puzzles we will
tell you that Number i represents us as " The light of the home." For
your skill in solving these puzzles and for the best
twenty-five-word
essay on " How to keep my memory green in College," we will give three




i. The winter styles have reached
their height in the collars; they
have gone to great lengths in the
sleeves and train. Hats are notice-
able, psyches prevail. There is no
breadth.
( 2V.> )
The fashions have never been more graceful and
becoming than this year. Trains and directoire
saslies are absolutely essential to any costume.
- Is a simple clinging gown suitable for Sunday
dinners and afternoon teas. Its most pronounced
features are the heav.v black directoire sash (which
should be tied very low) and the popular high
ruehing. The appliqufe is of course in a heavy gold
design : gold tassels, though not necessary, may be j'
used to finish the corners. The yoke may be of
tucked chiffon of Isabella net.
2— Here we find one of the graceful em-
pire models so popidar for glee club con-
cert. It may be worn with or without the
guillotine gu'impe. The train is from forty
to fifty inches in length, according to the
length of the Louis XXIII sash, which, by
the way, should be finished with heavy
gold tassels. With this costume the hair
is worn in a psyche sustained by heavy
gold-headed hairpins.
3— Various variations of
the Buster Brown collar
are still thriving. A
strong sense of economy
has resulted in plait-
less skirts.
4— There is probably no
more beautiful or
widely desired costume
in vogue than No. 4.
The beautiful three-
quarter length coat is
popular in pony skin and
mink, and is worn with
a flowing skirt, a flowing
muff, and a flowing
ostrich plume. For such
a costvtme the hat must
be quite large, though
that is not an essential.
This costume is a copy
of one worn by the senior







Hester 11. Davies .









Executive Committee— Matde B. Hatch, Makglrt A. IIoyt, Louise A. RtJD-
DIMAN.
Factotums— Helen M. Adaib. Mary Bates.
A VIOLET \vitli a heart of stone
Without a learned eye.
Fair as an oak, when stiti' and stark,
It points up t" the skv.
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Abbott, Makoabet
riediiioul Park. Cliarlollf, N. C.
ACII. UO.SALI.ND K.
539 West Second Street, Dayton, Oliio
Adaik, Helen il.





230 Ilalsey Street, Bn.okl.vu, X. Y.
Allen, Riby II.
420 Earl Court, Elyria, Ohio
Anuem, Ethel L.
North Grosvenor Dale, Conn.
Anderson, Doha C.
848 I're.sident Avenue. Fall River,
.Mass.
ATKIN.SON, Mary E.
2802 North Juuett St reel, Taooma,
Wash.
Atwood, Alice I,.
41 Terrace Avenue, Newlon Ili^hlamls.
Mass.
Babbitt, In a F.
4.31 Main Street, Fitehliur.s, Mass.
Bacon, Ia'cy R.
22 School Street. Waltham, Mass.
Ball, Marion H.
i')2 Crandall Street. Adams. Mass.
Barrow. Betty I'.
203 East Fourlh Streel. Lexinston. Ky.
Bates. Mary














204 LexiuRton Avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.
Bridgman. Dorothy' D.
14!).") Hewitt Avenue, St. Fnul. Minn.
Brinton. Anna II.
20 West Chestimt Street. Wc'St Chester.
Pa.
Bki.viol, I.OIISE F.
Ovid, Seneca Count.v, X. Y.
Brooks, Stella M.
11 Academy Street, P.arii'. Vt.
Bkow.n, Florence E.
1112 Main Street. Ilonesdale, I'a.
Bryan. Roxena R.
86 West Main Street, Wauwatosa. Wis.
Bi'1!ii:r. Margari:!' E.
Washington Street. Lynn. ]\Iass.
Bui'EiNiiTON. Mary M.
51 Ashland Street, Taunton, JIass.
BuLKELEY', Helen
71."i4 Euclid Avenue, Chicago, 111.
Bullock. Rittii W,
437 West Sixth Street, Plainfield, X. J.
Burr. Helen
8 Crescent Street, Middletown, Conn.
Carey, Alice
32 Washington Park, Xewtonville,
Mass.
Cari'ENTER. Meriam R.
Webster Avenue. Xew Rochelle, X. Y'.
Carter, Gertrude M.
5C Cedar Street, Roxhury. Mass.
Castle. Ina
125 South Waller Aveiuie, Austin Sta-
tion. Chicago, 111.
Chase, Harriet X.




141 Westmoreland Place, Eos Angeles,
Cal.
Clark, Mildred
161 Bay State Road. Boston, Mass.
Clarke. Olive M.
45 Cottage Street, Wellesley, Mass.
Clkmence. Bertha L.






913 North Fifth Street. Alcliison. Kan.
Collins. .Julia N.
IJG First Avenue. Gloversville, N. Y.
CONANT, PERSIS E.
143 Park Street. Portland. Me.
Cook. Gertrude N.




Hotel Rafael, San Rafael, Cal.
Cooke, Guenn
10 Church Street, Jlilford, Mass.
CORWIN, IVA. M.
189 Gleuwood Avenue, East Orange,
N. J
CoTTBELL, Bertha T.
54 Glen Avenue, Jit. Vernon, N. Y.
Crossman, Rutii a.










2322 North Broad Street, Philadelphia,
Pa.
Day, Florence
1405 Rhode Island Avenue, Washington,
D. C.
Dearborn, Alice W.
84 Fourth Street, Dover, N. H.
DeLong, Miriam E.
12 West Broad Street, Bethlehem, Pa.
Dey, Dorothy
5 Waban Street, Wellesley, Mass.
Douglas, Isadobe
115 Maple Street, Philipsburg, Pa.
Dow, Esther PI.





04 Dorchester Road, Buffalo, N. Y.
Fames, Stella W.








342 East Orange Street, Lancaster. Pa.
Everett, Marian B.
116 Governor Street, Providence, R. I.
Fear, Lois M.




153 Union Street, Moutclair, X. J.
Fletcher, Ruth B.
25 Rector Street, Perth Amboy, N. J.
French, Jessie G.
64 Bleecker Street, Gloversville, N. Y.
Frost, Mildred N.
106 I'leasant Street, Newton Centre,
Mass.
Gamble, Elizabeth F.
R. F. D. 4, Box 14, Paris, Ky.
Gilmore, Anna




316 Central Street. Auburndale, Mass.
Greene. May
1813 Fifth Avenue, Troy, N. Y.
Gregory', Henrietta
446 Broadway. Long Branch, N. J.
Grenier, Georgette A.
156 Brook Street, Manchester, N. H.
Guild, Dorothy B.
15 West Walnut Avenue, Merchantville,
N. J.
Haines, Geraldine
34 Franklin Street, Newark, N. J.
Hall, Mary E.
33 Howard Street, Newport, R. I.
Halley, Charlotte
6.30 Kansas Street, Rapid City, S. D.
Harper, Gretciien B.
22 Porter Street, Bradford, Pa.
Hatch, Mayde B.
51 Church Street, Ware, Mass.
Hawkridge. Emma L.
92 Beach Street, Maiden, Mass.
Hazeltine, Dorothy M.
Irwin Avenue, Pittsburg, Pa.
Heiser, Irene
128 Lancaster Street, Albany, N. X.
Henderson, Ruth
264 South Union Street, Burlington,
Vt.
Hendrie. Grace E.





GU Willow Street, Dedham, Mass.
HiNClICLII'I-, IlAKRIliT E.








121 Main Street, Newtou, X. J.
HoYT, Marg.\bet a.
197 Walnut Street, Montclair, N. J.
Hunter, Amta D.




201 East Market Street, Warreu, Ohio
Ingalls, Maby p.
8.57 Humphrey Street, Swampscott,
Mass.
Jamieson, Elsie I.
816 North Avenue, Bridgeport, Conn.
Jeffs, Eva E.
607 New Lots Avenue, Brooklyn, N. T.
Johnson. Enid B.
98 West Central Street, Natick, Mass.
Johnson, Esther C.
15 Oak Street, Needham, Mass.
Johnson, Katherine L.
7 Englewood Avenue, Worcester, Mass.
JoHONNOT. Martha M.




Box 243, Kenilworth. 111.
Keller. Kate C.
117 Biddle Avenue, Wilkiusburg, Pa.
Kelley. Frances H.




84 Hillyer Street. East Orange, N. J.
Knowles. Alice M.
838 Main Street. Worcester, Mass.
IjAMB. Olive M.
305 Mahoning Avenue, Warren, Ohio
IjAbimore, Harriet I.
206 North Main Street, Mt. Veruou,
Ohio
Larimohe, Louise D.
20 Cottage Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
IjAzell, Abigail
Care H. 0. Lazell, 109 Clinton Market,
Boston, Mass.
Leonard, JIibiam L.
S19 Andrus Building, Minneapolis,
Minn.
LiBBY, Mary V.
Williamsburg, Blair County, Pa.
Life, Marjorie S.
116 Holland Street, Syracuse, N. \.
IjOder, Miriam Y.












155 East Washington Lane, German-
town, Pa.
McKiNNEY, Lois




28 New Street, Danbury, Conn.
Manatt, Evangeline I.
59 Charles Field Street. Providence,
R. L
Mann. Agnes L.
50 Grove Street, Milford, Mass.
Mapes, Bell
126 Cypress Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.
Mabsiiaix, Sara E.
212 South Maple Avenue, Hannibal,
Mo.
Mason, Clara R.
651 Chestnut Street, Columbia, Pa.
SIasox, Marion A.
40 Mt. \'ernon Street, Cambridge,
Mass.
Merriditii, Mar.torie
71 Finlay Street, Hartford, Conn.
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Messeb, Florence V.
601 First Avenue, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
MiDvvooD, Edith E.
West Barrington, R. I.
MiLLAK, Eva JI.
S17 Madisou Avenue, Scrautou, Pa.
Mills, Marion P.





2905 Forest Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
Monroe, Loeah
701 North McLean Street, Bloomington,
111.
Moore, Cora D.
27 Amherst Street, Worcester, Mass.
MOREY, Helen A.
14 Belmont Street, Lowell, Mass.
Morrison. Mary G.
51 Vernon Street, Worcester, Mass.
Morton. Alice F.
36 Francis Street, Brookline, Mass.
Mosenfeldee. Jeannette
SOS Twentieth Street, Rock Island. III.
Moss. Edith L.





53 West Eighty-fourth Street, New
York, N. Y.
MuiBHEAD, Minnie S.
50 Lincoln Avenue, Bellevue, Pa.
Muller, Maud S.
302 Elm Street, New Britain, Conn.
MuNTAN. Helen W.
69 Gooch Street, Jlelrose, Mass.
Murphy. Helen
20 Prospect Terrace, Montclair, N. J.
Murphy, Margaret




2019 East Eighth Street, Kansas City.
Mo.
Otis. JIildred E.
.305 Mill Hill Avenue. Bridgeport.
Conn.
Owen, Helen
523 Federal Street, Lynchburg, Va.
Park, Esther M.




51 West Central Street, Natick, Mass.
PiER.soN. Esther D.
204 Washington Street. Wellesley Hills,
Mass.
Pl.\tt, Helen R.
32 Grove Hill, New Britain. Conn.
Poole. Alice C.
270 West Elm Street. Brockton, Mass.
Porter. Alice R.
50 Main Street, Haverhill, Mass.
Po^ATCLL. Emily H.
19 Glenwood Road. Upper Montclair,
N. J.
Proctor. Edith W.
45 West Chestnut Street, Wakefield,
Mass.
Randall. Esther M.
.321 Erie Street, Oak Park, III.
Randall, Jean M.
Suite 4, The Fairview, East 114th
and Fairchild Streets. Cleveland, Ohio
Riieix. Ernestine
3S East Sixty-first Street. New York,
N. Y.
Rhoades, Ethel V.
48 Spring Street. Maiden. Mass.
Rhodes. Hazel A.












.31 South Street. Southbridge. Mass.
RuDDiMAN. Louise A.





1G54 Massacliusptts Avoinn', Ciiinliridgi',
Mass.
UUSSELL, MaKGARET W.
13 Allstoa Sti-cut, Dorchester Ceulre,
Mass.
Saltiiolse. Elsie A.
3!)3 AViisliington Street, Taimlou, Mass.
Sapinsky, Hltii
710 East Main Street, New Albany,
Ind.
SCIIEBMEBIIOK.N, GEKTRUDE
1100 South Thirt.v-secoud Street, Omaha,
Neb.
SciaiiDT. Marie L.






40 Dover Street, West Somervillc. Mass.
Shaw. Alice
276 Walnut Street, Aurora, III.
Shaw, Margaret G.
316 North Wayne Avenue, Wayne, Dela-
ware County, Pa.
SHErARD-ELlIEK, LULU E.





Victor. Ontario County. N. Y.
Skinner. Inez T.
018 North Second Street. Clinton. Iowa
Smith. Seljia F.




73 Ilis'i Street, Germantown. riiiladel-
phia. I'a.
Snyder. Mar.iorie A.
."i67 Dearliorn Avenue, Chicago, 111.
Snyder. Mary F.
012 North Fourth Street, Tacoma,
Wash.
.SrALDiNr.. Caroline
101!) Middlesex Street. Lowell, Mass.
Stai.lkneciit. Florence G.
.^43 Scotland Road. Orange, N. .T.
Stai.lkneciit. MABctEBiTE L.
.",43 Seolland Road. Orange. N. .7.
Stayer, Clara
1501 Seventh Avenue, Altooua, I'a.
STEVEN.SON. Beatrice L.
503 Park Avenue, East Orange, N. J.
Si'RECKER, Elizabeth F.









1848 North I'ark Avenue, Philadelphia,
Pa.
Symonds, M. Lillian
14 Greene Street, Somerville, Mass.
Taussig, Dorothea
101 Park Avenue, Yonkers, N. Y.
Tau.ssig, Edith E.
191 Park Avenue, Yonkers, N. Y.
Tiio.MAS, Clara B.
410 Vine Street, Johnstown, Pa.
Tilton, Hannah M.
28 Concord Street, Nashua, N. H.
Todd, Susan M.
47 East Twenty-nintli Street, New
York, N. Y.
Teedwell, Katharine E,
07 Lafayette Avenue. I'ort Richmond,
Staten Island, N. Y'.
TULLY. MaTTIE L.
11 Wilkius Place, Campello, Mass.
Tute, Helen B.
14 Franklin Street. Walerlowu, Mass.
Vail. .Iean.\ette
1018 North JIarket Street, Wichita,
Kan.
VissMAN, Dorothy
1.312 Frankfort Avenue. Louisville. Ky.
\'osE. Caroline E.
14 Deering Street. Pnrllaiid. .Maini'.
Wadsworth. Alice F.
003 West College Avenue, .lackson-
ville. 111.
Wahl. M. Rita
120 States Avenue, .\tlantic City, N.J.
Walker. Cablena
25 Tha.ver Street, Qnincy. Mass.
Wallis, Helen .\.
30 Charnock Street, Beverly, Mass.
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Waed, Emilie M.
346 Roseville Avenue, Newark, N. J.
Watkins, Emma H.
9203 Union Avenue, S. E., Cleveland,
Ohio
Webster, E. Genevieve
426 Highland Avenue, Spokane, Wash.
Webster, Ethel D.
48 Whitmai-sh Street, Providence, R. I.
West, Elsie
174 Inwood Avenue, Upper Montclair,
N. J.
Whitaker, Louise C.
970 Dana Avenue, Avondale, Cincinnati,
Ohio
Wiiiteley, Marguerite
1109 Pine Street, Boulder, Colo.
WiLBEB, Margaret H.
1125 Tennessee Street, Lawrence, Kau.
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Care Mrs. W. J. Rapson, Grinnell,
Iowa
Williams, Marguerite F.
West Eaton, N. Y.
Wilson, Carolyn A.
44 Baker Avenue, Beverly, Mass.
Wilson, Ruth M.
1750 Frankford Avenue, Philadelphia,
Pa.
WiNSLOw, Jean P.
1900 Mount Royal Terrace, Baltimore,
Md.
Wiss, Florence S.
171 Fairmouut Avenue. Newark, N. J.
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Factotums — Vera M. Legg, Harbiet L. Strtker.
O pansy, pansj', fair and sweet,
O pansy, pansy, full of skill,
And pansy, pansy, perfect one,
Ovir places you will almost fill.
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AvEKY, Irene L.
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Bailey, Eleanor II.
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N. Y.
Baker. Mildred E.
10 George Strwt. Chelsea, Mass.
Baldwin, Dorothy A.
677 Dudley Street, Dorchester, Mass.
Baldwin, Makguerite
The Ilaunishire Arms. Minneapolis.
Minn.
Barnes. Helen W.
30 Huntington Street, Lowell, Mass.
Bartlett, Marguerme
15 Walnut Street. Leominster, Mass.
Eausmann, Laura S.
425 West Orange Street, Lancaster, Pa.
Baxter, Sarah
213 Inwood Avenue, Upper Moutclair,
N. J.
Beach. Mary O.
122 Centre Street, Ridgeway, Pa.
Beals. Florence W.




200 Franklin Avenue. Far Rockaway.
Long Island, N. Y.
Bemis, Emily E.






20 Ingersoll Grove. Springfield. Mass.
Best. Gladys C.
947 President Street. Brooklyn. N. Y.
Blaisdell. Helen L.
40 Fountain Street, West Newton,
Mass.
Pleazby, Ann Leah
141 Owen Avenue. Detroit, Mich.
Blodget, Bertha
179 Lincoln Street. Worcester, Mass.
BoGUE, Dora W.
813 East Fourteenth Avenue, Denver,
Colo.
BONNING, IlERTIIA F.
9'J East High Street, Detroit, Mich.
Brick, Marguerite P.
76 Windham Road, Willimantie. Conn.
Brooks, Bertha M.
24 Crown Street, Dorchester, JIass.
Brown. Louise W.




414 Eighth Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Bky'ant, Esther G.
14 Myrtle Street, Cliftoudale. MasiS.
BUFFUM. KaTHERINE
22 Grove Str.eet. Rockland. Maine
ElRKE, Letitia C.
.{3S Roseville Avenue. Newark. N. J.
Burnham. Katherine
Seventh and Brookes Sts., Sau Diego,
Cal.
Bi'britt, Edna C.
22 West Thirty-fourth Street. Bayonne,
N. J.
Buss. Emma S.
2601 Hord Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Butler. Patrice M.
34 Centre Street, Brookline, Mass.
Camfill. H. Katherine









34 Dearborn Street, Salem. Mass.
Chamberlin, M. Alice
42 Wait Street, Roxljuvy. Mass.
Chandler. Eunice,
17 Gushing Road. Wellesley Hills,
Mass.
Chrlstie. Mary R.
723 Ridge Avenue. Allegheny, Pa.
Clark. Annie L.
576 Washington Street,' Dorchester,
Mass.
Clark. Dorothy N.
173 Clinton Avenue. Newark. N. J.
CoAN. Elizabeth V.





112 Wi'sl llidiU Slivri. X,nv York.
N. Y.
CCl-FI.N, HelKX J.
10 Rosedalc Slii'i't. I>iji(lics|pr. JIass.
(.'OFFi.N. S. Fraxcks
34H!) Lafii.Vfttc Avfiiui'. Si. [.onis, .Mn.
COLTOX, A'ERA B.
20 Georjie Stivol. I'illslield, .Mass.
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COWAX. El'PIlEMIA G.
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X. Y.
<"OWAX. Hazel (J.






l."i.") West Soutlier Street, Carlisle, Pa.
Cram. Theresa L.






.^27 Auburn Aveuue, Buffalo, X'. Y.
Dalzell, Lauba K.
28 Linvvood Road, West Lyun. Mass.
Danforth, Clarissa
98 Cumberland Street. Bansor. Maine
Danforth, Dorgtiit
14 Berkeley Street. Xasliua. X. H.
Daniell, Virgixi.^
400 Michigau Aveuue. Meuominee.
Mich.
Davis, Anna D.
005 Twenty-si.xth Street. Rock Island.
111.
Davis, Florence R.
540 West 14."th Street. New York.
N. Y.
Decker. Blanche
417 William Street, East Orange, X. J.
Denfeld. Helena F.




Westfield, Chant County, N. Y.
Dickson, Susan E.
Llewellyn Road, Moutelair, X. J.
Dietz. Miriam
21 North Vine Street, Hazeltou, Pa.
Dilman, Lulu B.
51 High Street, Geneva, X. Y.
Dines, ^Vlta E.
1231 West Edwards Street, Springfield,
111.
Doscher, a. Lucia





Mount Vernon Terrace, Xewtonville,
Mass.
Edwards, Ruth A.
801G Whitethorn Avenue, Cleveland,
Ohio
Elkixtox, Mart C.
IS West Street. Media. Pa.
Ellis. Miriam
270 Washiugtou Street, Braintree.
Mass.
EusTis, Constance
University Heights, Xew Y'ork, X. Y.
Evans, Ruth
17 Everett Avenue. Dorchester. Mass.
Ferguson. Eula G.
43 Hut clangs Street, Roxbury, Mass.
Finch. Harriet
Xew Paltz. N. Y.
Finn. J. Irene
120 Virginia Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Fisse. Edna I.




35 Beacon Street, Portland, Maine
Foster, Alice E.
137 Spring Street, Portland, Maine.
Fox. Marion L.
.")01 Wabash Aveuue. Kansas City, Mo.
Francis. Mary
84 Court Street. Exeter, N. H.
Franzex, a. Eleanor












79 Charles Field Street, Providence,
E. I.
Gano, Annette
193 Master Street, Dallas, Texas
Gate.s, Helen
14 Phillips Street, Westboro, Mass.
Goodwin, Helen




341 Cole Avenue, Dallas, Texas
Gray, Mildred E.
759 County Street, New Bedford, Mass.
GuiON, Ridie J.
8 West Seventh Street, Charlotte, N. C.
Guyot, Jeanne M.
Eighteenth and West Street, Pueblo,
Colo.
Haenssler, Florence
879 Sterling Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Haley, Edith D.
83 Otis Street, Medford, Mass.
Hall, Edith B.
174 Grove Street, Wellesley, Mass.
Harrington, Priscilla P.
306 High Street, Warren, Ohio
Hartley, Grace G.
2101 West Susquehanna Avenue, Phil-
adelphia, Pa.
Hastings, Florence O.
Turner Street, Aubui-n, Me.
Hatch, Ruth E.
Central Islip, Long Island, N. Y.
Hays, Bessie R.
9 West 121st Street, New York, N. Y.
Hersey, Ethel G.
4G6 Washington Street, Quincy, Mass.
Hewett, Mary L.
Care Henry Hewett, Esq., Sherlock
Building, Portland. Ore.
Hill, Dorothy- W.
816 West State Street, Trenton, N. J.
Hill, Helen A.
Interlaken, Seneca County, N. Y.
Hill, Marian S.





147 Haverhill Sireet. Lawrence, Mass.
Horning. Mary E.






42 Arlington Street, North Cambridge,
Mass.
IluDNUT, Charlotte E.
1372 Beacon Street, Brookline, Mass.
Hunnewell, Hazel
Crest Avenue, Chelsea, Mass.
Hunter, Hazel V.
2.54 South Fourth Street, Fulton, N. Y.
iNGALLS, Evelyn P.
1329 Fiftieth Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Jenks, JIildred
34 I'pland Road, Melrose Highlands,
Mass.
Jenney. Elsie B.
100 Gordon Avenue, Hyde Park, Mass.
jewett, Marion F.
Duncau Street, Gloucester, Mass.
Johnson, Helen
256 Maine Street, Brunswick, Maine
Jones. Gladys
821 Tremont Street, Cedar Rapids,
Iowa
Kahn. Lillian I.
197 Farwell Avenue, Milwaukee, Wis.
Keigwix. Ruth H.,
24 North Ninth Avenue, Mt. Vernon,
N. Y.
Kelley'. Mona L.
600 Wisconsin Street, Charles City,
Iowa
Kelly, Ijiogene
430 Eighth Street. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Kennedy. Margaret
1024 South Thirty-second Street, Oma-
ha, Neb.
Kerr, Julia T.
62 West Scott Place, Elizabeth, N. J.
Kidder. JIary A.
4.34 West Thorn Street. Ripon, Wis.
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KiLLEEN, Mary E.
10 Morse Street, South Xatick, Mass.
KiNNE, Marion
41 Lyon Street, Pawtucket, R. I.
Knight. Mildred J.
32 Dover Street, Wellesley, Mass.
Knowltox. Hazel L.
39 Willard Street, Chelsea, Mass.
Knowlton, Marion




53 Lexington Avenue, Buffalo. \. Y.
Kkanz. Gertrude E.
3fl0 Main Street, Amesburv, JIass.
Kroner. Lucile L
408 North Crescent Avenue, Avoudale,
Cincinnati, Ohio
Kunkel. Florence M.




202 Cheming Street, Waverly. X. Y.
Labrabee, Katharine
307 Grey Park Avenue, Amsterdam.
N. Y.
Leavitt, Alice D.
10 Hollis Street, Cambridge, Mass.
Lee, Mabel J.
435 East State Street, Trenton, X. J.
Legg, Bianca E.-
Adams. Jefferson County, X^ew York
Legg. Vera
.5.3 Welles Avenue. Dorchester, Mass.
Liebebman, Xorma
86 Forest Avenue East, Detroit, Mich.
Lincoln. Grace




1402 North Sixteenth Street, Phila-
delphia, Pa.
LONGANECKER. El.LEN D.
6108 Howe Street, Pittsburg. Pa.
LORENZ. MaRGIERITE
934 Fifth Street. Louisville, Ky.
I,ow, Ruth E.
3 Main Street. Essex, Mass.
Lown.sbery, Ella L.
1.527 A Avenue. Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Macartney. Helen H.
135 Berkeley Street, Lawrence, Mass.
McCartney, Mary M.
237 East Beau Street, Washington. Pa.
McCormack, Madeleine It.
864 Prospect Place, Brooklyn, X. Y.
JICCOY. XlOLL C.
32.5 South Limestone, Lexington, Ky.
McGi'FFEY'. Alice
St. James Rectory, Elmhurst, Loni;
Island. X. Y.
MacKay, Ella H.
1416 North Sixteenth Street, Philadel-
phia, Pa.
McKiNNEY, Helen F.
Royal Apartments, 1208 Xorth Broad
Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
RIacMullen, Louise
Riverdale. Morris County, N. J.
Marshall. Madeleine A.
1560 Gaylord Street, Denver, Colo.
Marston, Harriet
3501 Seventh Street, San Diego, Cal.
Martin, Mayes
13.53 Vine Street, Denver, Colo.
Mead. Rina L.
192 First Street, Fulton, N. Y.
Miler, Emily O.
311 East 196th Street, New York, N. Y.
Miller. Elizabeth B.
204 Mill Street, Greensburg, Pa.
Milliken. Lorraine V.
305 Winebiddle Avenue, Pittsburg, Pa.
Mills, Dorothy
56 Fletcher Street, Winchester, Mass.
Monroe, Zelma





429 Forest Avenue, Oak Park, 111.
jMorbell. Mary R.
221 Wesley Avenue, Oak Park, 111.
Morris, Leila R.
43 Livingston Avenue, Yonkers, N. Y.
Morbis, Marie
P. O. Box 23, Barr, Colo.
Mosenfelder, Alma L.
820 Twenty-second Street, Rock Island.
111.
Mulligan, Ruth





151 Bowdoiu Street, Spiiugfielil. Mass,
Xagle, Eleanor
141 Crafts Street. Xewtouville. JIass.
XEWTOX. JlAROAREr D.
371 North Broad Street, Xorwieli, X. Y.
XiCHOLS, Agnes
412 Lancaster Aveuue, St. Davids, Vii.
XOBCRO.S.S. IlELEX M.
120 Washiugton Street. Wellesley Hills,
Mass.
XoRTOX. Helen F.
792 Washiugton Street, Xorwood. Mass.
X'oTES, Isabel F.




839 Clay Aveuue. Scranton, Pa.
Parsons, Katharine




72 North Xiueteeuth Street, East
Orauge. N. J. '
Pennell, Ella
S Haskell Street. Westbrook. Maine
Peters. Hortense
26 Spring Street. St. Johusbury, Vt.
Pettit, Mildred L.
Lawrence, Nassau County, N. Y".
Phelps, JIadge S.






50 Gleuwood Avenue, Portland, Maine
Place. Olive E.
29 Dover Street, Wellesley, Mass.
Flatten, Gladys I.
585 West End Avenue, New York, X'. Y'.
Porter, Gertrude E.




1740 A Street. San Diego, Cal.
I'rickett, .Tosepiiine M.
1.507 West Fourteenth Street. Wilming-
ton, Del.
I'ursell, I'ersis









801 Seventeenth Street. Denver. Colo.
IIavvts, Eugenia
311 West Walnut Street, Louisville, Ivy.
Ray, Anne
928 King Street, La Crosse, Wis.
Ray'mond, Austina B.




1 Remsen Place, Flatbush, Brooklyn,
X. Y.
Rice. JIarion X.
28 Prospect Street. Claremont, X. H.
RoAKE, Laura M.
225 Prospect Aveuue. Ba.vonne, X. J.
Roberts. Lou
120 High Street, Bristol, Conn.
Robeson, Edith M.
Corner Xiueteeuth ami Monroe Streets,
Washington. D C.
Robinson, Bertha L.
07 Lake View Avenue. Cambridge, Mass.
Robinson, Elizabeth M.
Kennedy House, Lawrenceville, X. J.
Roche, Agnes




32 Somerset Street, Worcester, Mass.
Ryan. Bertha M.
The Chatsworth, Sevent.v-secoud Street
and Riverside Drive, Xew Y'ork, X. Y.
Savage. Miriam
on Eleventh Street. Lowell, Mass.
Sawyer. Mary W.
45 Merrimack Street. Lowell, Mass.
Sciiedler. Bertha A.
135 Cottage Avenue. Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
Schneider. Clara
234 West Tenth Street, Fremont, Neb.
Schoonmaker, Hazel R.
13 Madison Street, Westfield, Mass.
Schwab. Met.a-




C41 WashiuRlon Si reel, Wellesley, Mass.
SCRIB.NER. Al.ICli
73 Rowl' Street, Melrose, Mass.
Sener, A.nna
233 Charlotte Street, Lancaster, Pa.
SnAiGiixESSY, Lillian- G.
Pleasant Street, Ashland. JIass.
SUELDON, KaTIIERINE L.




553 Springdale Avenue. East Orange,
N. J.
Singleton. Katiierine
721 Anbert Avenue, St. Louis. Mo.
Skinner, Anna I.
294 XortU Seventh Street, Newark.
N. J.
Slagle. Helen
22 Kenwood Street. Bnidkline. Mass.
Smart. Alice L.
Security Bank Builcliiii;. Minneapolis,
Minn.
Smith. E. Lavinia
Lawrence, Long Island. X. Y.
Smith, Ethel T.
7G West Thirty-second Street. Bnvonne.
N. J.
Snow. Rachel P.
29 Russell Avenue. Watertown. Mass.
Sommerville. Selina E.
Depot Lane. Washington Bridge P. O..
New York. N. Y.
Spaulding. Frances
75 Washington Street. Winchester.
Mass.
Spear. Eixice M.




r)20 Spruce Street, Mar(juelte. Jlich.
Stanley. .Jean L.
.32 Spring Street. St. Johnshury. Vt.
Stearns. Mavde E.
Ill Clark Street, Newton Centre, Mass.
Stewart. Estiii;r
204 Garfield Avenue. Aurora. 111.
Stewart. Florence M.
170 Harrison Aven\ie, Jersey City. N. J.
Stockett. Julia C.
ion Powelton Avenue. Woodlyn. I 'ani-
den. N. J.
Stoxe. Anna G.
227 Osgood Street, North Andover.
JIass.
Straine. Dorothy
Care ilr. R. W. Boyden. 00 State
Street. Boston, Mass.
Stryker. Harriet




34 Hanover Street, Nashua. N. H.
Terry. Katherine P.
1301 Eleventh Street. Lynchlnirg. Va.
'I'lioMAS. Nellie B.
23 Stickney Avenue. Sumerville. Mass.
Thomp.son. Ruth E.
624 High Street, Bath, Me.
Tillson, Madalene a.
91 Midwood Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Tucker. Mildred M.
37 Judkins Street, Newlonville. Mas5.
TuppER. Sara F.
49 Walnut Street, Newlonville. Mass.
I'LHRICH, Mar(;aket E.
72S EUicott Street, Buffalo. N. Y.
\'liet. F. Eleanor
o4 Milford Avenue, Newark. N. J.
Walworth. Margaret
54.J Haverhill Street, Lawrence, Mass.
Ward. Annaii S.
12 Hobart Street, Utica. N. Y.
Warner. Margaret B.




003 South Sixth Street, Terre Haute,
Ind.
Waterman. Alice A.
33 Elm Hill Avenue. Roxbury. Mass.
Watkins, Maie E.
1920 East Eighty-ninth Street. Cleve-
land. Ohio
Wat.son. Marion P.
47 East Thirty-third Si reel. Bayonne,
N, J.
Weber. Jean




ISOth Streot aud Riverside Drix'i\ New
Yoik. N. Y.
Welles, Mary
Geneseo, Livingston County, N. T.
AA'ELLINGTON, GLADYS
14 Brookline Street, Webster, Mass.
AA'EST. Edith R.




417A Halsey Street. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Whittier, Agnes M.
104 Crescent Street, Waltham, Mass.
Wilkinson, Julia P.
404 Massachusetts Avenue, Boston,
Mass.
Williams. Katherine X.





31.5 Lonsdale Avenue, Pawtucket. R. I.
Winch, Ruth G.
Lake Avenue and Boulevard, Cleveland,
Ohio
Wood, Maria E.





Box 74, Foxboro, Mass.
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Kathekine BiNGiiAJE President
Dorothy Conner Vice - President
Miriam McLeod Corresponding Secretary
Alice Paine Recording Secretary
lyfARGARET Sat.ter Treasurer
Executive Committee— Nell Carpicnter, Ruth Flanders, Elizabeth Hart.
Factotums— Dorothy Hexdersox. Ruth Howe.
You nevcv ])lay at night, they say,
But learn your les.sous, day by day—
Are you bhise '. Have you the blues ?
Or is vour quiet enliu a ruse?
( 2.37 )
Abbe, Alice T.




5139 Lexington Avenne, Chicago, 111.
Allen, Florence R.
9 Grove Street, North Attleboro, Mass.
Allen, Mildbed B.




7 Church Street, Dover, X. H.
Andrew.s, Agnes E.
11.302 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio
Andrews, Myra A.
57 South JIain Street, Middleboro, Mass.
Applegate, Dorothy Q.
931 Flatbush Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Austin, Madeline




33 Allendale Street, Springfield, Mass.
Bailey, Cynthia L.
lOSO Peabody Avenue, Memphis, Tenn.
Baker, Marguerite
4 Greystone Road, Melrose, Mass.
Balabanoff, Gana
412S North Stevens Street, Tacoma,
Wash.
Baldwin. Alice G.
405 East Town Street, Columbus, Ohio
Bancroft, Ada A\'.












South Street, Wrentham, Mass.
Berry', Beatrice V.




1.32G Main Street, Worcester, Mass.
Blaney. Elizabeth






50 Church Street, Montclair, N. J.
Bo.swell, Ethel
044 North .32d Street, I'hiladelphia, Pa.
Bott, Sally V.
' 45 Beacon Street, Gloucester, Mass.
BowDEN, Dorothy T.
49 Park A\enue, Wilkesbarre, Pa.
BovNTON, Grace JI.
3411 Washington Avenue, Brooklyn,
N. Y.
Brady. Marietta
113 Blue Hill Avenue, Mattapan, Mass.
Brand. Lucille S.
219 Grand Bluff Place, Highland Park,
HI.
Braunhold. Elsie M.
1729 Diversey Boulevard, Chicago, 111.
Brewer, Florence M.
3S Main Street, Saugus, Mas.?.
Brewer, Irene




004 Pleasant Street, Worcester, Mass.
Brown, Alecia I.










S.39 Broad Street, Providence, R. I.
Bullaed. Dorothy
45 Bobbins Road, Arlington, Mass.
Burd. Mary I.
414 Blandina Street, Utica, N. Y.
Burke. Mary A. A.
.540 Cambridge Street, Worcester, Mass.
Burr, Margaret
Fultonville, N. Y.
Butler. Alice . E.
203C Osage Street, St. Louis, XIo.
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Butler, M. Agnes
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37 Park Street, Rockvillc, Conn.
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2S Xewcomb Street. Boston, Ma.ss.
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138 Bay Street, Sprinu-fiehi, Mass.
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1.310 Hiuman Avenne, Evan.slon. 111.
Christensen, Anna E.
GS23 Quincy Street, Germantown, Pa.
Clark, Lucile A.
1 Bransford. Salt Lake City, Utah
Clark, Sarah K.
141 Westmoreland Place, Los Angeles,
Cal.
Clarke. Catherine
1.512 Frederica Street, Oweusboro, Ky.
Clarkson, Gertrude E.
191.J Church Avenne, Brooklyn. N. Y.
Clements, CLAuniNE E.
2113 Bancroft Place, Washinslou, D. C.
Clifford. Mary K.
1090 Farmiugton A\enne, West Hart-
ford, Conn.
CoHN, Florence M.
Gl Westminster Road, Rochester, N. Y.
CoiT, Katharine
30 Hillside Avenue, Englewood. N. J.
CoLBURN, Alice A.
21 Green Street, Clareniout, N. H.
Collins, L. Ruth
32 Block O. Pueblo, Colo.
Connor, Dorothy
Boston Post Road, Rye. N. Y.
Cook, Clara L.
1227 South ilonroe Street, Spokane.
Wash.
CoPELAND, Stella A.
Box 70."). I'erry, N. Y.
Crampton, Esther B.
St. John's Rectory. Norristown, Pa.
Cross, Helen L.




47 Washington Street, Newpori. R. L
Curtis, Christine T.





1010 Bryden Road. Columbus, Ohio
Dasha. Irene C.
372 Washington Street, Quincy, Mass.
Davis, Helen I.
45 Nahant Street, Lynn, Mass.
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122S Hinman Avenue, Chicago, 111.
Deemer, Doeothy D.
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De Hart, Jessie M.












220 Westchester Avenne, Mt. A'ernon,
N. Y.
Drake. Ruth B.





57 High Street, Medford, Mass.
Drew. Julia K.
2012 Bryant Avenue, South, Minneapo-
lis, Minn.
Dbyfoos, Minette L.




156 Cedar Street, Bangor, Maine
Eaton, Helen U.
49 Ivy Road, ilalden, Mass.
Ebriout, Mart R.




12.3 Forest Avenue East, Detroit, Mich.
Elliott. Esther
25 Fairview Street, Lowell, Mass.
Erskine. Edith C.
138 Mount Veruou Street. Lowell. Mass.
Ebwin, Martha
87 Linden Avenue, Jersey City. N. J.
Farrington, Elindk
Bellevue Street, West Roxbury, Mass.
Faunce. Frances A.
2 Botts Court, Salem, Mass.
Fenner. Mildred L.
285 Williams Street, New London,
Conn.
Ferguson, Bonita
2630 East 20th Street, Kansas City, Mo.
Filler, Katharine D.
307 Fourth Street, Warren, Ta.
Firestone. Anita
1266 East Broad Street, Columbus. Ohio
Fish, Helen D.
36 Greenwich Street, Hempstead, >. 1.
Fituian. Margaret H.
23 Bank Street, Bridgeton, N. J.
FiTZPATRiCK, Mary M.
108 Ward Street, Worcester, Mass.
Flanders. Ruth L.
291 Clifton Street, JLilden, Mass.
FOOTE, KORAH V.
90 Myrtle Avenue, Fitchburg, Mass.
Forbes. Alice C.




22 Dana Street. Winter Hill, Mass.
Fbantz, Gretchen J.
897 Franklin Avenue, Columbus, Ohio
Fritz, M. JL\rgaret
820 South Main Street, Wilkesbarre,
Pa.
Gable. Gertrude
1121 Fourteenth Avenue, Altoona, Pa.
von Gal, Mar.jorie
239 White Street, Danbury, Conn.
Gabvey, Annabel A.




3i High Street, North Attleboro, Mass.
Gibbs, Edna A.
89 Glendale Park, Rochester, N. Y.
GoRHAM, Mary A. K.
202 West Seventy-fourth Street, New
York, N. Y.
Goss. Helen K.
473 Lebanon Street, Melrose, Mass.
GowiNG, Katharine S.






208 South Queen Street, Lancaster, Pa.
Griffin. Margaret L.
231 Madison Avenue, Skowhegan, Maine
Griffith, Elizabeth W.
1025 North Market St., Wichita, Kan.
Grimes, Bertha A.
146 East Haverhill Street, Lawrence,
Mass.
Gbiswold. Lura E. S.
40 Fountain Street, New Haven, Conn.
Guernsey, Mary B.
4 Erwin Park, Moutclair, N. J.
Hall. Eleanor S.
312 Maiden Street, Revere, Mass.
Halsey, Olga S.
3.56 West 120th Street, New York. N. \.
Hammond. Edith
775 Chase Avenue, Rogers Park,
Chicago, 111.
Harbin, May
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14 Greonoiisli I'laco, Newport, It. I.
Helm, Elisabeth
2G53 Kllondiilc I'laco, I.os Angeles, Cal.
Henderson, Dorothy O.




205 West Fifty-seventh Street, New
York, N. Y.
Herr, Anna B.
523 East King Street, Lancaster, Ta.
Hinds, Helen
Division Avenue, Kielinioud Hill, N. Y.
HOBB.S, Lemira M.
North Hampton, N. H.
HOBBS, Ruth M.
321 Westfiekl Avenue, West, Koselle
Park, N. J.
HoFMANN, Ruth N.
Fishers Lane, Frankforrl, Philadelphia,
Pa.
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322 Ashland Boulevard, Chicago, III.
Holden, Marguerite






504 Bast Second Street, Duluth, Minn.
Husted, Elizabeth L.
313 South High Street, West Chester,
Pa.
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1329 Fiftieth Slreel, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Ieey, .Tessie a.
608 South High Slreel, West Chester,
Pa,
.Tennings, Edna C.
1084 First Avenue, Sail Lake Cily,
lUah
Johnson, Marian E.
Pond Street, Quincy, Mass.
.Tohnston, Frances A.
774 West End Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Jones, Ethelwynne B.
363 South Fifth Avenue, Mt. Vernon.
N. Y.
Jones, Marguerite R.
164 Ruthven Street, Roxbuiy, Mass.
Kappes, Marion













36 Merriam Street, Pittsfield, Mass.
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23 Rnby Street, Lancaslei-, Pa.
Kurtz, Geoegeine E.
20 South Fifth Street, Reading, Pa.
Lamprey, Helen C.




1 School Street, Newport, R. I.
TjAW, Margaret L.
25 Carpenter Street, Germaiilown, Pa.
Lawrence, Genieve E,











141 Lancaster Street, Albany, N. Y.
Lewis, Adeline E.
1183 Globe Street, Fall Uivcr, Mass.
LiNLEY. Helen F.
2210 Brooklj-u Avenue, Kansas City,
Mo.
LissNER, Esther
09 Fenwood Road, Roxluiry, Mass.
Little, Agnes E.
28 Spring Street, Pawtiicket, R. I.
Little, Dorothy B.
202 Monroe Street, Muuroe, Mich.
Little, Josephine
4564 Cook Avenue, St. I>ouis, Mo.
LiTTLEFIELD, HENRIETTA
87 Francis Street, Brookline. .Mass.
LocKwooi), Hazel M.
28 Carlton Place, Westfield, X. J.
LoKER, Marion S.
7.J West Central Street, Nalick, Mass.
LONGANECKER, CaBRIE M.
ClOS Howe Street, Pittsljui-j;-, Pa.
Lord, Leonora
Box 717, Saco, Maine
LosEY, Mildred J.
277 Lake Avenue, Rochester, N. Y.
Lowell, Dorothy
24 Brattle Street, Worcester, ALiss.
Luey, Mary M.
19 Russell Street. Greenfield, JIass.
McCarthy, Florence D.
31 William Street, Auburn, N. Y.
McCroodan, Susie W.
217 Ashland Avenue, Bloomfieki, N. .T.
Macdonald, Elsie R.
308 Putnam Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Mackillop, Margery
21 Brook Street, Pawtucket, R. I.
McI>ouD, Miriam
41 Wren Street, West Roxluiry, Mass.
McNab, Maude A.
210 Arlington Street, Youngstown, Ohio
Mann, Vera A.
27 Union Street, iSatick, Mass.
Marquart, Natalie E.




909 Avenue C, San Antonio, Tex.
Martin, Jessamine
ol Washington Street, Tarrytown
N. Y.
Martin, Myra A.
Honeoye Falls, N. Y.
Mason, Louise C.
4724 Warrington Avenue, Philadelphia.
Pa.
Masterton, Eleanor
Conway Center, N. H.
Mayo, Adelaide A.
142 Warren Avenue, Boston, Ma.ss.
Meredith. Helena
99 Sedgwick Street, Jamaica I'laiu,
Mass.
Merhiditii, Catharine C.
71 Imlay Street, Hartford, Conn.
Merrill, Bertha
288 Water Street, Skowhegau, Maine
•Merritt, Carolyn E.
310 East Williams Street. Ann Arbor,
Mich.
Millar. Jeanie I/.
718 Madison Avenue, Plainfield, N. J.
Miller, Leonora
The Elizabeth, No. 41, Chattanooga,
Teun.
MiLUKEN, Edith C.
63 Stevens Avenue, Portland. Maine.
MiLNOR, Marguerite




154 Forest Avenue, Janios(own, N. Y.
Moors, Hannah E.
104 Moore Street, Lowell, Mass.
Morgan, Almira S.
112 Home Avenue, Rutherford, N. J.
MoRTENSON, Katharine
175 North Euclid Aveuue, Oak Park,
111.
Mueller, Margaret E.
519 North Michigan Street, South Bend,
Ind.
MUNROE, KATHRINE
135 Third Street, Muskegon. Mich.
Myrick, Virginia




38 Summer Street, Hyde Park, Mass,
(242)
Newman, Louise
15 Kennebec Street, Bar II;ul>or, Me.
Newton, Christine M.
4110 Main Street, Wiucliester, Mass.
Nichols, Ethel
125 Ferry Street, I^verett, Mass.
Noble, Loitise II.
10 Lexington Street. New Urilain, Conn.
Norton, Josephine
005 Topeka Avenue, Toiiekn, Kan.
Notter, Mart I.
42 West Scribner Avenue, Du I'.ois, Pa.
NiTTER. Hazel L.
2S8 Ferry Street, Mal.len, Mass.
Nutting. Marion G.
62 Linden Street, AUston, Mass.
O'Brion, Fannie M.
22G Summer Street, Sonierville, Mass.
Obst. Stella D.
200 West Newton Street. IJoston, Mass.
O'Callagiian, Margierite .M.
119 Stoufibton Street, Durehesler, Mass.
Odell, Harriet II.








1107 Fourteenth Avenue, Altoona, Pa.
Ortiz. Carmen M.
22 Vives Street, Ponce, P. R.
Peck. Margaret L.
324 West Ninth Street, Concordia, Ivan.
Peebles, Cathrene H.
1440 North Street, N. W., Washington,
D. C.
Peirce, Ida P.
1171 Massachusetts Avenue, Arlington,
Mass.
Percy, H. Carolyn
21 Iloosick Street, Iloosick Falls, N. Y.
PERKIN.S, Ruth




735 West Fourth Street. Station A,
Superior, Wis.
Perry, Ethel M.
210 Belmont Street, Brockton, Mass.
I'ERRT, Grace L.








208 Pleasant Street, Laconia, N. H.
Price, Florence
318 East Market Street, Danville, Pa.
Price, II. Kathebine
3037 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa,
I'utnam, Lillian
107 Essex Street, Cliftondale, Mass.
Paine, Alice
1650 Washington Street, West Newton,
Mass.
Pardee, Katharine
Cherry Valley, N. Y.
Paxton, Ruth M.
821 West Granite Street, Butte. Mont.
Pearce, Euith L,
270 Washington Street, Gloucester.
Mass.
Pearson, Constance S.
242 Roseville Avenue, Newark, N. .1.
Pearson, Grace M.
Home Park, New Rochelle, N. Y.
Pearson, Margaret II.












Oak Lane, Philadelphia, Pa.
Richman, Grace E.
506 West Second Street, Muscatine,
Iowa
RiLET, Cathrtn v.
1754 S Street, Washington. D. C.
Roberts, Ida H.











1859 Mouroe Street, Washiugton, D. C.
Rockwell, Agnes
84 Church Street, Asheville, N. C.
Rodman, Ruth S.
219 Washington Street, Wellesley Hills.
Mass.
Rogers, Mary E.
43 Grove Street, Asheville, N. C.
Royce, Bertha M.
43 Brainerd Street, Naperville, 111.
Rubel, Sarah B.
428 West St. Catherine Street, Louis-
ville, Ky.
Russell, Harriet G.
East Chester, Williamsbridge Station,
N. Y.
Russell, Margi'erite,
T Lynn Shore Drive, Lynn, Mass.
Sackett, Edith
917 Haskell Avenue, Rockford, 111.
S.iLKELD, K.\TIIERINE E.
216 Engle Street, Englewood, N. J.
Saltae, Margaret
923 Kilburn Avenue, Rockford, 111.
S.i^WYER. MaRJORIE II.
402 Elm Street, Gardner, Mass.
Schimpeler, Re.v
227 W. Broadway, Louisville, Ky.
Schlaepfer, Lenore
513 East Twentj'-eighth Street, Pater-
son, N. J.
ScHMiTT, Esther B.
158 South Cliff Street, Ausonia, Conn.
ScHMUCKER, Dorothy M.
Rosedale Avenue, West Chester, Pa.
SCIINULL, BeRTH.V M.
3030 North Meridian Street, Indianapo-
lis, Ind.
SCHOONMAKER, EniTii
22 William Street, Ausonia, Conn.
Schwab, Emjia H.
20 Vernon Terrace, East Orange, N. J.
Schwab. Erma R.
2410 East Fortieth Street, Cleveland. O.
Searle, ("orinne
l."i2."i Park Avenui', Oniiihii, Neb.
Seiferth, Aida




6 Cottage Street, Newport, R. I.
Sheldon, Irene S.
92 East Central Street, Natick, Mass.
Shepard-Elmeb, Hazel S.
126 West Wabasha Street, Wiuoua,
Minn.
Sherman, Mabjobie
60 Crary Avenue, Mt. Veruon, N. Y.
Siiupp, Ruth




498 West 136th Street, New York, N. Y.
Smith, Delia A.
231S Roslyn Avenue, Hunter's Park,
Duluth, Minn.
Smith, Gebtbude L.
115 Prospect Street, Gloucester, Mass.
Smith, Loea V.
1730 M Street, Lincoln, Neb.
SoEG, Maecia F.
110 Scott Street, Monroe, Mich.
Squires, Grace E.
360 East Fifty-fourth Street, Chicago,
111.
Staats, Marguerite L.
221 State Street, Albany, N. Y.
Stackhouse, Charlotte M.
418 Third Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Stickley, Marie P.
124 Hawley Street, Binghamton, N. Y.
Stim.son, Helen W.
29 Jackson Street, Little Falls, N. Y.
Stockee, Edna Y.
47 Farragut Road. Swami)seott, Mass.
Stone. Edith E.'
15 Liberty Street, Wallbam, Mass.
StONEMAN, MAR.J0RY
14 Harrison Street, Taunton, Mass.
Stott, Ethel V.
135 Commonwealth Avenue, Detroit,
Mich.
Steeeteb, Gertrude A.
.31! Maple Street, Glens Falls, N. Y.
Stuabt, Mary A.
1906 D Street, Lincoln. Neb.
Sui.zbackeh, Carolyn T.
70 East Fortieth Street, Chillieolhe, O.
(244)
SUMUY, DOBOTIIY R.
1935 Oakdalc Avouup, Chicago, 111.
Sumner, Anna P.










7 Amherst Street, Rochester, N. Y.
TiioMA.s, Emma I.
'SO Davis Street, (ireenlield. Mass.
Thompson, Auai.y.n
1580 Harlem Avenue, Uoi-kfonl, 111.
TiiORNuiivE, Helen C.
OS Harvard Street, Medfcinl, Mass.
ToNKiNu, Leonora I{.
3S Orchard Street, Dover. X. J.
Tripp, Mary A.
315 Main Street, Simlli nini;li:iiii.
Mass.
Trowbridge, D. Ethel
1S21 II Street, iN. \V., \Vashinf;lon.
D. C.
Trowbridge, L. Alice
182S A.sbur.v Avenue, Evanslon. 111.
TUFT.S, Henrietta .1.
15 Bradlee Street, Dorchester Centre.
Mass.
Tuttle, Margaret S.
7 North Queen Street, York, I'a.
Uffobd, Louise R.
240 Norfolk Street, Dorchester, Mass.
Van Tine, Hazel R.
208 Congress Street, Rrndforil, Ra.
Waite, Blanche L.
S3 Mechanic Street, Orause. Mass.
Walworth, M. Louise
931 Centre Street, Newton Centre,
Mass.
Washburn, Mildred B.
Hunter's Park, Duluth, Minn.
Weaver, Jessie S.
2406 Third Street, Louisville, Ky.
^\'ebster. Florence
183 Main Street, Haverhill, Mass.
Webster, Winifred R.
010 North Euclid Avenue, Oak Park,
111.
Weideniiamer, Edna 10.
200 Guy I'ark Avenue, .Vnisterdain,
N. Y.
Weir, S. Evely'n
100 Prospect Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Weisel, Mary E.
2901 Fairview Circle, Birmingham, Ala.
W'eller, Gwenydd H. M.
45 Union Avenue, Montreal, Can.
Welte, Josephine




30 Wellesley Street. East Cleveland, O.
Wetiierill, Mildred R.
Twentieth and Proviilenee Avenue,
Chester, I'a.
Wheeler. Eleanor P.




358 Pleasant Street, Maiden, Jlass.
WiiiTTEN, Gladys W.
101 West Chestnut Street, Wakefield,
Mass.
Whittlesey, Leslie !>.











1203 Pratt Boulevard, Chicago, 111.
Winkler, Lucile F.






2 South Jackson Street, Elgin, 111.
Woodward, Elizabeth C.




3S4 AVest Market Street, Akrou, O.
Wyatt, Marjokie E.
611 University Avenue, Syracuse, N. Y.
Wyckoff, Jeannette




Hotel Bonneville, Tacoma, Wash.
Young, Hester E.
39 Columbia Street, Brookline, Mass.
Zimmermann, Lili M.
511 Juneau Place, Milwaukee, Wis.
Zuckerman, Nellie




Cloonan, Mabt K. Dunham. Miriam R.
25914 Main Street, Sandy Hill, N. Y. 45 Elm Street, Waterville, Maine.
Special Students
Notes, Mbs. Inez C.
Auburndale, Mass.
Okonogi, Matsu





19 Franklin Street, Westfield, Mass.
BuKTON, Mary D.










































IIeae tbe liltiiiga of the Board,
Lit'ry Board.
What a world of agony their limping lays afford !
How they scribble, scribble, scriblde.
Through the dank and dangerous night.
While dim ghosts, indescribable
Of past Boards, leer at the qniblile
With ineffable delight.
Swaying bodies keeping time
To the grim and hopeless rhyme
Of laborious productions that iserforcc— alas ! — are poured
From the bored, bored, bored, bored, bored, bored Board,













Did it ever occur to you that your personal
effects in vour rooms should be
insured against fire loss?
For a small sum— from $2.00 to S5-00—




Post Office Box 1396
Boston, Mass.
10% Discount
TO WELLESLEY COLLEGE GIRLS
Spring (©pening
NEWEST NOVELTIES
YOUNG WOMEN'S HATS FOR DRESS
OR SEMI-DRESS
WALKING OR OUTING
SMART EFFECTS IN PANAMAS
A. N. Cook isf Company
U^otnett's Hatters C-^ Furriers
161 TREMONT STREET, BOSTON
Just as your name is
identified with your
personality so is the
name of Thayer, McNeil and
Hodgkiiis identified with the
finest shoes known in the art
of shoe making : : : :
Thayer, McNeil & Hodgkifis,














Angus MacDonald & Co.
Contractors; anb ISuitberg
COMPTON BUILDING, ROOM 716
Telephone ^^6:^-2 Main
ItJl Devonshire Street 22 Arch Street
BOSTON
Locker and Yard
Corner Langdon and Roisiveli Streets, Roxhury
njiyright. 19115, liy the RotutTapli
Noniinhcga
The haven of self-satisfied souls.
Frequented 1 1\-
and pussy-cats.






364 BOYLSTON ST. /
We show the bat variety of
NECKWEAR ^>
,ind MUFFS
to he fotiiid in Boston
Bailey, Banks and
Biddle Co.
Has just issued and will send free upon request
A New Catalogue of College and School
Cmblcmg
Which contsins illustrations and prices of a very large
assortment of Class and College l-'ins (in colors to
represent enamel), Fraternity Emblems, Seals, Plaques,
Medals, Rings and many novelties in the newest styles
— suggestions that should be seen before purchasing.
1218-20-22 Chestnut St.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Train the Feet as
Wellesley Trains the Mind
No one can go through life half as well, or
accomplish half as much in other shoes as
in Sorosis. They are made on scientific
lasts of exclusive design and embody all that
is best in shoecraft. The latest shapes are
distinctly stylish and elegant and come in
all leathers.
SOROSIS SHOE COMPANY









We patronize you and expect you
to patronize us in
Dresses, Blouses, Coats, etc.
G. WILDES SMITH
158 Tremont Street Boston
ESTABLISHED I6i8
CI-©TM I EM a,^0
BROADWAY Cor. 22 ^"J ST ,
NEW YORK.
POLO ULSTERS ENGLISH BLAZERS
TYROLEAN AND MARIENBAD HATS
boys' GLENGARRYS & PRINCE CHARLIES
SCOTCH TRAVELLING RUGS
ENGLISH LUNCHEON AND TEA BASKETS
FITTED CASES FLASKS
STICKS PIPES
WEST END LONDON NOVELTIES
CLOTHING FURNISHINGS
HATS SHOES







Electrical Face, Scalp 1'




H TT 11 A SCHOOLosmer Hall /»r girls
+196 WASHINGTON BOULEVARD, ST. LOUIS



















Special Prices for Regular Dinner and
Luncheon Tickets
LIGHT REFRESHMENTS





MISS CONANT and MISS BIGELOW, Principals
Ice Cream, wholesale and retail. Ice Cream,




Frappes, Fancy Ices, Frozen Puddings, Mousse
of all flavors
Tlic Quadrangle
A rectangular potentiality, eon-
veiiieiitly situated on the main
thoroughfare for steam ami electric
trains. Attractive exterior, with
neat tlower-Lcds and artistic walks.






Opp. Post Office WELLESLEY, MASS.
Mrs. J. M. Morrison
Lingerieand French Neckwear
to order
Exclusive agency for the Wade Corset
367 Boylston Street, Boston
Telephone. 3142-5 Back Bay
VIII ADVERTISEMENTS
Tremont Street, Near West, Boston
Ladies' Outfitters and Furnishers
MILLINERY SUITS GARMENTS
DRESSES COSTUMES




116 BOYLSTON STREET : : BOSTON, MASS.
IMPORTERS AND DESIGNERS OF
Fine China and Glassware
Telephone, Oxford 1650 P. O. Box 1354
Telephone Connection
No. American Oyster Co.
Planters and Wholesale Dealers in
Providence River and Virginia
OYSTERS
All the Varieties of Native Oysters. Also Little Neck Clams
South -Ea^ Corner F. H. Market
BOSTON
BOATS and CANOES
Repaired-Painted- Built to Order For Sale or To Let by the Season
Factory at Riverside Station, B. & A. R. R. P. O. Address, Auburndale, Mass.
Prices right Telephone Connection Pla" your orders early
I have supplied the students at Wellesley College for the past I
J. R. ROBERTSON, Prop.
ADVERTISEMENTS IX
^ Supplies schools of all grades with
competent teachers.
t^ Assists teachers in obtaining positions.
(| We receive calls tor teachers from every
state in the Union and have been especially
successful in finding positions for young women
just about to graduate from, college. No agency
in the countrv has done more for such teachers,
and we can certainly be of service to Wellesley
graduates if they give us the opportunity.
Now is the time to register
HARLAN P. FRENCH
81 Chapel Street - Albany, N. Y.









BOSTON, IT. s A.
X ADVERTISEMENTS
Made to order only No Agencies
PETER THOMSON
Naval and Merchant Tailor
-1/ / X s /' /; / .•/ A' / .1/ /- A' r — i /: c (' A' /> /•" / o o k
Boys' and Misses' Sailor Suits a specialty.
Ladies' Tailor-made Suits and Riding
Habits. Boys' and Young Men's
Norfolk, Sack and Tuxedo Suits









Manager ; Miss Ruth Hodgkins





Taylor Block R°°"'s 4 and 5 Wellesley
GUSTAVUS J. ESSELEN
(Successor to Mrs. J. C. White)
Artists' materials, School Supplies
Pyrographic Outfits, Picture Puzzles, Water
Color Frames. Etc.. to Decorate. Passepartout
Materials, Souvenir Po«t Cards aud Albums.
Cliristinas, Easter and Birthday Cards, Valen-
tines. Calendars, Etc. Art Stencils, Designs
and Materials for Brass Candle Shades.
19 BROMFIELD ST., BOSTON. MASS.
Wellesley Grocery Co.
Dealers in







Golf, Tennis, Athletic Goods,
Shoes and Clothing
for all Sports
G. S. Sprague & Co.
119 Franklin Street Boston
NOTE— Wellesley discounts are
from I o % to 40 % .




Do you know that the INTERNATIONAL
not only answers with final authority
questions about Spelling, Pronunciation,
Definition, New Words, Etc., but also
questions in The Trades, Arts and Sciences,
Geography, Biography, Fiction, Etc.
2380 Pages, 5000 Illustrations
Recognized by the COURTS, SCHOOLS, .nd PRESS
as THE ONE GREAT STANDARD AUTHORITY.
WEBSTER'S COLLEGIATE DIOTIONAET.
Lar>:L-st .ifHur abriil^'iiit-nts. Ke^'ular an.i 'I liiii Ta-
per liilitions. 1116 Tat'i^s and i4uo Illustratiuns,
Write for Dictionary Wrinkles anil Spec!men Pages,
I'lca^e tell us where ym saw our ailvenisement.











MISS H. W. MURRAY
Wellesley, Mass-
Culhi/c Hull
Superb lake front ! Can-insi', ridiiis or
nym horsps instantaneously proeurahle at
any moment, day or ni.ulit. Corner rooms
for all. iniless North side is preferred.
Copyright. 1905. by the Rotograpli Company
Stone Hall
nelip;litfully and centrally located ! Propin-
quity to the end of the Barnswallow line
a recommending feature. Sit in your
sluily window and enjoy the music of ves-
pers or iiarticipate in step-singing. Ade-
iiuate elevator service guaranteed as far as






543 and 595 Washington St.
Wellesley - - - - Mass.
Wililrr Hall
This (liliiihtful, honielikp aliodp is of pspp-
oial remedial l)i'netit ti) insomniiu-s, owin:;
to its sootliiiiK, rofkiug motion. Eacli













of high grade, present day
writing instruments.
There is a style for every
purpose. A fingers-end
convenience that is always
useful in student life.
No spilling of ink ; no skipping
or blotting ; no scratchy points.
ASK YOUR DEALER
L. E. WATERMAN CO.
173 BROADWAY, N. Y.
ENGRAVINGS
BY ALL PROCESSES
Line plates, half tones, color plates






234 Congress St., Boston, Mass.
134 West 14lh Street





GOLD and SILVER SMITHS
CLASS AND SOCIETY PINS
MADE FROM SPECIAL DE-
SIGNS. SOLE MAKERS OF
THE OFFICIAL SEAL PIN
Crests, Monograms, Engraving
FINEST ASSORTMENT OF STATIONERY
147 TREMONT , STREET, BOSTON
Geo. P. Raymond Co.
Incorporated 1904
COSTUMERS
Amateur Work a Specialty
Established l88l Telephone Oxford 145
2 Boylston Place Boston, Mass.
ADVERTISEMENTS XV
The Intercollegiate Bureau of Academic Costume









Makers to Wellesley '92, '93,
'94, '95, '96, '97, '98, '99, '00, '01,
'02, '03, '04, '05, '06, '07, '08, '09,






Tulane, University of the
South, and all the others.
ILLUSTRATED BULLETIN AND SAMPLES ON APPLICATION
LADIES ALWAYS ASK FOR
in'Sty Whittemore's Polishes in














"GILT EUGE " tor blacking and polish-
ing ladies' and children's boots and sboes,
sUtfies v.'iihoiit rubbing, 25c. '^French
Gloss," 10c.
" DANDY " combination tor cleansing and
polishing all kinds of russet or tan boots
and shoes, 25c. '^ Star " size, loc.
"SUEDEDENE" for cleansing and Re.
coloring all kinds and colors of Suede and
Ooze leather footwear. Also Buck, Castor
and Cravenctlc. A tine, tlry powder, so
quickly and easily applied. No waiting for
shoes to dry. No matting down ot the nap.
Put up in all colors \ state color wanted,
fer box, 25c.
" QUICK WHITE '• makes dirtv canvas
shoes clean and vjhttf, m liquid torm so it
can be quickly and tasily applied. No
white dust. Will not rub otf. Twosizes,
25c, and IOC.
"BON-TON" black cream (a paste pol-
ish in opal glass jars, with screw covers
that can be easily opened and closed ; a
vast improvement over tin boxes) for re-
viving the lustre of patent and all shidy
leather shoes and slippers, " Bon-Ton
"
brown for all brown shoes. " Bon-Ton
"
russet for all russet and tan shoes. "• Bon-
Ton " red for all red shoes. All four




WORN ALL OVER THE WORLD
DO NOT BE DECEIVED
BY BUTTONS MADE OF
WOOD PAINTED OR COL-




IS ATTACHED THIS /'
WAY TO EVERY PAIR
OF THE GENUINE—
BE eURC IT'S THERE,
SamplePair, Mercerized 25c., Silk
















WRAPPING PAPERS. TWINES and BAGS
STATIONERY
CREPE PAPER FANCY NAPKINS
54-6 India Street, Boston
TEIIOI'HONK MAIN :ll>l




136 Harrison Avenue Boston
THE MASTER BUILDERS ASSOCIATION
164 Devonshire Street. Boston
Telephone, Oxford 2H8
TO RENT
For Private Theatricals and
Masquerades
HARRIET L. HASTINGS
38 Dover Street, Wellesley, Mass.
J. P. Lawrence G. A. Mann A. A. Tapley












Wellesley Square Wellesley, Mass.
ADVERTISEMENTS XVII
Freciiutii
Brightly piiiiitoil i'ni'iiilnvc Icmls
fheeriiH'ss to the iinlii^ciKiiis cnuifdrt





The perfect Pen for
particular people
CLEAN TO CARRY — Safe to carry in vest
pocket or sliopping bag in any position.
hnpossible to leak.
CLEAN TO HANDLE— Barrel
in one piece —no joints.





Pen point rests in ink
hen not in use— hence no
shaking is required.
UNIQUE CONSTRUCTION—No other pen
like it. Can't leak— no pen section to un-
screw and get covered with ink. Uses any kind
of ink including Higgins' India Ink.
Each pen fully piiar:inteed. Money refunded after 10 days* trial if not
entirely satisfactory. Send steel pen that suits your hand and we'll match it.
Send for illustrated circular and testimonials from highly pleased customers.
AMERICAN FOUNTAIN PEN CO., 168 Devonshire St., Boston, Mast.
Martin L. Hall Company
BOSTON
Specialists in high class
Coffees, Teas
and Canned Goods
Our brands are the best the market affords in these lines,
and their use insures the housekeeper against dissatisfaction
For sale it; all best grocers
MARTIN L. HALL COMPANY, BOSTON
K IS T .\ B L 1 S H K 1) 18 3 1 I N C O K P « R .4 T K I> 19 8
Smith Brothers
BUTTER, CHEESE AND EGGS
Sole Receivers of
Randolph Creamery
2 and 4. FANEUIL HALL MARKET
Telephone, Richmond 1647 BOSTON, MASS.













Packed under the most perfect
'^ sanitary conditions.
^ Sold in all the States, Ber-
muda, Mexico and Canadian
Provinces.
,
The WHITE HOUSE Brand
TEA, '^-Ib. and )^-lb. full-




Beef & Supply Company
Hotel, College, Steamship, Dining Car and
Family Supplies a Specialty. Producers of
prime corn-fed cattle from the corn country
38 and 40 Faneuil Hall Market
Boston, Mass.
Joseph Q^. LowcH Osmon C. BaiJev J. Myron Lowell
Lowell Bros. & Bailey
General Commission Merchants
atiii IMinlfsale Dealers in
Foreign and 17"D TTTT^C!
Domestic JT IV U 1 1 O
and Produce of all kinds
69, 71. 73 and 75 Clinton St., Boston, Mass.
Reference \ ^'^'^^^^ National Bank
-' "






MUTTON, LAMB and VEAL
Hotels, Steamships
Restaurants and Family Trade
A Specialty
2 1, 23 & 25 FANEUIL HALL MARKET
TELEPHONE, FIFTY -TWO RICHMOND
XX ADVERTISEMENTS
THOUSANDS OF WOMEN
Attribute their beautiful Complexion to the
fact that thpv use
LHBLHGHE F|I6E FOWDEa
It softens, soothts, nourishes the skin; restores its
Ireshness and rich color; removes all roughness ami
blemishes. Delightful to use. Invisible on applica-
tion. Prevents sunburn and kindredills. Avoid sub-
stitutes. Insist upon havnti/ LnbUiche.
Flesh, White, Pink and Cream Tints, SOc. per box
All Druggists or by mail
S^.
BEN L
BEIN LEW" CO/V\F»rtlN"V, F'rench F'erft
125 Kingston Street, Boston, Massachusetts, U. S. A.
/<;'
WLllc:Mj^^7ftLl^L
S>^cciAl7^;-p





